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In Tandem
by BakerTumblings

Summary

Cause and effect. One thing brings about another. Can friendship sponsor dependence? Does
familiarity lead to taking things for granted, such as ... people?

A horrific car accident shakes things up.

Spoiler: Happy Ending. Eventually.

http://archiveofourown.org/users/BakerTumblings/pseuds/BakerTumblings


Watch Out

Chapter Notes

Our story unfolds in the back seat, a hired driver up front, and trouble on the horizon.

See the end of the chapter for more notes

The words are flat. "I suppose not." Sherlock is as close to sulking as he can get outside of his
hands-steepled, floppy-couch stroppy pose on Baker Street, and given the moue of his mouth,
the reticent answer to John's question is personally significantly costly. "Not entirely."

"So, not a waste of time is still a good thing." John chuckles, knowing any argument he might
offer is probably going to be ineffective and, ironically, a waste of his own time. "You solved
it."

"And income has been generated, as you like to point out."

"Can we not have the money discussion again?" John asks.

"Argument, you mean," Sherlock interjects, apparently spoiling for one.

"Discussion," John restates. "Well, I try to discuss, and you make it an argument." John hears
the faint whine in his voice and is largely okay with it. Their financial backgrounds could not
be more diverse: Sherlock's trust fund and well-off family, John's impoverished bank
accounts and relatives to match. Their new joint account was not only recent but at John’s
insistence - and now it is much less on Sherlock's radar, less important. "Sit back, relax," he
suggests.

"How long's the ride home again?" he asks rhetorically, in a tone that can only mean he’s not
done complaining.

"Hour and a half, give or take." John sympathesises with Sherlock's restless energy, his zest
for purpose, and he understands all too well that confinement is difficult. "This time of day,
anyway."

From the other side of the car is a dramatic eye-roll, and Sherlock turns his head to stare out
the window. It's approaching dusk, lights beginning to come on, the sky fading to shades of
heather.

"How about I look for another case, if you want? Help pass the time."

"Fine." His tone means anything but.



They had taken this particular case, a remote connection of Lestrade's but quite far out of his
jurisdiction, and solved it in less than a day. Ultimately, it had been some pre-trip research, a
few hours of legwork, several interviews, unwrapping the lies hidden in the media and the
alleged testimonials, some scathing remarks about the current investigators, then a press
conference. The once-important exposures would now be relegated to annoying, useless
details in Sherlock's mind - and he would no doubt complain vehemently at however John
attempted to write it up in his blog. The now-grateful man in charge had hired a driver to take
them home, who - thankfully - has not asked too many questions or peppered either of them
with platitudes about Sherlock's career, John's blog, or anything else actually. 

But now, first, a boring ride home, trapped in the backseat with perhaps too little legroom too
much sulk.

If only.

++

"Here's one," John offers, using a fingertip to scroll on his mobile. "Not as exciting as ... well,
actually, not that exciting. But unusual in that there were actual identical twins, and ..."

"No." Sherlock, fiddling with something in his hands, is barely listening. "Nope," he
reiterates, popping the 'p' with his lips because John had once told him that it was irksome.

"But, wait. They routinely swapped events, livelihoods, and one was a bloody surgeon ... who
..."

"I said no," Sherlock moans and groans about the fact that nothing is ever new, despite John's
insistence that this actually is new. His long fingers spin and twist the object in his hands,
then let go only to fuss at his knees, adjusting the trouser crease. "Next?"

When John presses his suggestion, fussing good-naturedly that they should take this one
because there isn't anything else of more interest, Sherlock reaches his long arm in an attempt
to confiscate John's phone. For a few moments, a few frozen seconds, their hands meet and
hold. It's a little awkward given the electronic device somewhat squashed between, but
enough skin contact - and then there is the making of more than just the warm touch.

++

Their physical relationship over the last few months is finally what people had been insisting
all along. A peripheral conversation, John and a random coffee shop stranger, who made the
mistake of asking for his number while Sherlock was within hearing range. "Wasting your ti-
i-ime," he murmured, just a little bit sing-songy.

The voice deflection like that never ever fails to wind John up, and Sherlock shamelessly
uses that to his advantage when it suits him.

Instead of backing down, though, she had confronted him, slightly amused in her
assertiveness. One brow was raised as she responded to Sherlock, "Oh? Is it like that, then?
Staking your territory are you?" John hadn't been especially keen before, but seeing her



prickliness and her negativity directed at his flatmate, at Rosie's godfather, had certainly
ended any residual interest.

He knew intervention was necessary before either of them escalated. "While I am flattered by
your interest," he'd begun, deliberately invoking memories of their early days, of Angelo's,
"you should know that I consider myself ..."

The slightest pause, for which Sherlock was waiting, and he interjected quickly, "Taken."
He'd leaned in a bit, their arms brushing together, their heads near each other, conveying
comfort and familiarity and intimacy, clearly at ease with each other.

John had shrugged, letting a brow raise, shooting Sherlock a small quirk of his lips not quite
a smile. Although they’d been directing their words at the woman, who shook her head and
huffed as she began to walk away in disgust, they’d been speaking in sidebar to each other.

Then later that evening, after he'd tucked Rosie in, he'd restated the word. "So, taken?" The
sitting room, each in their respective chairs, is quiet and still but for John's question.

"Obviously," had been the reply.

John had hesitated, feeling the weight of a moment and not wanting to blow it, to miss out, to
waste the opportunity that had fizzled out at Angelo’s years previously. His hand, unbidden,
reached out, his fingertips lightly resting on Sherlock's knee.  “Are you saying …”

”Yes." Cool blue eyes had indeed been steady, looking back. Then with typical
condescension, Sherlock had finished, "Do keep up.”

"Are you sure?"

"Are you questioning me, seriously? Do you think I would vacillate about something this
important?" Between them, the tension that had waxed and waned over the years, swelled
again. Someone looked at someone else's mouth, or maybe it was together, and the room
warmed, crackled, beckoned.

That evening, a tentative kiss had been just the starting point, a directional change. They'd
shared their lips, their mouths, their bodies, a coming together that ... although it just sort of
happened with little discussion, it felt the most natural thing in the world. They shared
Sherlock's bed a few times, with John always careful to return to his own shared bedroom
upstairs before Rosie woke up.

The most they'd talked about it had been a few questions - are you okay with this? - and
someone else's breathy answer - god, yes. And for the most part, it just worked, perhaps a
little awkwardly, but it had finally felt like they were right where they were supposed to be.

++

"Not here," Sherlock breathes from across the back seat, and John agrees, and lowers their
arms. In the jostling, the way their fingers splay and touch, John's mobile slips from their grip
to end up on the floor by his shoes.



He unbuckles his seatbelt silently in order to retrieve the wayward mobile. In that clutch of
seconds, a hateful universe unfolds, blooming chaos in the absolute worst fateful alignment
in impossibly few seconds. The convergence, the few moments, the blink of an eye, and
calamity strikes. Just as John is sitting back upright from regaining his mobile, turning to add
a comment that never gets the chance to be delivered, there is noise from the driver.

"Oh shit, hang on!" 

A quick attempt to swerve, an acceleration, and then it goes from really bad to much, much
worse as the car lurches to the side. There is deafening noise that stretches into the chasm, as
two vehicles collide.

++

The professor drones on for a few minutes, listing the types and specific functions of the
neurotransmitter, the synapse, and the pathways of each.

Then he makes eye contact with another section of his class, glances at the back wall, and
nods once, imperceptibly to the students. His train of thought smoothly continues. "So as I
was explaining, afferent vs efferent nerves are ..."

From behind the sloping lecture hall seats comes a suddenly hurled object, a large metal
frisbee, thrown by a previously unseen visitor who'd entered soundlessly and had been
waiting for his cue. The disc flies overhead of half the auditorium and clatters violently into
the corner of the large classroom, ricocheting against two walls before tipping on an edge in
the front of their seats.

"Okay. Object lesson. Fight or flight, remember? Before you were even consciously aware of
what was going on, your eyes had taken note of the frisbee. The threat. Peripheral vision
would be quite distracting if you were constantly aware of it. But your brain is paying
attention despite yourself. Split seconds, and your optic nerve transmits to your brain, which
stimulates your adrenal glands, resulting in a catecholamine surge. Epinephrine,
norepinephrine, dopamine are almost instantly released. It affects everything - heart rate,
breathing, pupils, muscles, GI tract, kidneys, lungs, pancreas, nerves, skin - and even now,
you're aware of heightened focus. Your body is poised to do battle, down to a cellular level.
Some of you missed the visual stimuli, but the sound evoked the same response." He
hesitates, smiles a little as the guest begins to slip from the back door again, task completed.
"Thank you, Steven." Pressing a button on the remote in his hand, the front screen is now full
of a complicated diagram explaining the first nuances of catecholamines. "You all with me
again? Skin still tingling? High alert?" he asks, and the students nod. There is some nervous
chatter as they realise the unpredictability of the professor, and at the demonstration they will
never forget.

++

The driver focuses on his task, neatly ticking off kilometers to his destination. The roads at
this hour, just after dinner, are pleasant - not deserted but certainly not voluminous. The
traffic signals are mostly timed to allow him, on his route, the right of way. Rarely, one of the
side roads triggers his light amber then red. He is a good, attentive driver, his driving record



is spotless, and taking this assignment was not out of the ordinary. He is grateful for the easy
job, the respectful passengers, and the straightforward drive he's taking.

The light is green in front of him, the intersection angles slightly at a curve with some
vegetation nearby. Later, a police analyst will comment that it was overgrown, that visibility
wasn't actually all that good. But either way, out of his peripheral vision, suddenly there
appear headlamps coming at an astonishing rate of speed, already almost upon them. He
knows immediately there is no way in hell that car is planning to obey the traffic device. His
brain, without needing his conscious consideration, will evaluate fight or flight, brake or
accelerate, veer or hold the course: there is no planning. The same analyst will calculate
approximate speed of both vehicles and the specifics of the crash using skid marks and debris
patterns, as well as vehicular damage. It will be determined that no evasive manoeuvers
would have been enough.

The driver's warning is too late and ultimately won't matter anyway.

The other car, a sturdy sedan, runs the red light without braking, plows solidly and full force
into the front section of the car carrying himself and his passengers. The T bone accident is
reverberating and loud this time of night; the few homes nearby will all hear it.

Metal crumples and bends; a spin, a lot of metallic bending, the harsh cracking of plastic
alloy giving way to the laws of physics. Of the three occupants of the stricken car, two groan
a bit in the seconds after the vehicles - or what's left of them - come to rest. A few seconds
later, there is only one voice, gravelly and thinly, rasping out "Hey?" Neither of the others are
able to answer. The lone voice, moments later, is quieter, a pained whisper. "John?"

Chapter End Notes

So quite an adventure waits for them ahead. Buckle up (sorry for the seat-belt
reference), it's liable to be a rough ride for a little while.



Immediate Aftermath: Early Decisions Matter

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

"Nine nine nine. Police, Fire, or Ambulance?"

From the edge of her front step, she clutches the mobile as her husband approaches the
wreckage. The carnage.

"Police. And ambulance. Please hurry." Frantic, she describes the need using words like loud
noise, car accident, and terrible damage. "Two cars."

++

The noise, unmistakable. And very close. They rise immediately, the telly droning now
unnoticed in the background. "I'll call," she says, in her slippers and housecoat while he is
still not only dressed but wearing shoes. Nervously, he wishes he had some sort of first aid
training, dreads the sights that might await, just given what is in front of him.

A plastic bumper, orphaned from the car it used to adorn, catches the light from the traffic
signal. One crumpled front ended vehicle sits further away, headlights still shining. The
closer one is smashed in toward the front - front quarter panel, drivers side door. The
shatterproof glass of the window is crackled but intact. The acrid scent of various car fumes -
exhaust, antifreeze, petrol - mix and blend and are carried about. He peers inside the nearest
cars door, where the driver is unmoving, pale. In the rear are two others - one moaning
quietly, the other silent, breathing - but not awake. He sees that the conscious one is still seat-
belted in; the other, angled awkwardly, against the door, limbs splayed, and bleeding from a
forehead laceration.

"Hey, can you hear me?" he asks, and they make eye contact, though the injured is
understandably dazed. "You all right?"

The back of the vehicle is mostly in shadows, but responds, breathless, "Do I look all right?"
His gaze moves sideways across the back seat. "John?"

"Help is on the way. Just ... stay still." Circling around the car, he tries the back door, which
sticks at first, but finally opens. He braces the non-responsive man so he doesn't tumble out,
and presses his pocket handkerchief to the scalp wound. "We called," he says, still holding
pressure. The other man nods, tries to move, and grimaces.

It feels long minutes until finally there is the sound of a distant police siren, heading their
direction.

++

Three tones sound over the speakers outside, in the squad room, throughout the building.



Even after years of experience, the three tones get their attention - and the catecholamine
surge is embraced. The tones are followed immediately by the squawk of the dispatch radio.
The driver and paramedic get to their feet, listening, poised for action. "Multiple vehicle
accident with injuries. Requesting police and multiple ambulances." The intersection address
follows, and as they get into the ambulance, they know they will be first medical team on
scene (after the police officers), and are already making mental plans. They will evaluate,
triage, and treat. The golden hour trauma clock is ticking, those precious first sixty minutes
after injury. They know all too well that delay is dangerous, that failure to recognise and treat
ends in increased risk of death.

They both buckle in as the driver hits the siren while the medic fires up the center console
GPS. They are both familiar of course with local roads, but using available technology can
alert them to possible heavy traffic and reduce mistakes, where delay can be devastating.

They are a couple of minutes out when their radio sparkles again.

"Go ahead," the medic says.

It is an update from one of the policemen on scene. "Four people involved. One fatality. CPR
in progress on another, doesn't look good. One unresponsive. The other, talking but
respiratory distress. See you soon, I hope."

++

Eventually, the ambulances have departed, two with lights and sirens transporting living
patients - one conscious, one not - to the nearest hospital. The other two will take the bodies
to the same hospital for evaluation by a coroner. A short while later, the policemen begin to
wrap things up, take their photos, and get whatever information they need. They have already
interviewed the bystanders, who called it in and tried to help. The actual debris clean up will
be finished by the towing company. Both vehicles are certainly totaled and await being
loaded on either tow truck or flat bed for removal.

"I've always hated this part," one of them says, directing his torch into the car that had failed
to stop at the red light. It illuminates the broken steering wheel, the empty bottle of alcohol
on the floor, the dark wet patch on the dash. "Sad."

"Found a piece of a finger once," the other says.

Shuddering silently, they see nothing more of note in the vehicle, stand up to check the other
car, the one with the rear seat passengers. "Toys are the worst. Broken car seats. Or
dummies."

"Agreed." He takes the keys from the ignition, checks to see that they need no additional
photos, and shakes his head at the few strands of silvery blond hair stuck in the spiderweb
starburst cracks in the side window. From someone's head, obviously.

"Oh, wait. What is that?"



They both come closer as one shines a torch onto the back seat floor, picking up on the
irregular object. "Bag it, I guess. Along with the rest - jacket, gloves, and that shattered
mobile." The mobile, thankfully, had been clearly in the back seat. This accident did not seem
to be caused by a distracted driver on their mobile, at least.

Labeling, binning, and sorting, they both finish up and probably would have chatted a bit
more about the unpleasantness that goes along with their job, but for the summons to yet
another call.

"This one's mine." He acknowledges the call by radio, frowning a little as he prepares to
leave.

"I'm backup if you need," answers the other.

"Drive careful." It is not unusual for first responders to be especially mindful, immediately
after a grisly scene. "Seriously."

"Don't I know it." The door closes with the heaviness they respect about driving an
emergency vehicle. "You too," he says out the open window.

"Copy that."

 

Chapter End Notes

Oh yes, activate emergency services. Be prepared to give as much information as you
can, including address. Stay on the line until they give permission to hang up.



Report

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Things are fine. Blink. Things are not fine.

Kaitlin sighs, struck once more in the trauma unit that traumatic admissions make her realise
life changes on a dime, and despite anyone's best intentions, accidents happen. She knows
she cannot and should not wrap her family in lambswool, helmets, packing peanuts, or
bubble wrap. Or forbid them to ride in the rain. Or in the dark, or in a car, or on a train ... It
occurs to her she's been reading too much Dr. Seuss to her kids as she dials the phone to hear
about this latest patient.

"Hey Chelsea," she greets the A&E staff who answers the phone. "Calling to get report on
Watson?"

A seasoned RN in the neuro-surgical critical care unit, she takes report in her own concise
shorthand, while the charge nurse and one of the patient care techs set up her room. They
know only a few details; report will allow them to prepare fully.

46 M

allergy: bee stings

hx: GSW Afghanistan, appy

multi-vehicle accident, rear of car, unrestrained, T boned, not ejected from vehicle

collared, extricated without incident

at scene, apparently moving all extrem

in A&E, unresponsive to voice commands, tubed for airway protection, never lost pulse

vitals relatively stable

C spine cleared

CT head 2.5 cm SDH, minimal cerebral oedema, normal ventricles, very slight midline shift

PERRLA, 3 mm

Rt rib fx, 7th-8th ribs, stable non displaced, no flail

scalp lac

Rt hand/wrist splinted, xrays pending



Rt central line IJ, OG tube bilious, foley clear yellow, arterial line L radial

8.0 ETT, 23 cm, vent settings AC22, TV550, +5, 60%

labs unremarkable, trending troponin and haemoglobin

alcohol negative, UDS clean

just taken to surgery for crani, evac, flap

 

Verbal report ends with, "That's about it. OR said to tell you he'll be a direct-back. What else
do you want to know, if I do, that is."

Kaitlin asks a few questions including one about family and is told his NHS records indicate
sister Harriet somewhere local-ish, who gave emergency consent for the surgery. "Thanks."
Glancing over the report sheet, she wonders about something else. "Did anyone else survive
the wreck?"

"I've no idea. Was a zoo here for a while. Saw a couple others come in right after him, taken
straight to the morgue. They were working on someone across the hall but I don't know if it
was connected or not."

++

Tina finds a yellow post it on her computer monitor with unwelcome news: another
admission to their general trauma intensive care unit. The name reads Holmes, 42 M, and
lists the extension to call for report. She plays phone tag with the A&E nurse but finally
manages to find someone for report.

"So you're getting William Holmes post MVA tonight, restrained back seat passenger,
conscious on scene. No allergies. History, multiple trauma a few years ago, cardiac
tamponade from GSW or something. Details are vague. Unspecified rehab stint, two years
ago. More on that in a minute. Ex-smoker. Tonsillectomy age seven.

"Brought in awake, conversant. No neuro deficits. Trauma scan haemo-pneumothorax,
couple hairline rib fractures, we placed two chest tubes, one mid-axillary sixth intercostal
space, one mid-clavicular. Tolerated it pretty well. Repeat films show good expansion.
Maybe 200 mls bloody drainage from the mid-axillary in atrium container so far.

"Rest of CT results: splenic laceration, haematoma small but stable for the moment. The
surgeon wants to wait, thinks it might not bleed further, should absorb. They ordered serial
haemoglobins - as if we wouldn't check, right, like thank god they wrote that? And there are
orders to call for hypotension or increased pain. Thank you doctor obvious."

Tina chuckles as she pauses in her writing, not wanting to get too distracted. "It's okay. It
takes a lot more than that to offend me."



"Vitals are okay, pulse ox low nineties on rebreather mask. He's anxious, really guarding.
Oriented times three, thought he was in London at first. Belly pain, refuses to use pain scale.
CPOT scale seven. Pain meds didn't really touch it yet, I'm about to give him another dose of
hydromorphone. Leaving you three peripheral sites, large bore R and L AC, a twenty R hand.
There’s no specific mention of IVDA by history, but there’s definitely old scarring, left cube,
you know? I asked him about it, he told me it was a stupid question, that my observation
skills need help.

“Anyway. Normal saline running at one-fifty to finish this liter. He adamantly refused the
straight cath. So you still need a urine sample. I gave up that argument, and even the doc
tried.

"Rest of his labs looked OK. Next of kin, brother, who's out of the country. I think the doc
left a message with some sort of ... high security hoity-toity answering service.

"Came in with a couple others, pretty sure two of them went to the morgue. He asked for
John, said he was in the car. Said nothing, you know, in case he didn’t make it.

"And oh, so one last thing. Someone prehospital suggested to google him. Apparently he's
some hot shot private eye in London. I didn't find anything on William Holmes but I only had
a second so it was a quick search, and I didn’t get a chance to really check it out, obviously.
Said something about some scandal a few years back, faked his death or something."

With a small chuckle, Tina responds, "Yeah, I probably won't have time for that either. But
thanks for the tip. Rooms ready, so am I, so go ahead and bring him up."

”That’s him, that moan, did you hear it? Gotta run, I'll give that pain med, see you in a few.”

Chapter End Notes

Disclaimer: trauma medicine is quite a specialty, and while I have done my best to
present things clearly and realistically, there may be facility, resource, and protocol
differences. Squint if you must - and let me know if something needs clarification.

I intentionally chose a side-impact collision because injuries are less and survival is
more likely. All kinds of forces come into play when it comes to damage and injuries:
acceleration, deceleration, shearing, and compression.

A couple of explanations about report. Those who know, know. And I know it's
shorthand with lots of abbreviations, but think a lot can be inferred from what is there.
Ask away, if you need. But here are a couple explanations: John's cat scan findings are
ominous and he needs immediate surgical repair. The blood collection (SDH or subdural
haematoma) in his brain could grow, and the resultant swelling could lead to brain
damage (or worse). Minimal midline shift is concerning, because the brain doesn't have
a lot of room to swell/expand inside the skull. It is a good sign that the tubes placed are
draining colour appropriate fluids (no bleeding from stomach or bladder). A direct back



means that the patient will bypass the recovery room and go straight to the ICU. It's
safer for the critically ill patient to only be moved one time.

As far as Sherlock's situation, his injuries are less severe because he was wearing a seat
belt. A lacerated spleen is definitely concerning but does not always need to be
surgically repaired (it is small, stable, and has stopped bleeding). Of course, being
conscious ;-), he's giving staff a hard time! Pain scales are challenging, so if he won't
cooperate and quantify it, providers can use other scales, such as the CPOT (Critical
Care Pain Observation Tool) which uses physical cues.

They've passed that "golden hour" after a multiple trauma. Not saying the road will be
easy, of course, but they'll be okay.



Specialists

Chapter Notes

A little side story. And a little back story.

Taking another sip of his coffee, he sets the cup down then considers the photos, diagram,
and report in front of him. The debris field is marked off, scattered across the intersection,
and the bumper of one of the vehicles had ultimately landed forty meters away in someone's
front yard, labeled as such. The road widths are marked, the traffic signal and poles, and the
photos are not exactly grisly but certainly attention-grabbing. Vehicle number one (driver,
two rear-seat passengers) had the right of way and was struck by vehicle number two (solo
driver) which ran a red light. Vehicle number one had been pushed significantly; photos
revealed that the rear side window had cracked (impact from rear seat unbelted passenger).
Vehicle number two had crumpled, skidded, and ultimately come to rest along the shoulder.
The driver of vehicle two'd been pinned behind the steering wheel and died on impact.
Toxicology reports are pending, but alcohol had been found in the vehicle. 

He is one of several forensic accident investigator specialists. His training has been useful
book-knowledge that was innocuous until he investigated his first accident scene years ago.
Though he was proficient in understanding and applying the laws of physics (with a nod to
Newton's laws which are posted on his office wall), working a real accident scene the first
time had been sobering. He measured and photographed, unpacking and unraveling the
aftermath of a fatal motor vehicle accident but seeing it for real was ... more. Disturbing.
Humbling. Although accident scenes no longer upset him exactly, he never loses the
realisation that life is fragile. That the human body, although designed for durability, can
suffer mortal injury when subjected to outside forces. His job may be to analyse, report,
investigate - but he knows that behind the reports are actual people, lives forever changed.
Sometimes family or friends left behind, or victims with ongoing injuries. Each accident
folder is impossible to capture fully on a report, in reality, and he doesn't forget.

He calculates speeds and forces and types it up neatly in a spreadsheet. The facts are simply
listed and include visibility, driver specifics, weather, time of day, lighting, and other
environmental factors. For this accident, he will recommend that significant trimming be
done at the intersection but there is no citation, no culpability. He mentions that final
toxicology and coroner reports are forthcoming. Before placing all the paperwork and data
into the folder, he peruses the photos again and compares the bag of belongings in his
possession against the list in the folder. Found in the back seat of vehicle number one had
been a few personal items:  a long coat, a mobile phone crushed beyond repair, a pair of high-
grade leather gloves, and a small metal gadget similar in size to a thumb drive but heavier. He
slides up the lever, slides it back down, and puts it back in the bag of belongings that will be
delivered to the family.



++

"Stop that," Mrs. Holmes says, brushing at her youngest son's hands again. "Biting your
nails?" She thinks back to what the latest in a long line of psychiatrists has advised them.
Substitution, positive reinforcement, distraction, rewards, and remaining low-key. "Here,
perhaps you'd enjoy this puzzle book? Riddles and such? You're likely to be quite good at
that."

"Holmes?" His name is called from the front of the room, and he freezes. There is momentary
confusion as his mind scrabbles for what he might have been asked, what the question might
have been. In his hand is a small toy car, his thumb worrying at the hard plastic wheels.
Earlier, he'd spent the previous subject flicking open the metal door, closing it. Open, closed,
open, closed. He considers requesting whatever directive to be repeated, but does not wish to
risk being exposed. Instead, he lifts his head, makes eye contact. The teacher clearly is
conflicted and unsure what to do with him. Although he is not distracting other students, he is
not paying attention either. She comes to stand by his desk. And holds out her hand. "I'll take
that please." Swallowing hard, he shakes his head no and puts the toy in his desk. He goes so
far as to then fold his hands together, tuck them between his thighs, as if to signal he has
things under control here. "You'll get it back after class on Friday," she insists. Handing it
over, he can feel his heart rate elevate and his palms sweat as the toy - his comfort item and
very much not at all a toy for him - is carried to the front of the room. Behind him, a few
classmates snicker.

"You can't smoke in here," hisses his roommate at uni. "Jesus, you'll get us both kicked out."
So instead of lighting the cigarette, Sherlock fiddles with the lighter. The roommate is not
pleased with that either. "Put that away." Sherlock thinks about heading outdoors, off campus,
chain smoking away his anxiety, until something hits him lightly in the chest. "Here.
Entertain yourself with this instead." It is a tri-colour biro with red, blue, and black levers.
The grip is spongy. He considers it a poor substitute for a cigarette, but it staves off his
nicotine craving for a little while.

Mycroft is sitting at the foot of his bed. "You can't keep doing this," he says, low and lethal.
"The doctor says your blood and urine screens lit up for several things." There is a murmur
from the bed and Sherlock reaches for the IV site in the crook of his right elbow. Of course,
because the left one shows signs of his habits. "Stop that. And I don't care if you're bored.
Find something useful, constructive, and non-lethal to do. Get a job. Clean yourself up."
Another verbal response, to which Mycroft sighs. "I also don't care that you don't wish to
stay. You are here for another six days, consider your involuntary detoxification an early
birthday present. To me, from you." The bed shifts as Mycroft stands up. "Don't pull that out.
Oh. Here, I brought you something. One of your previous psychiatrists suggested ... well, not
this exactly. I trust," he begins, stops. Something small and metallic drops on the bed near his
hand. "You may find that helpful. A distraction."

It is a custom-designed, specially ordered haptic slider, a small device with multiple sensory
facets. Oblong in shape, it has a textured, rubberised slide, a metallic edge, a soft click, a
weight surprisingly solid. It fits unobtrusively - and pleasantly - in his hand.



It doesn't leave his hand for the better part of the week during which he's been sectioned. He
goes to sleep with it; he wakes up with it. A few times, it slips from his hand during sleep,
and the resultant panic is ... profound.

Time marches, and he keeps it very close in the beginning. He misplaces it occasionally,
when he's off chasing criminals or insulting the Met's finest. Or haring off about London with
his surprisingly well-suited flatmate.

It is one of the first things that Mycroft couriers to him after a terrible day in which he'd taken
a giant step off a tall building.

And it was in his possession - somewhat more marked and worn - when he returned to
London. When he confronted Magnussen. At the aquarium. Although he keeps it with him,
for the most part, very few have actually seen it.

++

The Holmes' brothers have long criticised and disdained sentiment. They have watched
emotional attachment in family, friends, in anyone really, be their downfall, their undoing.

But the truth is that they are both indeed, selectively sentimental.

Mycroft has his favourites. He respects Anthea and has not hesitated to defend, support, and
reward her over the years. He takes care regarding his bespoke clothing, and even more
attention is paid to his favourite accessory: the umbrella he carries. He has developed his
palate with fine cuisine, expensive wine, and rare liquor. His food is prepared by several
chefs and often made fresh at the various dinner parties he hosts. He prides himself that he
takes care of those in his employ; he has made anonymous contributions toward various
events, holidays, personal needs, or situations that require assistance. Sentimental, perhaps,
for those around him - but paling by far in comparison to those protective feelings, the
attachment, to his brother. The reasons are as varied as the colours of the sky and sometimes
just as subtle in their existence. Not that he would outwardly show it - not often, anyway.

Sherlock has favourites as well, but the list is far more concrete. His violin. His microscope.
His haptic slider, which often resides in a deep pocket of his Belstaff (also on the list). Mrs.
Hudson. Mycroft, most of the time. And John Watson. Mary made the list only by proximity
to John and has obviously fallen off it. Young Watson, of course, is on it, and has been since
the very moment Sherlock met her, held her, that very first time.



Managing Pain

Chapter Summary

Another non-linear chapter with a wandering timeline. There are very different - and
appropriate - approaches to pain.

Chapter Notes

As is often the case, RL and writing continue to do battle for control of my waking
hours. To make up for the (possible) upcoming space between chapter postings, I have
added a bit of forward-fluff with heaps of comfort to the opening of this chapter.

See the end of the chapter for more notes

John settles into the soft cushions of the couch, the ever-present ache in his head a
perpetually annoying companion, preventing him much of the time from falling asleep, from
being able to do too much yet. The hospital stay is now over a week behind them, and
thankfully Sherlock is finding exponential improvement every day; John, not so much yet.
Sherlock is somewhere upstairs, tucking five-year-old Rosie in for the night, and John is
grateful for not having to climb the stairs again today. He waits, practices whatever
biofeedback and directed breathing and stress management diversions he can think of. But
even thinking, and trying to problem-solve, brings about more pounding head pain.

Deep down, he knows he is improving, that the quality of pain is changing. It is different, is
... slightly better. But after so long, dealing with such a headache for so many days, he is
weary. And drained. He is tired. He is ... simply exhausted.

His eyes drift closed and he tries to breathe around the nagging discomfort. Inhale to the
count of four, hold, exhale, count of four, pause. Breathe from the chest, breathe from the
belly, he tries to relax his shoulders as air leaves ... but the awareness of headache, of residual
what he knows has to be inflammation in the brain, post concussion symptoms, does not let
him change his focus entirely. Concentration is just impossible.

More breathing. Sniff the flowers, blow out the candles, slowly, slowly. He tucks the plaid
fleece blanket up under his chin, feeling the warmth of his exhaled air in the little space in
front of him. His toes wriggle inside his thick socks, and he wedges them slightly between
the couch cushions. Breathe in, breathe out.

There is the touch of a warm hand on his ankle. The noise in his head is loud enough he
hadn't even heard Sherlock come back into the room. "Shh, keep your eyes closed. You're



fine." Sherlock's soft baritone is slow in cadence, gently admonishing. He explains that Rosie
is down, that there is no reason for John to move, look, speak, or do anything except rest.
"You're frowning again, relax your face." He feels another hand, lifting his calves, then a
shifting of the couch as Sherlock takes the seat where John's feet had been. 

Warm fingers, warm palms encircle John's left foot, then disappear briefly. His eyes flutter
open briefly to see Sherlock holding his mobile. From across the room, the bluetooth speaker
comes to life, quietly, some easy listening music begins, some custom playlist, John is sure.
He recognises the piece as classical but the arrangement is fuller, softer. The hands are back,
pressing lightly, a thumb massaging the underside of his arch, working the muscles and
spaces and sole of his foot. The touch is slow, unrushed, just the perfect tension - not light
enough to be remotely ticklish in nature, not too firm to be uncomfortable.

"Years ago, medical practitioners knew about the zones in the foot, pressure points,
acupuncture, whatever they called it at the time." He begins a stroke from down under the big
bone of the heel, the calcaneus. His voice goes lower, cooler, serene. "Ancient Traditional
Chinese medicine has both writings and drawings of it. An art, for sure. Today, this technique
is called reflexology." He guides his thumbs, a few fingers, up along the bottom of John's foot
as he continues to talk, linking the regions with the corresponding body part. "Kidney, right
in here, center of the arch." He describes the area at the base of the littlest toe, pointing out
that it communicates with the area of the shoulder and arm as he rubs, changing positions. "I
could bore you with some studies about chronic pain, postoperative benefits, some actual
double blind studies about decreasing pain using pressure points. One of the bigger studies
involved some injured military personnel. Relaxation, though, is probably the biggest benefit,
no matter the link or how we get there, we can attempt to induce general relaxation, overall
improving blood flow, release of stress." His hands seem everywhere, warm, tingling, and
John could almost imagine the neurons between Sherlock's hands, the conduit of John's feet,
and the target system or organ lighting up. "Whatever helps, in my opinion."

Without conscious decision, he realises his eyes are open and he's watching Sherlock, who is
completely intent and focused on John's foot, on the position of his hands, but he must feel
John's gaze - and looks over. The lighting of the room is soft and dim, strains of sweet strings
and flutes now playing quietly, synthesiser foundational chords. Their eyes meet, hold, stay
as Sherlock's fingers perhaps slow down in their fluid movements but don't stop.

"The head region, according to most charts, is here, across the center of the great toe. This
section," he says, as his hands leave the arch and metatarsal bones behind, "makes a long
stripe across the center of the toe, corresponds to structures of the brain." With a subtle wink,
he breaks the visual link with John, turns his head again to pay attention to the foot in his lap.
For several minutes, he lightly brushes, rubs, palpates, and massages the area. "The neck area
is right here," he speaks quietly as his thumbs find the plantar aspect along the inside of the
great toe, and he alternately pushes his thumbs against it. After a little while, his hands seem
to grow bigger, warmer, and encompass John's entire foot again, working softly from heel to
toe before placing it against his thigh. John's other foot is subjected to much the same
treatment, and again, without consciously being aware of it, his eyes close and he tries to
imagine the neural pathways again, lighting up, stimulation, motor pathways and sensory and
meridians and as Sherlock's hands finally slow, still their movements, John drifts off to sleep.



++

"Our guest speaker today is Dr. Bogdan Rashevsky. He is the current medical director of the
Atwater Pain Clinic here in town."

"Thanks. I'm actually excited to talk to you today. Addressing med students is truly one of
my favourite audiences. Seems not that long ago, I was in one of your chairs. Enough intro,
right?

"For those of you who are ready to furiously take notes - well first off, I commend you. I will
talk about our research in complex regional pain syndrome, which we used to call reflex
sympathetic dystrophy and what we have learned about repeated, prolonged exposure to pain,
stress, and all the physiology behind that, rest assured that we will get there. I promise you
note-takers to lecture using as many complicated words as I can.” A ripple of laughter
follows, as expected. “But first, I want to challenge you about some of our improper beliefs
about pain." He admonishes them to do listen first, take notes second. "Expand your
horizons, challenge your thinking, I guarantee it will change you if you let it."

"First of all, pain can be an indicator of the need to intervene. But always? Perhaps not
immediately. The patient who presents with sudden, severe abdominal pain is trying to tell
you something. The woman at forty weeks gestation who presents in labour, that pain is
obviously trying to tell you something. The octogenarian who falls, presents with acute hip
pain. The patient who recently traveled abroad and awoke with a blinding headache and
vomiting, too. And I could give you many more examples. But in your medical careers, when
someone is having pain, consider that finding the reason for it is crucial to your delivery of
best care, in your decision making. Stop. And think. I know it sounds obvious, but don't miss
this point.

"The severe abdominal pain sometimes goes away. Great. Gas pain, perhaps. So find a
balance with assessment, pain meds, imaging, keeping treatment minimally invasive.

"I think we all know what to do with the labouring patient - send her to OB. Immediately.
They have their own pain management plans there.

"Orthopedic imaging may end with the patient needing surgery to ultimately reduce their
pain.

"Our headache and vomiting example - certainly need some differential diagnoses.
Encephalitis? Meningitis? Food poisoning? Some rare tropical disease?" He waits, and a few
other suggestions are spoken aloud. "So, we start to turn over rocks looking for the problem."
A few students suggest a CAT scan, lab work, detailed history, of course. They mention some
assessment techniques specific to bacterial or viral meningitis. He smiles, "Anyone want to
do an LP?" There are a few nods, a couple of students who agree with doing a lumbar
puncture. "Exactly. Probably best course of action. We gather as much information as we can,
using the patient's pain as one of the tools, one of the indicators on how to proceed."

”Each of these patients may be a candidate for pharmacologic intervention. Promptly. A
patient with untreated pain is suffering needlessly. But choose carefully - to be clear, I'm not
saying for a second to withhold pain relief. But we’re in the midst of a demon known as



addiction - which I understand you touched on before, and have a guest lecturer tomorrow, is
it?" There are a few nods, and he keeps going. "Addiction is real - and so is pain. We all need
to be vigilant. Explain to the patient how important their pain is, but caution them that in
order to hear the message, sometimes we can’t get rid of it entirely.

”Pain is telling you something. And the key point you all need to take away from this is, are
you listening?”

++

Sherlock, Day 2

Sherlock lies on his back, legs restlessly shifting, a hand protectively over his abdomen. His
breathing feels quite curtailed between the rib fractures, chest tubes, and this new problem.
He keeps it shallow so as not to aggravate his throbbing belly, where he knows knows knows
knows - that something is wrong. Catastrophically wrong. As he brushes a tremoring hand to
his brow, even he is impressed with his own skin - diaphoretic and clammy. It has been long
minutes since he's awakened acutely, abruptly, with this dramatic change in how he is feeling.
The call bell for the nurse is close by, and he has already pressed it.

His nurse for this shift is Tina, who has taken care of him before, who appears in his field of
vision. "Hey, trouble, I thought you were ..." Her words cut off mid-sentence, and anything
she'd been about to say is quickly curtailed when she catches sight of him. "What is it?"

"I'm ..." he hedges. "Something's happened. Pain. Quite ... severe."

She steps quickly to the monitor, presses a button that starts the much-hated blood pressure
cuff cycling again. "Don't take this the wrong way, but you look terrible. Let's check this, I
think I'll draw some labs, get the doc in to take a look.” She eyes him carefully, sees the
grimace, the protective hand, the distention. “Belly, obviously. Where exactly is your pain?"

He gestures vaguely to his upper left abdomen. "Here, mostly, but it's ... the whole thing now.
Pain woke me up, actually."

The monitor alarms, Sherlock's blood pressure values flashing in yellow on the screen. Low.
Too low. Perilously low. "Okay. We'll ..." Another nurse comes in, an offer of help, and
Sherlock closes his eyes. He is vaguely aware that his heart monitor is also flashing because
his pulse is elevated - too fast. Between the pain and the hypoperfusion, he allows himself to
drift a little bit. He has done what he could, sounding the alarm, and he hopes it is not too
late. The dizzy and nauseous feeling follow him, the room seems to be spinning. A lot ends
up happening then - but he is somewhat foggy and has very little grasp on what is unfolding
around him. The bed is raised, all the siderails go up, there is an oxygen mask over his face.

He hears discussions as if at the far end of a tunnel. Someone mentions calling the surgeon
while another warns him about a needle poke, there are other staff members in the room, one
to start another IV, and he floats off - not quite sleep exactly, just distant. It's the best he can
manage with the severe abdominal pain. For all Sherlock's grogginess, his altered sensorium,
he comes briskly awake when the doctor touches his arm before exposing his abdomen,



touching just faintly over his left rib area and below. He cries out before his inhibitions kick
in and the tortured sound dies in his throat.

"Mr. Holmes, we're going to need to take you to surgery. It's quite obvious that the bleeding
has started, the haematoma is bigger, and we are going to act quickly to fix things there.” In
front of Sherlock appears a clipboard, paper, and biro. "Need you to sign consent." The pen
presses to paper, a scrawl completely illegible, and the clipboard disappears. "I'll notify your
brother."

"All right," he tries to say, but the words don't come out clearly. He wonders about John, does
not want to leave a message for him, does not want him to worry if he's even awake or aware.

One of the nurses tries to tell him that she'll be waiting when he gets back, and he tries to
nod, but then the bed is rolling away. The sight of the ceiling tiles passing overhead makes
him even more dizzy so he closes his eyes. One of the anaesthesiologists pats him on the
shoulder, assures him that they will take good care of him and fix the problem. "Deep breath
now," he is told, and as he does, there is a stinging in his IV and moments later, his eyes
close.

++

Dr. Rashevsky scans the faces, pleased with their attention and their interaction so far.

"There's another thing about pain, something we providers all acknowledge but the patients
and families don't especially care to hear about it.

"Sometimes, we can not and do not completely eliminate it, in order to prevent further
decline, or to mask other symptoms. Low blood pressure, for instance, definitely limits our
options when it comes to managing acute pain. Too low, and we give meds, now you've got
neuro compromise, too little oxygen, too little cerebral blood flow. Some of those changes
can be long-lasting or even permanent. Can we add vasopressors in order to more
appropriately manage pain? Sometimes. But not in every patient." He elaborates on a few
examples of those who should not be placed on vasopressors - recent vascular or
neurosurgery, evolving myocardial infarction, and a few others.

"Head injury is another one where we need to carefully balance pain medications with the
ability to do a full assessment. Or subarachnoid haemorrhage, or acute stroke. If we treat pain
acutely for those kinds of conditions, we can impair our ability to accurately know if there's a
new, developing serious problem. Our post operative craniotomy patients are a very good
example. Consider this patient ..."

++

John, Day 0

John's post operative bed leaves the operating suite and proceeds down the hallway into his
next location - the neurosurgical intensive care unit. Surrounding the bed are respiratory
therapy, anaesthesiology, and the neurosurgeon.



His nurse in the ICU, Kaitlin, is waiting.

The bed locks into place, respiratory therapy attaches the waiting ventilator, and Kaitlin
begins the process of switching John from all the OR lines and cables to her own. The arterial
line is quickly transduced, and once she is assured of relatively stable vital signs, she begins a
neuro check, which she will continue hourly while John is in her care. His protective reflexes
- corneal, gag - are intact. Pupils are midline, no nystagmus, and react appropriately to light
stimulus. The neurosurgeon watches as she connects and zeroes the ICP monitor. Once she is
satisfied, the anaesthesiologist reviews all the medications given during surgery and
immediately afterward - antiemetics, steroids, antibiotics, anti-inflammatories, narcotics - and
she calculates she has a few hours yet until the anaesthesia agents wear off. John has not been
reversed, which means simply that they did not administer any classes of medications
designed to wake him up by reversing the anaesthesia. He will awaken slowly while
machines support his airway and breathing, and his blood pressure will be carefully
monitored and medications adjusted accordingly to prevent extreme lability. Too low, and his
brain won't perfuse. Too high, and there is substantial risk of bleeding, stroke, or spasm.

The first changes happen subtly over the next few hours. John's heart rate picks up a few
beats per minute. Kaitlin notices that the readout on the ventilator is different - his tidal
volumes, or the amount of air John breathes in, increase a little, as do the number of breaths
per minute. His neuro exam is the same, and she carefully notes the pressures on the ICP
monitor, which is a device that will alert them if swelling inside John's head is increasing.
The sterile set up is designed to allow the pressure to get only so high before draining a small
amount of cerebrospinal fluid from the ventricle system. It prevents life-threatening cerebral
oedema, brain damage, and neuro compromise or impairment.

When she checks John's pupillary response, she is careful to keep the room dark and the
actual light not as bright as it could be. In nursing school, they had taken turns performing all
the rudimentary skills including pupillary assessment - which, she still recalls, can involve a
piercingly bright light. She can tell as much as she needs using a softer light, so tries to spare
her patients what can be painful glare.

Pain management for these kinds of patients, Kaitlin knows, is learning to walk a fine line
and using a multimodal approach. There are scheduled non-opiates, which she gives, such as
intravenous acetaminophen, and small doses of non-steroidals. The neurosurgeon has ordered
small doses of narcotics as well, and she will give them once John is a little more awake. She
hopes within the next several hours, he might even be able to follow simple commands:
wiggle your fingers, show me thumbs up, move your toes. The fine line divides being awake
enough to respond, to allow them to evaluate neurological status, with being comfortable
enough but most likely not pain free.

++

"So it's likely in a cohort of doctors at your present stage of your educational path, some of
you will end up surgeons. All of you will deal with, care for, and counsel patients having
pain. We've already said that some pain has purpose. Consider our earlier example of the
woman presenting in active labour. Clearly, that pain has purpose. Pay attention, right, baby
on the way out!



"I challenge you that pain in the postoperative period also has purpose: it is to keep patients
from doing too much. Consider the patient who just had appendectomy. Or cholecystectomy.
Or vascular bypass. They are going to have pain, based on their own perceptions, from their
surgical sites. The vascular patient, hopefully, isn't going to go out and run a 5K. The pain
from abdominal surgery should keep that patient from entering a weight-lifting competition.
Even our labouring patient, after delivery, is going to have some discomfort from the
experience. She is not going to go out and ride a bike right away. Even if we send them, all of
these patients home with some moderately strong pain medications, they are not going to
participate in activities that, prior to this encounter, they would have been able to do before.

"Pain with purpose. It keeps a person a little less active, a little more aware, a little bit
hesitant - so that they rest. While they heal, and recover.

"They used to call doctors, healers.

"I talked about that 'fine line' of pain management in our post-operative neurosurgical patient,
right? There's also a fine line for pain management in general. I used to tell some of my
patients, I want you comfortable enough to be able to participate in your own care, but not
too comfortable, that you're going to do too much. Your pain is that type of reminder, in part,
to keep you down a little. To prevent you from injuring yourself, and impede your recovery.
Patients will recover more quickly if we can find that balance."

++

Sherlock, Day 4

"So in a few minutes, I'll be back and we'll get you out of bed, you can sit in this chair right
here."

"I'll walk in the hallway."

"Chair."

"Hallway."

"What's your pain number?"

He hedges, looks her in the eye, and does not answer.

"Doc said chair today."

"I want to walk. I want out."

"Funny, I get it, William, but ..."

"Sherlock."

"Right, sorry, yes, Sherlock. You're not going to win this, I'm just telling you. Four days ago,
major accident, major trauma. Two days ago, major surgery. Off the ventilator yesterday.
Today? Out of bed to the chair."



"Mobility is much more important. I can handle the pain."

"What's the rush? Plus, your chest tube is still connected to suction right now, and ..."

"I want to go see John."

She wants to smile, to pat him on the arm, at his disclosure of motivation. His real
motivation. The nurses talk, of course they do, and they've been briefed by William's - rather
Sherlock's - brother, to be vague and rather noncommittal, that he will be the one to give the
updates about how the other patient is faring. "Not today, sorry."

"Then I need an update. How is he?"

"I don't have anything to report. When your brother comes this afternoon, you can ask him,
okay?"

Through clenched teeth, he sighs. He holds none of the cards, here, and is as trapped as the
caged zoo animal who's experienced freedom before and is now confined, with no way out.

"Pain number?"

He acknowledges that he isn't going to win this particular battle, and considers his actual pain
(seven or eight) with the number he wishes it was (zero) and decides to give the nurse a
number she will be happier with. "Five. Maybe six."

"Here's a pain pill. Let me take a look at your incision. And in a half hour or so, when that
pill kicks in, I'll be back to get you up."

He blinks, looks away, but holds out his wrist for the handheld scanner to capture his name
and record information. He truly is trapped. Tethered by equipment. With his wings clipped.
Gritting his teeth in realisation, he finally understands that John will have to wait.

++

John, Day 1 ... and Day 2 ... and ...

The white noise in John's periphery is steady, throbbing, distracting. Although he can't
communicate, he is aware of very isolated, siloed sensations: his mouth doesn't close, there's
a fullness in his throat and a work of breathing that isn't normal. He has localised scalp pain,
hands held down at his sides, and the periodic realisation he is being moved or turned as he
lays. It is all underpinned by the staticky loudness in his skull. He lightens incompletely and
briefly to auditory or sensory stimuli, twists his head away and tries to close his eyes when
the prying, gloved fingers shine a blinding light at him. The words spoken to him get lost in
the headache and the noise, with only random-ness penetrating his misfiring consciousness.

Thankfully, he will remember almost nothing of these first few days.

 



Chapter End Notes

So much more can be said about pain, pain management, pain syndromes, etc. and only
a few points were broached. Some truths of this chapter: pain often needs medication.
And prescribers of course learn to proceed with caution. Addiction is, indeed, a demon.
Please understand that every situation and individual is unique, and there is help
available for all of these issues - specialists in pain management, psychiatrists,
therapists, support groups, and medication programmes. It is very true, also, that the
brain never forgets.

They are taking good, and appropriate, care of Sherlock. His substance abuse is not
intended to be a key issue in this story. Plus, Mycroft isn't going to let anything happen
to him. John's post operative condition will certainly be improving in the next chapter.
He's going to be fine.

As always, please let me know gently if something is unclear. I have played with and
edited this chapter a ridiculous amount and am posting it before I ruin it it gets too far
afield (and too far out of my control). Thanks for following along.



Updates in Mycroft's Orbit

Chapter Notes

Another timey-wimey, deliberately choppy chapter that picks up very shortly after the
accident.

Better days are coming. I know we are all waiting for them being reunited (trust me, me
too - I just want to get them there! But they truly aren't ready yet).

See the end of the chapter for more notes

Mycroft's mobile alerts him that there is a message deemed urgent. Across the conference
table in the ornate boardroom of the country he's chosen to assist, is a delicate situation that
may or may not be resolved in the next few days. He chooses not to see this as a battle vs.
war scenario, hoping for resolution that won't require such measures, even figuratively in his
mind. He blinks slowly, considering the long game, the long play, the strategic options - and
the somewhat pressing need to obtain more information from Anthea. Dangling a few carrots
while considering the timing of other details he will reveal, he clears his throat, lowers his
voice in gravity. "I should suggest, perhaps, that we may find several solutions in this
particular arena ..." and he succinctly posits several scenarios, offering his opinion and stating
what he is willing and able to accomplish toward those goals. When he has completed an
abridged version of the project, he brings conversation to a natural stoppage point. "Now, if
you'll excuse me for just a moment, a matter has arisen ..."

The meeting resumes with another government official filling in for Mr. Holmes, who for the
first time in a long while, has been called away for an urgent personal matter.

++

"Mr. Holmes, Dr. Conklin again. Leaving you another message, as directed since you said
you'd be flying and unreachable. Appears that William will not need surgery at this time. He
will be admitted to our general intensive care unit. Vitals at this time are stable. He's awake,
perhaps, as I'd told you earlier when we spoke, a little irritable at the situation. We'll be
monitoring him very closely, and if anything changes I will reach out to you. His room
number is 3440, and the telephone contact information is ..."

"Mr. Holmes, just calling with an update regarding your brother William. Chest xray this
morning shows no worsening of the pneumothorax, but the lung isn't fully re-expanded yet,
so the tubes will stay in. Blood counts are holding. He's quite the character, I must confess,
and had some choice words for me when I would not provide him an update regarding
another patient here, a gentleman apparently in the same accident. Perhaps when you arrive,
later tonight, I think you'd hoped, you could obtain permission from this other patient's



family so that we could get information for your brother before this escalates ... Well, I'm
sure you know. The nurses will have more details for you.

"Mr. Holmes, it is most urgent that I speak with you, there's been a change, and the surgeon
has taken William into the operating room. Please call me directly at your earliest
convenience, at my personal number ..."

++

"Ms. Watson?" Anthea speaks softly, a bit tentatively, very much unsure how the
conversation will unfold. "Ms. Harriet Watson?"

The phone has roused her from the couch, where she's apparently spent another night. "Yes?"
Her voice catches, and she sits up halfway feeling rather fuzzy. There is pounding in her head
and some brain fog, some muscle stiffness from cheap pillows on an old couch. Again.

"I'm calling on behalf of Mr. Mycroft Holmes."

Holmes. Holmes. Harry presses the bridge of her nose, working a little for the connection,
finds it. "Okay. Some relative of John's mad flatmate, then?" She coughs in her usual
morning routine, tasting stale cigarettes over her dry mouth.

Anthea bristles at Harry's choice description but does not engage about that. Major on the
majors, as Mycroft has asked. "Yes. Mr. Mycroft Holmes and Sherlock Holmes are siblings.
Brothers, yes."

“Couldn’t be arsed to call me himself?” She doesn't care even a little that she isn't being kind.
The mess of her life continues to stack up against her, most recently this fiasco with John. Of
course she's entitled to a drink now and again. "Obviously not that important then."

“Mr. Holmes is away on business, secured a flight at his earliest convenience to return home,
to get to the hospital. He should be landing shortly.” She hesitates only briefly before
continuing. "I was sorry to hear about the accident, that John was injured. I hope reports are
hopeful?"

There haven't been too many updates, not that she can recall anyway. Or was there? There
was permission for surgery, which she only vaguely remembers. Something about ... swelling
somewhere. "Haven't heard ... recently." She'd answered the phone - there may have been a
voicemail indicated on the lock screen, she isn't sure. "Last I heard, not awake ... and still on
the ... breathing thing. The ventilator." Harry has only peripheral knowledge about the
medical situation, and in the moment, does not remember too much about John's flatmate
either, other than the drama a few years back. Whatever the details, she remembers it wasn't
good especially for John. She hasn't had a drop of alcohol, yet today, but glances at the time,
wonders if eleven in the morning is too early, especially when fielding strange phone calls.
"Ta for asking."

"You're welcome, and actually, I'm calling with a request. John's flatmate, Sherlock, is also in
the hospital, and is most anxious for an update about John's condition, so I'm wondering if
you could add Sherlock's brother Mycroft to his patient record as a person to notify, so that



we could get an occasional update from the hospital? Included with that is online access, if
you are amenable."

"Oh, I ... uh ..."

"Mr. Holmes would also be available for assistance, if needed, or if you were unreachable for
a period of time. You know, perhaps to take some of the burden off you."

There is silence for a few moments on Harry's end, so Anthea waits. She and Mycroft have
discussed how best to twist the screws if necessary, but Anthea doesn’t think it will be
necessary and so holds these cards close to her chest. For the moment.

She’d just begun to consider which ace to play when Harry speaks. "I suppose." Harry eyes
the bottle, the empty glass, thinks just a little will take the edge off. "All I have to do is call
and tell them?"

"Yes, thank you. Verbal updates and online access, if you would. And here's the number ..."
Anthea exercises an abundance of practicality, has Harry read back the number. It only
required one correction, best she could tell, but she amends, "I'll text you the number, and
name, just to be ... to make it easier for you."

Afterward, Anthea frowns just a little as she sends an update text message to her boss, that
it's done. She will omit the details, for now, about how Harry sounded on the phone and will
certainly not mention that Harry didn't even bother to ask about Sherlock. Hopefully, Harry
will complete the task requested before having that next drink.

++

The trip, Mycroft has cut short - and he cares not at all about that. Anthea, from London, has
helped immeasurably with arrangements, and he has been on his phone off and on, business
and personal, since leaving the meeting. Although he may declare himself unreachable while
flying, that is of course not the case given his access to in-flight internet. Out of principle, he
will screen his calls from the airplane rather than answer them. He's found over the years, that
he does prefer the solitude of air travel more when he voluntarily chooses being, at least to
other people, discriminately unplugged. Only when it suits him.

He also knows that often a voice message forces callers to be directly clear in a shorter time
span. He much prefers an efficient thirty seconds of data over a tedious multi-minute phone
conversation any day of the week. The more concise, the better.

The call screening ended up being particularly wise, so when the surgeon had phoned with
the more urgent update, he was able to return the call without delay.

++

The room number on his mobile corresponds to the hospital room doorway he's standing just
inside. The patient in the bed is unmoving, connected to machinery and monitoring
equipment, and although it is dark outside, the room is quietly lit, a few side lights and the



glow from the monitors, IV pumps, and a small light opposite the bed. Mycroft appreciates
that it is somewhat calming.

"Can I help you?" The voice is subdued from over his shoulder. "I'm Anna, William's nurse
tonight." He turns to consider her, does not speak, does not correct the name, simply looks at
her a moment before turning back to the bed. "Are you family?"

"His brother."

"Did you get an update from the surgeon?"

Mycroft nods.

"Okay, that's good. I know he was going to ring you." She smiles just a little, offers for them
to step inside the patient room, but he shakes his head no. "He's ... pretty stable, considering.
No further bleeding, haemoglobin is holding. Going to stay sedated, on the ventilator
overnight. Getting small doses of pain medication now and then, when he needs it." Mycroft's
gaze shifts to her quickly, some alarm and concern in his eyes, on his face. "It's safe, and yes,
we have his history. There's no continual infusions, which we use sometimes. It's big surgery,
but we're keeping an eye on everything. See that red waveform on the monitor? It's an arterial
line, continual blood pressure from a special line in his radial artery. It assures we can keep
him comfortable, resting. Safe, stable, and perfusing. It'll probably come out in the morning,
after the breathing tube." They watch for a few moments. "He was awake, following
commands when he got here, unhappy of course with the tubes and restraints and such." 

"Unhappy is probably an understatement."

"Yes." Briefly, she explains that the restraints are only temporary and meant to keep the
breathing tube safely in place. "You're not planning on ... trying to wake him up, or talk to
him too much, are you?" 

"Goodness, no. I don't think any of us would enjoy that." Just seeing him, Mycroft does
indeed feel somewhat relieved. There are stable vital signs, which his untrained eyes can see,
blood pressure and pulse and breathing all marching across the bedside heart monitor, an
instant readout to signs of being alive. He's seen them before, of course, with Sherlock even.
There seems to be a good plan of care for him. The bleeding has been fixed, and Sherlock
will be fine without his spleen. "I believe you have my contact information?"

"I'm pretty sure, I mean, the doc used it to call you, but ..." She steps to a cockpit area just
outside Sherlock's room, and Mycroft follows. There is a window in the wall through which
she can see Sherlock from the computer workstation, too. He is quiet and still, his profile
illuminated in pale blue against the white pillows.

"He's ... pale from this angle."

"The LED glow from the monitors tends to do that, yes. We'll be checking blood count again
in a couple of hours." She has already brought up a screen, reads Mycroft's name and number
aloud. "I'll call you, or someone will, if anything changes."



He inclines his head, then realises that isn't necessarily enough. "Thank you."

"Of course."

"What time tomorrow would be appropriate for me to come?"

"Any time, really. We have open visiting in this unit. Nothing really will happen, though,
before nine or ten. Breathing trial, maybe eight or so. Then hopefully the tube'll come out
after."

"All right. I am reachable, all hours, should the need arise."

"Sounds good. I'll be heading in soon, will turn him, rub his back again. I'll let him know that
you were here."

The face he makes, something between sour and amused, brings her up short. And Mycroft
does actually then chuckle out loud. "Oh, I don't really recommend that, unless you are
deliberately looking to rile him up."

"Noted," she tells him, smiling back at his warning. Relieved, he snaps at the lapels on his
coat but doesn't fasten it, before nodding to her once more and walking away.

++

The Neurosurgical ICU is one floor up from Sherlock's unit, and there is a check-in desk with
smiling volunteer just inside the door. "Good evening. Who are you here to see?"

"Watson," he says, though he already knows John is here and he has the room number of
course.

"Check in with his nurse before just going in, okay?" He is handed a visitor nametag with
John's name and room number on it, which he takes but does not - and will not - apply to his
clothing. He may have assumed a glare, because she continues, "It's policy, just in case
they're in the middle of something, wound care, line changes, or we're ... trying to limit
stimulation. The nurse'll fill you in." Her words are kind, and she gives him directions, then.
"Last door down on the right."

His discomfort grows by time he approaches the door.

"Family?"

"Not exactly. Please check the record, though. I should have been added to his list of
contacts, though. Harriet Watson, his sister, added my name. Mycroft Holmes."

"Yes, I see it. I'm in the middle of a couple things. You can go ahead in, I'll be there in a few
minutes."

"I'm not staying. I just wanted to put eyes on him."



The ventilators, both Sherlock's earlier and now John's, are the same, and it strikes Mycroft
oddly that he could have taken photos of the control panels, compared them. The breathing
tubes, also the same. There is also the same red waveform on John's bedside monitor from the
arterial line. The lighting, this time of night, is also subdued. The differences in the patient,
though, are profound. Where Sherlock's curls were unhindered, here there is tubing
connected to a monitor of some sort snaking out from the dressing on John's head. His hair is
clipped short on one side, over his ear. Mycroft finds the bandage disturbing. There are
additional monitoring waveforms on the bedside monitor. One is a smaller amplitude
waveform labeled ICP and the other seems to vary in synchrony with the ventilator, marked
ETCO2. Though he would like explanations, he can feel a wave of nausea brewing, and he
forces his eyes back to somewhere safe to look - John's hands. Nope, they are also restrained,
which is an unpleasant similarity.

Only a few minutes elapse before he realises he needs very much to leave, to go breathe fresh
air, to get away from all this unpleasantness. Along with the need to escape comes a healthy
dose of guilt that he can actually leave, while the two patients he’s seen are most definitely
unable. 

++

The following morning, Mycroft braces himself for the inevitable and non-varying
conversations he and Sherlock will most assuredly have.

The night has been short. After his quick hospital visits, he'd made his way to the hotel
Anthea had procured (close as possible to the hospital of course) for a few minimally restful
hours of sleep. Fortunately for him, none of the Holmes siblings need much. He received a
phone call already about Sherlock, that he's stable, the breathing tube is out, and the pain
medication is helping. His blood counts are reassuringly within normal ranges.

He is demanding that his brother come to the bedside, and, as he'd been warned previously in
the voice message, he is demanding updates about Dr. Watson's condition. Emphatically,
according to the practitioner on the line.

Sherlock's room is brighter and lighter, for several reasons, when he arrives. The head of
Sherlock's bed is elevated, the blankets are folded across his middle, and Sherlock's eyes are
open and restless. One protective hand settles across the left side of his abdomen, over a
folded blanket with tape on it with the words 'hug me' written across it in black marker.
Mycroft stifles a shudder at the phrase. There is less equipment, more alertness, and some
actual communication as soon as Mycroft crosses the threshold of the room. 

"Finally," is the first word spoken between them.

To which Mycroft responds, "Indeed."

And so it begins, a long day for which Mycroft is prepared, or at least as much as anyone can
be. He will step out occasionally from Sherlock's room, pleading things to take care of, say
that he has some work to do, and he will move between the bedside, several coffee shoppes,
and one of many waiting rooms and lobbies in the building. He will keep moving to give both
himself and Sherlock a break from what is sure to be a very frustrating and very slowly



progressing day. Mycroft will not be wrong in his prediction, and the day unfolds slowly into
the next as updates are given about Sherlock, who really wants more updates about John. The
fact that John had brain surgery but that very little is known yet about what his recovery will
be like, is ... just unacceptable to Sherlock.

Mycroft will start with 'I don't know' for as long as it lasts, then he will say 'No change' in
every way he can.

No change.

No change in the hour since you asked me.

Sherlock, I will tell you the second I know anything.

I am monitoring, as is my staff.

I'll let you know if anything is different.

Yes, they said they would let me know.

No, I’m not going to call and bother them again.

He's the same.

No, I'm not going to just go to his room to check.

++

The nurses give report at the desk, usually, then do walking rounds at the bedside. It allows
for double verification of key assessments, monitoring status, chest tube suction and drainage
levels, and medications infusing. Earlier, it would have included the ventilator settings; today,
they are grateful that equipment is no longer there.

"Mr. Holmes, this is Tina, she'll be your nurse again. I'm heading ho--"

"Good. Perhaps Tina will be able to help me since you've been unable. And unwilling."

"See, told you he'd waste no time."

"And uncooperative." Sherlock's brow raised, the mock annoyance perhaps mildly genuine as
well.

"And you would know," the day nurse chuckles, and the nurses exchange a mirthful glance at
his feigned shocked expression. One of them reigns it in again, asking, "Dressing all right?"
Sherlock slides the sheet up and drags the gown aside to show them. "Good, thanks."

"Did your brother already leave?" Tina asks, shaking her head a little as they move to check
the suction setting and air leak indicator on the chest tube.

"He scurries from the room every chance he gets. Claims its for work."



"Couldn't be to get away from the company, now, could it?"

"Whose side are you on, anyway?" Sherlock's words are somewhat light-hearted.

"All of yours, of course."

"Good, then get me information on Dr. Watson. He's in the neurosurgical ICU ..."

++

Mycroft also knows Sherlock will continue to harp about visiting, about wanting to visit him
in person, and he will find many ways to say 'No.'

He's not ready to have visitors. He is still on the ventilator, pressures are still mildly high.
The drain in his head is still there.

He was agitated when they attempted to wean him. They'll try again tomorrow.

Visiting him right now isn't what's best for John.

Yes, the neurosurgeon says John is doing as expected.

He is apparently being removed from the ventilator as we speak.

Yes, that means breathing on his own. Yes, they know what they are doing.

The only communication I've had from his sister was a mistakenly dialed call.

No, I refuse to refer to it as such.

Yes, I did go there last night and no, of course I did not take a picture of him.

No, I haven't been to see him yet today. No, you cannot go to see him either.

Why can't you go see him? Let me give you several reasons, no let me give you many
reasons. He is not up for it. You are not up for it. It is physically impossible for you to go to
him given this ... contraption keeping your lung expanded. And may I remind you that you
just had major surgery yourself, two days ago. That you yourself had a breathing tube
removed, yesterday. Yesterday, Sherlock. You need to rest. He needs to rest and to not be
upset and to get a break from things for a little, and that may mean at this time, because the
breathing tube just came out, that he is not up to any visitors right now.

Yes, I know you're worried. And yes, I know you're concerned about Rosie, too. She is being
well cared for by Dr. Hooper, Mrs. Hudson, and is continuing to attend her usual school
programme.

No, I'm not about to attempt to awaken Dr. Watson with that type of update.

And no, under no circumstance are you to call the nurses and ask them to hold the phone up
to John's ear.



I don't know.

There is still no update, nothing is new.

No, you may not sign yourself out against medical advice. I will have you sectioned if you
try. Do not test me in this.

I don't know when John will be ready, and I don't know when you will be able, either.

...

++

"His brother's been here off and on, both yesterday and today. Assessment-wise, he's mostly
unchanged. Still with one chest tube. Clamped it for an hour, got another film, there was still
too much residual pneumothorax, doc wants it on suction still."

"Xray again in the morning?"

"Yes. Clamp at 0500, radiology knows to come up at 0600."

"Maybe he can downgrade out of ICU, then. Counts are good, vitals are stable. Nothing else
really keeping him here."

"I'll miss him when he's out. I mean, I know he's a character and is every level of unpleasant,
but underneath it all? He's a good person."

Mycroft's timing is such that he arrives to his brother's room at precisely when that particular
comment was made. "Oh my. Don't let him hear you say that," he breathes as he enters
Sherlock's room again, setting down a bag and standing out of the way so the nurses can get
expediently to Sherlock again.

++

Mycroft saves the few items he's brought for near the end of the visit. Although Sherlock
would never admit it, he is fatigued, and in pain, and frustrated beyond belief. He is ready for
Mycroft to leave. "Do you need anything before I go?"

"Yes, I need to get out of here, I need to be with John. I need better pain ..."

Mycroft tunes out the expected litany of complaints, reaching for something he's brought for
Sherlock, though of course he does listen enough to realise when to change the subject. "I
should tell you that I picked up your belongings, yours and Dr. Watsons, that were in the car
when you were struck. Your coat has been taken to my personal tailor for cleaning and repair.
Dr. Watson's mobile was crushed, a total loss. Yours was in the pocket of the Belstaff, Anthea
is looking into repairing or replacing it. Until then, here is a loaner, fully charged.”

"John needs one as well immediately." Mycroft blinks at Sherlock's demand. "Immediately."



"He is not able. Not yet." Both of them know exactly why Sherlock wants this, needs this. He
feels completely disconnected and Mycroft does understand. "He needs time, Sherlock.
Surely, you realise --"

"You're lying to me. You're keeping things from me." While Mycroft takes a deep breath and
prepares to answer Sherlock's accusation, Sherlock continues on a rapid-fire tirade about all
that could have befallen John and how he has called the nurses station and no one will update
him and that he doesn't have Harry's information and no one will help him, no one knows
what they are doing, that no one gets it.

Mycroft comes a few steps closer, gestures that Sherlock slow down, holds out a shushing
finger, and takes Sherlock's hand with his other. "Shhh. All the things you are imagining are
false. Dr. Watson should make a recovery, it just takes time. I'm not keeping things from you,
nor am I lying to you." He inclines a sharp eyebrow, gives Sherlock a stern stare for a
moment, until Sherlock breathes out. "Do you understand what I'm saying to you?"

A huff precedes the reluctantly spoken word, "Yes." Struggling not to fuss more than he
already has, Sherlock blinks hard. "I'm trying to believe you."

"Good," he says, squeezing Sherlock's hand then, gently. "I'm sorry this happened, you
know." Sherlock tips his head once, in acknowledgement. "And," he says, moving his fingers
about and turning Sherlock's hand palm upward, places an item inside, "I brought you this."

The familiar weight, the familiar item - the slider - feels like a warm fire on a cold day, a
steaming mug of tea with good company, and seems to right at least a small part of Sherlock's
world. For a few seconds, anyway. It is like straightening that slightly crooked picture frame
or sliding feet into comfortable, well fitting slippers. "Thank you." Slowly, he brushes his
thumb over the cool metal, over the grooves, over the edges. Flipping it over, he fiddles with
the slider, up, back, and then seats it in the lower slot.

"I'm going to stop by shortly, see Dr. Watson in person very briefly. Perhaps only from the
doorway, if he is resting."

"Oh ..." For some reason, there is a dry lump heavy in Sherlock's throat at those words, and
he nods. Once. "Please," he says softly, but no other words seem to follow, so he says it
again. "Please ... tell him ..."

"I will." He stands tall, making eye contact, communicating back and forth, all the things
Sherlock wants to say and cannot; all of his responses, there in his eyes. "I'll be back shortly,
say good night to you."

Sherlock stares a few moments before realising Mycroft has actually departed. From within
his hand, he fiddles with the slider, wondering how much longer he can put up with this. And
he refuses to admit to himself the answer: as long as he has to.

Chapter End Notes



Patient portals have become rather common, not to mention required by regulatory
bodies and commissions in the US, so I have chosen to make this one of the ways in
which Mycroft will be able to get information about John, his plan, and portions of his
online medical record. It just so happens that Mycroft's access is immediate (and
probably includes Anthea) and makes him nearly omniscient, which certainly isn't the
case with any I'm familiar with! Squint at the details, they are trivial.

Please don't call the nurses too frequently for updates. Most often the "no news is good
news" adage applies.

My hospital indeed has a portal, and some inpatients use it daily. "I see my ECG notes
this, should I be worried??" or "My blood count dropped 0.1 mg/dl, am I getting a
transfusion today?" or "I don't understand this radiology report, can you call the doctor
right now so he can explain it to me?" (exaggeration, perhaps). Some hospitals
apparently have live access to actual patient care notes, which means that all
documentation must be somewhat censored carefully written. For instance, if a patient
curses you out, screaming about a treatment they don't want, you shouldn't say they
refused or anything about their behaviour; the word is simply 'declined.'

And yes, Mycroft, the word you're refusing to say is "butt dial."

Come to think of it, perhaps squint at all these details. The point is that separation is a
trial - and next chapter, we'll visit some of these trials from John's perspective.



Oh God No

Chapter Notes

A brain injury is a terrible thing. As is sleep deprivation, surgical pain, being supported
on a ventilator, mind-altering medications (particularly over a few days), an ICU setting,
delirium, stress, altered nutrition, and any history of previous trauma.

Not an easy chapter, a bit of misunderstanding, of angst. Hang in there. Hurt/Comfort,
remember?

Oh John ...

See the end of the chapter for more notes

John closes his eyes, the pain follows him, intensifies. With his eyes open, there is profound
dizziness, and if he tries to move his head quickly, the nausea is positively horrid. He is fairly
sure he is in the hospital, but the details escape him. The confusing part is that his shoulder
seems fine but his head ... good god, his headache feels like his skull has been split open and
his brains are pounding. His awareness is scattered: pressure, solitude, anxiety, ceiling tiles,
and noise. There are sirens or alarms, but everything is vague, nonsensical. He tries to move,
to get comfortable, but can't. The energy he expends just attempting to think is exhausting, so
he hovers in a not-quite-awake, his eyes might actually not be open, definitely not fully
asleep state.

While he may be aware, sensing the environment, he processes almost nothing. It simply
doesn’t connect. What should be upsetting, isn’t. 

Time passes. Warmth and being uncovered. Music in the background, aggravating his head
pain. Velcro boots fastened and unfastened on his legs. Minty mouthwash. He can't quite
close his mouth, is marginally aware of a tube, and equipment. Range of motion, joints and
limbs sore, stiff. Everything is underpinned with being perpetually uncomfortable.

Another awakening, and he is dully aware of being suctioned, the noise of a ventilator (which
he is unable to really acknowledge), of the blinding pain that coincides with the cough, of
increased intracranial pressure, eventually the relief of a tube being removed. The pain in his
throat competes with the pain in his skull. His feet seem unattached, distant. His hands,
swollen, thick and heavy. There is knife-like pain in his right one, but he can't lift it to
examine it. There is mist, cool and gentle, blowing over his face and the chemical scent of
plastic. He is weary, disconnected, and somehow tolerant, accepting, and unable to really do
anything else. Nothing makes sense.

At one point when cognition is less impaired, he wonders about what military hospital he's
been moved to, because this is unlike any he's seen so far in Afghanistan. As he drifts back



off to sleep, he wonders about his unit, what's happened to Bill. Somewhere, he worries that
his mate, his close friend, his ... partner ... that something tragic has befallen. Certainly, Bill
will come - or would have come - to see him if he's able. 

A brief nap, quasi-sleep, is not especially restorative, and he blinks trying to clear his vision
and his thoughts. There is still mist, and his breathing feels abnormal, thick and laboured.
The pain in his head grows, and somewhere in his room someone is moaning until a nurse
approaches him, shines a light into his eyes, which hurts even worse, and the moaning gets
worse but then seems to subside after the nurse leaves. He floats a little and vaguely wonders
at what medication he may have just been given. It doesn't occur to him at all that the
moaning was his.

Another new set of faces, gentle words, genuine reassurances. It’s very odd, the nurses aren’t
in uniform, but they are excellent, competent. They call him Dr. Watson, or John, so he
figures he might be getting discharged. Or has already been. The head pain is relentless, and
for a few moments, he wonders about what caused his concussion. The light, when it comes
to assess his pupillary responses, is a sharp knife and he considers that he should try to stay
awake - then decides that he really doesn't care.

The effort to talk is almost entirely not worth it, and his voice sounds different. The few
words he does speak are only to get the nurse to stop talking to and at him. He learns that
closing his eyes, not fighting any longer - escapism in the simplest form - eventually leads to
them letting him alone. The ringing in his ears seems to never change, is worse in his left ear,
but it never ever leaves. He isn't really able to concentrate enough to make communication
worthwhile. Now and again he seems to get mild pain medication, which takes enough of the
edge off that he can fall asleep. But the sleep is punctuated by the throbbing, by people
coming in, by the strangest kind of nightmare. In his dream, one that he can never remember,
he is about to understand, about to realise why he is sore and what happened - except that he
awakens. Every single time. Sometimes one of the doctors or one of the nurses tries to
explain it, but when he isn't able to get even the basics, they try to keep it simple. Beyond the
discomfort, the lack of sleep, and the ringing in his ears, he never manages to comprehend.
Sometimes he thinks they are strangers speaking a language that must be English but most of
it doesn't make sense.

++

Report at the cockpit outside Watson's room, day shift to night shift, can be brief when
they've taken care of him before, or take a little longer if they haven't. Sometimes a recap or
update, or the more thorough handoff.

"Weaning parameters okay, a little apnea, doc wants to give him another day on the vent.
Following commands, some of the time. Weaned the cardene off, blood pressure's finally
stable ...

"Met criteria to extubate today, tube came out just before two this afternoon. Made a few
sounds, no words, but he followed very simple commands, when we do the neuro check
together I'll show you. Left a message for sister today, Harriet or something, but she hasn't
called back.



"He's fuzzy today. It's like he only hears a few things. Tunes out some, and what does get
through is delayed. Very very slow processing - takes maybe asking twice and letting him
stew about the answer before you'll get anything. And it's inconsistent. Pain scale, he doesn't
get. I showed him the faces scale, and he blinked like he didn't understand, but then a couple
minutes later he pointed to the frowny one, under the eight. Medicated with good relief, best
we can tell with the scale anyway. Repeat dose is due anytime if you need it ...

"If you can get him to speak at all, it's only a couple of words, and his voice is kind of flat.
Repeat CT scan today, minimal oedema, really. Surgeon was really pleased ...

"ICP monitor's out, dressing is dry. Head of bed up at all times ...

"Long term memory seems intact. He asked today, multiple times, how he got here. What day
it is. It didn't really stick. Trying to transition off the IV pain meds, if we can ...

"Rest of assessment benign. Arterial line can come out tomorrow, probably transfer out after
that. Sutures are clean. Right hand'll need open reduction, tentatively day after tomorrow, but
that doesn't keep him in ICU ...

"Maybe getting out will be good for --"

Footsteps approach, leather on lino, and they cease the actual report - Kaitlin, one of the
nurses who has been there from the beginning, is giving report to a nurse who hasn't taken
care of John yet. The stranger interrupts, and Kaitlin vaguely remembers seeing him
previously. "Excuse me, I'm here for Watson?" He tips his head just slightly, hesitantly, as he
checks in. "Dr. John Watson?"

"Sure, he's here," The night shift nurse smiles a little, indicates the room ahead. Kaitlin adds,
"Little ... groggy still sometimes. Slow?" she tries that word instead. "We'll be in in a couple
of minutes." It is nurse-speak for I will give you an update, but not right now. They finish a
thorough report on John and one other patient, also doing fairly well, and have just stood up
to do walking rounds when the bedside heart monitor in John's room alarms. And then comes
something much worse, a distressed agonised moan, followed by John's voice, rasping out a
few words that sound like 'no, god no.' There is a pause, then again, a more stricken guttural
tone, quieter despair, visceral devastation. It brings both nurses immediately to John’s
bedside.

++

"Dr. Watson?"

There is someone standing at the doorway, and John knows he is frowning, blinking, trying to
clear the mud in his synapses. Trying to make sense of yet another day of frustration. The
noise, the static in his head, is low-level but nearly constant, which along with the aching,
doesn't help.

The man is familiar, tall, with an intensity to his pale eyes and a serious expression. Slightly
thinning hair. He is wearing a waistcoat, bespoke clothing, expensive shoes, and very focused
on John. He is ... somber.



For all the inclination that has been swirling in John's mind since awakening - not that he
remembers much of that, nor the days that have passed - he begins to understand a couple of
things.

He is not in Afghanistan.

He hasn't been in the military for years.

Things shift and shake, and begin to coalesce.

It occurs to him that the periphery of his consciousness is still unfocused and pixelated, but
he knows the man in front of him. Of course he knows him.

Oh god …

But his presence is definitely - and quietly - ominous. Mycroft.

Which means …

John feels his skin prickle, a cool sweat breaking out on his palms, his neck, his brow.
Unbidden, his heart rate begins to climb, exacerbating the pounding in his temples, his hand,
his chest.

And he knows the serious expression, the fact that he is there at all, he is alone, soberly
considering John, can only mean one thing.

Sherlock. Fragments of memories descend and are relegated to arms length - a car perhaps,
the distant knowledge of five year old Rosie's sweetness and blond curls - but he is unable to
process anything else save this moment. This crucial compartmentalised moment.

Mycroft is here. 

Sherlock is not. Because Sherlock is ...

He refuses to let the word into his mind.

The monitor in the room alarms with changes - tachycardia, tachypnea, and it continues. The
nurses arrive at the sounds of John's distress.

++

Some time later, the nurses reconvene, the change of shift report gone off the rails in a big
way. Rather than their previous spot by the door, they speak quietly at the desk far enough
away to avoid being overheard but still close enough to see John, the monitor, and into the
actual room.

"That was awful."

"Horrifying, yes. Poor John."



"He was so ... confused."

"Thank goodness, his attending was still here. Calmed John down. Got us the sedation orders
for later if we need it."

"And to update that visitor." They exchange a hesitant frown, recalling how the man had
looked - pale, terrified, uncertain. Kaitlin sighs, adds "I'm pretty sure he was here the other
day, when John was still vented. Didn't get an update, then, I don't think. I'm still not sure
who exactly he was. Added as contact person. See, yes, right here in the computer, names
Mycroft Holmes." They take a glance down the hallway, where the doctor and the visitor
have gone into one of the respite rooms.

They check the central nursing station monitor, see John's dashboard of vital signs. Stable for
the moment. Down the hall, the door opens, two people emerge too far to really see
expressions, but they are obviously done speaking - and leave the unit completely. Kaitlin
gathers her things, as the situation is settled again and there is no reason to stay any longer.
"I'm not sure where John's mind is now, actually. Hopefully sleeping somewhere pleasant.
But where he was?" the other nurse asks, feeling slightly queasy herself just from witnessing
it. "That had to be some version of hell."

++

"You're the nurse for Holmes tonight?"

Tina turns, nods, and recognises the patient's brother, returned. "You can go ahead in, he's ..."

"No. I mean, thank you, but no." 

Tina hears the catch in his voice, takes a second look at the visitor, who has been visiting
every day since almost the beginning. Visiting when it isn't easy, when the patient - Sherlock,
she knows his name as now - gives his brother nonstop grief. "What happened? Sherlock's
okay, so ...” She makes the connection. “Oh. Did something happen?" She's fielded enough
questions from Sherlock to know at least peripherally about John. "Is it the other person from
the accident he keeps asking about?"

Mycroft takes a big gulpy breath, exhales slowly, hoping for relief from the shock and horror
of the past few minutes. He blinks quickly, and Tina not only notices, she really sees.

"Come with me, okay?" and she tugs just once at his sleeve until he follows, sensing the
need. "I'll be right back," she says discreetly, carefully to one of the other nurses, who nods
and immediately checks the monitor, noting Tina's patient and the stability of the situation.
The small consultation room is close, and she leads Mycroft to it, sits down, and says nothing
for a moment.

Mycroft sees the chair, knows he cannot, he will not, he must not sit down. Instead, he stands
quietly, diagonally in the room, and waits as he takes a few breaths in, a few breaths out, until
he can trust his voice. It occurs to him that his governmental role requires his detachment, his
strategic inclination, and so with great difficulty he summons all of those skills. Taking a
figurative step back, he calms himself, then begins, "We have a situation."



++

A few minutes later, Tina exits the room first, confident. And motivated. She picks up the
phone, presses buttons for the nurses station in the Neurosurgical ICU, and asks for Watson's
nurse. "It's Tina, downstairs. Wanted to let you know, I heard about ... earlier. How's he doing
now?" She listens, nodding at the brief explanation. "Okay, that's ... good." She glances at
Mycroft, gives a somewhat resolute smile. "So here's the thing, provided you're okay with it
I'll be bringing a visitor up. My patient, actually, to see your patient. I can have him there in
… well, it’ll probably take maybe thirty minutes." Mycroft is standing right there, takes note
of the pauses in the discussion, cannot hear the responses. "Yes, I know. I'm sure it was. No,
trust me, he needs to see. To see, in person. Of course, a brief visit." There is another pause,
and Tina's eyes glance toward Mycroft. "I could explain it all, no it'll be okay. Yes, he'll be
coming along again." Apparently the other nurse is voicing her concerns, and Mycroft gets it.
"Seems if it doesn't go well, we end it. He understands." There must be agreement, and Tina
smiles. "I'll be coming down with a chest tube, portable suction, oxygen on standby, yeah, the
works." The smile gets bigger. "Yes, of course it's a hassle and of course I don't really have
time, but yes, it's that important." She meets Mycroft's gaze again, holding, sees pain and
concern and worry and something else in his eyes. "I've been assured that it will be worth it
for both of our patients." She listens a moment longer, and then Tina gives Mycroft a waggle
of her eyebrows and a thumbs up. "Yes, I agree, it's also necessary. Thanks. See you in a bit."

Chapter End Notes

First iteration ended with Mycroft in John’s room, and the resulting distress. I couldn't
leave them in that terrible, awful, no-good, very bad place. And then Mycroft got wind
of my distress, and rose to the occasion, intervening with typical Mycroft-ishness. And
then the nurses, who got the process in motion. There is hope, right around the corner.

Traveling with portable suction for a chest tube is cumbersome but certainly doable and
usually limited to essential only. And now of course, everyone understands just how
essential this visit is for his brother and especially for John.

The holes in the story will certainly be filled in, next chapter or the one after that.

It is 100% guaranteed the chapter count will be going up. Thanks for reading, for your
patience, for your support for this crazy little story. This chapter was the springboard
that inspired the rest of the piece, you know, one of those awful thoughts, wouldn't it be
awful if they were both injured, and separated, and then for some reason one of them
thinks the other one ... Ah yes, cue the early awakenings with rampant ideas.

If anything is unclear, please let me know gently.



Finally

Chapter Notes

Last chapter, Mycroft had gone to visit John, who mistakenly assumed that because
Sherlock did not, something catastrophic had happened to him.

See the end of the chapter for more notes

There is little discussion of how to proceed, but Mycroft knows that nothing is gained by
waiting, and he follows Sherlock's nurse Tina to the doorway. They enter Sherlock's room
mostly together, along with the wheelchair, which Tina sets inside the room.

Sherlock of course, knows Mycroft was supposed to go visit John then return with an update,
so he has been keenly watching for him, and so the unplanned arrival of more than just his
brother is novel. On high alert already, he breathes in the tension evident in the set of
Mycroft's expression, puts it all together silently.

Mycroft speaks first. "John needs to see you," he says, and his tone is guarded, as if he
doesn't want to reveal too much.

Sherlock knows anyway, at least in part. "Tell me," Sherlock demands, imperially, and then
his fingers brush over the chest tube, where it rests along the margin of the bed before
disappearing into the collection container. They are all quite aware that it is still connected to
medical suction which has prevented longer walks with therapy or with the nurses, and he
hates being tethered - by anything actually, which includes the twelve or so feet of leash
between the wall, the container, and his chest. "And what about this?"

"We have a portable suction for those times when leaving the room is ... unavoidable." She
glances between the brothers, sets the brake on the chair, and adds, "There's a bit to gather, to
get ready, so I'll ..." and she gestures to the hallway, leaving them alone.

There is an odd sense of foreboding that settles and flutters in Sherlock's chest, and he doesn't
feel the need to prompt Mycroft again so he doesn't. Instead, he watches Mycroft's growing
unease, his consternation, as he takes a few restless steps toward the chair, the window, and
gathers himself. "He needs to see you," he repeats, a sign to Sherlock how dire the situation
has become. "Apparently, he took my presence as confirmation that you ... that you aren't
able. Are permanently unable," he says by way of clarification. "And the level of distress was
..." Clearing his throat, he pauses and looks somewhat forlorn. " ... was such that we all agree
that there is no other solution but to bring you together. With the least additional stress to
John as can be done. Although he is perhaps more portable, less ... attached to equipment, I
do not think, nor do the nurses, that moving him is at all wise."



"Didn't you explain it to him?" Sherlock presses, knowing on some level that of course they
would have tried, but wanting and needing to hear it.

"Of course I did, we did, but he was ... distraught. Beyond distraught. He didn't believe a
word. And I believe there may have been a degree of not being able to understand. Given his
recent surgery, it seems his ... processing is ..."

"What are you saying? Is John ... ?" He wants to ask if John is impaired, if there is substantial
neurological damage, but he is stunned, unable to put the concept to words, fearing that
speaking it aloud may be somehow prophetic. "I thought you said he was doing better!"

"He is. Breathing on his own. Following commands. Awake."

"But not ..." He fails to finish the sentence, as Tina arrives back to Sherlock's bedside with
some things in her arms.

"So, ready for a little field trip, Sherlock?"

Neither man is able to respond to that, given the anxiety and unspoken worry just hovering
between them all.

Tina pauses, looking carefully between them, she can see that Sherlock is visibly shaken. She
focuses on Mycroft, and asks him point blank, "Are we still going?"

Mycroft's cool eyes meet Sherlock's pained, paler blue eyes, and he becomes resolute.
Decisive. "Yes, of course we are. John needs to see him."

"Wait."

Sherlock's words cut like a sharp knife, and Tina turns to him. "Okay. You don't have to ..."

"I want to, with everything I am. I want to see him, too. But is there a chance," he knows the
answer before he even asks the rest of the question, "that this, that visiting him is going to
make things worse?"

"He was ... grieving," Mycroft says quietly, his voice small. "Mistakenly, given that you're ...
here. But no," he admits, his voice low and a touch regretful, "I don't think it could actually
be any worse."

"Okay then," Tina nods, hearing the subtext and being quite aware of the unpleasantness of
what has gone before even knowing none of the specific details. "So here's what we're doing
to do. Simplify. Heart monitor goes portable," and she presses a few buttons on the bedside
monitor, removes the cable to connect it to the small telemetry box in her hand, tucks it into
the front pocket of Sherlock's patient gown. "You're already off oxygen, IV fluids are
capped," she says, considering Sherlock, his body, the monitoring capabilities. "This can
come off, for the time-being anyway," and she removes the adhesive pulse oximeter monitor,
coiling the wire and tucking it away. She turns toward some of the rest of what she brought
along. "Pyjama bottoms. And slippers." Offering them out to Mycroft in case he wished to
assist, who declines and faces away from them, she bunches up the legs and helps Sherlock



feed his feet into them. As he lifts, there are a few moments where he inhales, grimaces, as
the muscles of his abdomen tighten, his post-splenectomy incision protesting. He can feel the
edges of his ribs grating along the fracture lines when he shifts a certain way. "We'll pull
them up all the way once you're standing, so hang on. Do you need anything for pain before
we go?" Sherlock shakes his head, the pain still quite present, abdomen more than chest, but
all of it paling in comparison to wanting to get to John. With easy movements, she spreads
out a blanket over the flexible vinyl seat of the wheelchair and brings it close. "We'll get you
here first, then I'll transfer the suction over. It'll need to either go on your lap, or I'll carry it."
She shows him the smaller  device, indicating the handle of the pump-like gadget. "Not too
heavy, but ..."

"I'll take it," Mycroft offers. "Whatever is necessary, I can."

"Battery lasts an hour, minimum," Tina says, gesturing to the wheelchair as she sits the head
of the bed up then hands Sherlock the folded pillow that still has the words 'Hug Me' written
on them. "But let's see how it goes before we decide about how long to stay? I'll probably
drop you off, you'll still be on our monitor, which I can see from here. They can call when
you're ready, okay?" 

Silently, Sherlock grows even more serious as he moves, feeling the tightness, the swelling,
and some spasm. Other muscles are sore too, from the accident and his decreased activity.
But moments later, he is clothed, seated, watching and waiting, while Tina secures a blanket
over his lap and Mycroft takes his position behind the chair, holding the suction. There is an
oxygen tank in the holder behind the chair, and Tina grabs the cannula that Sherlock hasn't
needed in a day or so. "Just in case." She notes the telemetry readout on the bedside monitor,
coming wirelessly from the monitor in Sherlock's pouch. "Drink of water before we leave?"

"No."

"Let me rephrase. Have a drink, please, before we leave." The fact that Sherlock does indeed
take a drink without complaining or arguing is not lost on any of them. He is quite obviously
not looking to delay any further. "Ready?" Tina asks, and one of the other nurses comes to
the door as they leave, just to check on how things are going.

It is a strange procession, the patient, the sibling, the nurse. All are somewhat concerned, for
different reasons, and Mycroft perhaps the most: he has already detonated a figurative
grenade in Dr. Watson's room earlier, and has absolutely no wish to do so again. The fallout,
if it happens again, is going to have more widespread collateral damage. He watches the back
of his brother's head as they make their way slowly to the elevator, and he thinks that if he
were superstitious, he would certainly cross his fingers for the immediate future.

++

Meanwhile, upstairs, there is some concern outside John's room. He is mostly unchanged -
quiet, responsive, with stable vital signs. But his eyes are closed unless disturbed and his
affect is more flat than previously. The nurses keep an eye and an ear on the elevator, the
hallway, to be ready. So when the doors open and they take note of the entourage, there is no
doubt who they are and whom they are planning to see.



Tina, pushing the chair, can see that her patient is nervous, and so is the visitor. "Okay to
head in?" she asks, slowing down as they approach the doorway to John's room. The door is
open, the occupied bed visible through the glass walls and windows, and one of the nurses
approaches.

"Of course. So left side of the bed will probably be better. Right hand is ... still splinted. Left
wrist has the arterial line and an IV, but it's secure."

Tina rests a hand briefly on Sherlock's shoulder, reassuring him before they enter the room,
"Ready?" she asks out of rote, easing the chair in. She parks and locks the chair, and takes the
portable suction contraption from Mycroft's hand, sets it down where it will be safely out of
the way. "We'll be just in the hall if you need us," she guides, and with a slight nudge at
Mycroft, leaves only Sherlock in John's room. John's nurse stands protectively just outside
the doorway, ready to intervene if needed and yet trying to give them a hint of privacy.

In a quick yet thorough sweep of the room, of the situation, of John, Sherlock takes in as
much as he can. Though John's eyes are closed, his brow is deeply furrowed in a frown. His
cheeks are a bit more sunken than the last he's seen him, and of course, the hair on one side of
his head is cropped close around the dressing - clear tape over a folded white bandage. There
is an oxygen cannula in his nose, and Sherlock glances at the bedside cardiac monitor -
similar to the one he's just been taken off of. Heart rate, eighties. Respiratory rate, mid-teens.
The blue line of the pulse oximeter is in the upper nineties. There is a red notched waveform
with continual blood pressure readings displayed. John's skin is pale, dry, and he places one
hand over John's left one to find it warm.

It tingles. And Sherlock cannot stop the surge of emotion, the relief at seeing John finally.
"John," he whispers, watching his face. When nothing happens right away, he squeezes John's
hand just slightly, says again, louder, "John?"

If his eyes hadn't been glued to John's face, he might have noticed changes on the bedside
monitor - a minimal increase in heart rate, in blood pressure. But he notices when John's
frown deepens, and then his eyes open. There is pain, and confusion, and disbelief as John
blinks in slow-motion a few times. Sherlock squeezes again, gently, waiting for John's senses
to take it all in. "Sherlock?" his whispered voice is full of brokenness and sounds flat and
tired.

"Yes," Sherlock says though he wishes he could immediately dispel John's uncertainty.

"Oh god," he breathes the words along with an exhale. "Are you real?"

In answer, Sherlock simply stares back and raises John's hand toward his face, trying not to
think of the hospital grade soap and lotion and all the other chemicals that are now somehow
part and parcel of both of them, actually.  He presses John's fingers against his chin, his
mouth, giving some semblance of a kiss to them while holding them tight. "Real, yes."

John's eyes close, his lips thin out, and there is a faint tremor of his chin. Sherlock is
immediately grateful that they are alone as he sees the moisture at the corners of John's eyes
grow, threatening to spill.



"We are going to be okay."

John nods, again just very slightly, and Sherlock wonders how much pain he is still
experiencing. As he sits, waits, he wonders about when he'll be able to see the surgical
wound, how big it is, when the dressing will come off - and he brushes a thumb idly over
John's knuckles to force himself to be present in the moment. "Rosie is okay. Fine. With
Molly. And they're at Baker Street."

"Rosie."

Sherlock isn't sure if that means he didn't recall her existence, or her name, and he doesn't
know how to respond to that, so he doesn't.

"What day is it?" he asks. The voice he speaks with is ... slower, lower, and although familiar,
also not quite John. Definitely not John's usual.

Sherlock tells him and forces himself to stop short of firing questions at him, wondering,
getting a recap, an update, to determine how much if any of this John actually understands.
"My room is one floor down." He waits, and when John doesn't say anything, he realises he
hasn't really planned anything beyond simply getting to John. He has no idea how to manage
this. "Are you okay?" he finally asks.

"I feel awful," John says. "Can we go home?"

"Not yet," is all Sherlock is willing to say on that topic.

For a little while, they just sit quietly, fingers occasionally moving, shifting, feeling. It is
reassuring to Sherlock, and he hopes John is aware of their proximity at least a bit.

A short time later, John speaks again. "What day is it?"

The smile on Sherlock's face becomes a little bit sad, but he doesn't let go of John's hand as
he answers, again.

++

Mycroft is feeling caged in the hallway, standing there, feeling the concerned energy
surrounding John and his brother. Although he wants to be in the room, he knows it is best to
stay out for now, close enough if needed. He composes and sends a text as he waits.

See to it that, when appropriate, Sherlock and Dr Watson are transferred to the same
semi-private room. MH

I make my children say please, boss. You should remember your manners. That adage
about flies and honey still holds true. :-P Anthea

You are a welcome distraction from this madness. MH

Consider it done. I won't even make you ask again with proper (not to mention, polite)
wordage. Anthea



A little while later, his mobile alerts him again.

The admissions department assures me that, once they are stable for transfer out, they
will be assigned together. Apparently the intake department never gets these requests -
usually it is people demanding private rooms. I think we made her day. Anthea

Indeed. MH

You should know I had some clothing delivered to your hotel suite. How are things
going? Anthea

Sherlock is recovering nicely, another day and they'll be paying me to get rid of him. I
believe John's recovery is going to be quite a journey. MH

I'll check into some visitors, and other support, for when they're ready. Anthea

Please do ;-) MH

Who are you and what have you done with my employer? A polite word AND an
emoticon? Anthea

After all these years, one would think you'd be aware I am trainable. And can skillfully
play the game when needs must. MH

++

John's nurse comes to the bedside, checking on them both. She asks John a few questions
about how his pain is, if he needs anything. His answers, as they have been all along, are
responsive but not interactive. He doesn't initiate anything beyond a few basic questions,
such as what day it is, and he retains none of it.

"So," Sherlock interjects when she has finished with John and turns toward him, "what are
the plans? When can he leave this room?"

"Surgery is tentatively day after tomorrow, set the fractures in his hand, but that doesn't keep
him in the Neuro ICU. Long as the rest of the night is good, and lab studies are good in the
morning, doctor'll probably let us get rid of that line in his artery, move him out tomorrow."

"Surgery?" John asks, another frown of misunderstanding.

"On your hand, remember? A couple of pins maybe, reduce and set the fractures. Then a cast
for a few weeks."

He is quiet for a moment, then says, "Did you tell me that before?"

"I did. It's okay. Takes time, right?" He nods but Sherlock doesn't think he really understands
... not much of it, anyway. She makes sure John's nurse call is reachable and adds, "Let me
know when you're ready to go back. I'm sure this is exhausting for you, too."

"I'm okay," Sherlock tells her.



"He looks ... maybe a little more tired? Don't wear him out too much, please?" The nurse
touches Sherlock's back as she leaves the room.

Frowning, he considers John. He does in fact look weary. Exhausted. "I'm only one floor
down for now. We'll get you a mobile, we can maybe text, okay? Once that thing is off your
wrist and your cast is on. Speech to text perhaps." And then it occurs to him that John like
this, will struggle with a mobile on many levels. “Actually, never mind that. It’ll wait.”

"I'm sorry," John begins, but the phrase ends there and neither of them know exactly where
he was heading.

"Me too, but you have nothing to be sorry about. Not your fault." He thinks the visit has been
hard on John, and he thinks perhaps a brief recap would be helpful. "Car accident, remember?
You're getting better. I'm all right." He knows that John isn't well but does reassure him that
his primary fear from earlier is completely unfounded. "I'm okay. And we'll get home, in
time."

"Rosie," John says, kind of a question. "You said ..."

"Is fine. Molly has her, mostly. Mrs. Hudson too. She's home, and she's doing okay."

John sighs, closes his eyes, tips his head back. Sherlock brushes his hand over John's again,
letting his hand settle over the back of John's wrist. He is reluctant to break the connection.
Now and again he speaks, occasionally John answers. The room grows quieter again, with
the constant low humm of the chest tube apparatus, the faint whir of hospital equipment, the
sounds of other patients and caregivers in the hallway.

++

The small window in the hallway next to the computer allows for discreet monitoring into
patient rooms, and at the moment, the in-window louvered blinds are open so John's nurse
can keep an eye on things. John is resting, his heart rate settling back down into the rate he
approaches while sleeping. It is reassuring for her, too, to see that John is less stressed, that
his face is calmer. The man in the wheelchair had been quite awkward on arrival, edgy, but
now he was even more relaxed, resting. Their clasped hands are just resting, fingers spread
and not interlaced, and she turns to the computer for a few minutes. When she casts another
glance into the room, she almost chuckles.

"I'm going to call downstairs, see if they can come pick him up." Her words are directed
toward Mycroft, who is still focused on his mobile.

"Is he signaling that he's ready?" Mycroft asks.

"No," she says quietly, with a smile as she picks up the phone handset. "But that can't be
comfortable."

Mycroft peers through the open doorway himself. "No, it can't." He can see that his brother is
indeed sitting, eyes closed, his body slanted forward and his head leaning awkwardly into
John's shoulder. He is splinting his side, near the chest tube dressing, with his hand in a



probably only minimally successful attempt to alleviate the pain from his rib fractures.
Although his eyes are closed, there is enough of a grimace that lets everyone know he is quite
definitely awake.

He chose closeness over comfort, the cost of sentiment giving him actual physical pain. It
feels oddly full in Mycroft’s chest.

"I'm sure he's okay, for a short time, but I don't want the visit to cause a setback." Into the
handset, she tells the other unit that Sherlock is ready to come back, and then after she hangs
up, adds, "I'm sure they're both relieved, after this whole experience."

Mycroft watches, knowing that neither of them is going to want to separate again, but that it
must happen; it's time. The nurse enters the room, offering Sherlock a folded blanket, that she
helps tuck over the injured area for additional support, and though Sherlock doesn't lose the
frown, he does look slightly more at ease. Sherlock nods a little as the nurse speaks, probably
letting him know that his nurse will be down shortly to collect him. When the nurse returns to
her station in the hallway outside John's room, it is with a somewhat satisfied smile. Whether
or not anyone appreciates or thanks her for her efforts, she is rewarded - in spades - by going
the extra mile for her patients, and making a difference.

++

Tina arrives a few moments later, joining Mycroft at the edge of the doorway.

"So," she begins, "I got a call from admissions."

He turns to face her, a brow quirked and the faintest smirk of a smile ghosting one side of his
mouth. "Oh?"

"Apparently there's been a room placed on hold, a semi-private, for your brother when he
moves out of the ICU."

"All right."

"It's very unusual, to have this done prior to transfer." She waits, Mycroft's silence continues.
"Never, in my years here, has this kind of thing been arranged ahead of time." There is a full
smile, and she continues. "Sounds like the second bed is for him," she nods toward John's
room.

"You don't say," Mycroft murmurs quietly, breaking eye contact and looking away. Anthea
has been very efficiently effective.

"Know anything about it?"

"Only what you've told me."

John's nurse comes up to join them, and before Tina joins her inside the room, she says softly,
"Who are you, anyway," but moves away before he can answer. 

Mycroft sighs, ready to assist with the return trip upstairs. Easy, no. Satisfying? Indeed it is.



Chapter End Notes

Usually patients with chest tubes can travel without suction for short times, and there is
still enough negative pressure from being on “water seal” to keep the lung expanded. In
this case, there was enough concern for Sherlock’s lung that the decision was made to
travel with it.

And some forgetfulness, speech changes, and different affects are common after a
trauma and then surgery such as what happened to John. Sometimes it resolves quickly,
like flipping a switch; other times, it is a gradual process.

Progress, slow but steady.



Relocating

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

"Oh for gods sake, yes I've been ready for days now."

Sherlock's nurse for the day is Mattias, and he has been snarky since the moment he met
Sherlock on rounds, and Sherlock's greeting of 'oh I hope you're less of an idiot than most.'

"You're not nearly ready as I am - and by that I mean, ready to be rid of you." He is standing
behind the wheelchair, waiting, tapping a large impatient foot. "I'm doing an exorcism on this
room, make sure you never come back." There is chuckling and sass, and Sherlock has taken
special delight in their repartee.

"You'll need more than that. Holy water. Perhaps ..."

Mycroft has had enough, and clears his throat. "Though we are all thoroughly amused at this
... banter," and he speaks the word as if it has fermented, soured, and spoiled, "I would
greatly appreciate moving onward." He is holding one of the bags Sherlock has accumulated.

Mattias gives both of them a dramatic eye roll, then says to Sherlock who is carrying nothing,
"Looks like you're traveling light. We could see about putting that chest tube back in if you
want."

"Piss off," Sherlock breathes.

"Next stop, new room, two floors down."

”Hopefully my next nurse is competent.” Mattias gives a snort, and Sherlock nudges his
brother. “Might want to pull his license, see if it’s valid. Make yourself useful for a change.”

"I envy you," Mycroft says to the nurse, "that you're able to get rid of him."

++

The chest tube has been out for a few hours.

"So that's it, you're going to hold your breath, then humm, out loud, and I'll be removing the
chest tube."

Although Sherlock has been greatly anticipating getting rid of things keeping him in the ICU,
in the hospital, he has not necessarily considered the process until the moment is upon him.
"How painful is removal?"

"So, well, there's about this much inside you." The physicians assistant is there to remove the
tube, arriving with tape and bandages and the time to do it. She indicates the distance
between her hands, less than twenty centimeters. "It's a small diameter tube, though. Most



people aren't terribly bothered by it. Pain meds, after, if you need it." She has already
explained that the pneumothorax has completely resolved, and that clamping the tube prior to
the chest xray has assured them all that it is no longer necessary.

He is lying on his side, splinting best he can over where the ribs are broken and giving her
access to do what she needs. Overall, the quality of pain is just beginning to improve, more
dull than sharp now, but putting pressure on it, or moving, still catches him sometimes.
Coughing is the worst. "Okay."

"Ready? Just pulling a little tape here, sorry, I know that ..." she waits for him to nod that he
is indeed ready, then continues, giving a bit of explanation as she does. "I know, almost ... but
there, all off. Just going to snip the little suture holding it in, might feel a little tug and a
pinch. Oh, yes, that did stick a little, sorry. Do you need a minute?"

Sherlock shakes his head in the negative, closing his eyes and wishing this was just ... over.
She explains that she is just going to scrub the area again with chlorhexidine, to reduce the
possibility of infection. It's cold, and he's fairly certain he can feel where the stitch had been -
it stings. There is a bit more sensation of her adjusting the tube and her hands, and she cues
him to take a deep breath in and  to start to humm, which he does, but thinks it's a stupid
diversionary technique that probably won't work anyway, and then ...

"Okay, it's out, you can stop."

"What?" He opens his eyes, frowning. "It is?" He ponders how he could have missed that
detail.

"Yes. Slid right out, sorry for the little bit of pressure there."

"Let me see it," he demands, disbelieving somewhat that it all came out, as he didn't really
even feel it, other than the vague, skin surface level pressing. "Really?"

"All out," she says, grinning. "Sometimes they come out this easy, no complaints from my
end. I'll show you, soon as I tape the rest of this dressing down." He feels the light press of
her palms as she smooths the tape edges in place. "See? That's it."

He sees the clear tube as she holds it up, thin and somewhat flexible, barely a dot of blood
along the curlicue at the top, and is amazed that the removal wasn't a bigger procedure. And
he is still somewhat shocked as she cleans up, binning the plastic chamber, the tube, the
dressings that had been taken off. "Questions?" she finally asks.

"No."

"You're going to the stepdown unit today, I think I heard?"

"Yes."

"Congrats. And good job on the removal."

Inside his head, he can hear John's nudging, his prompting, for his reaction. "Thanks. You
too." The notion is a tad defeating, and he hopes John is on the mend.



++

The destination unit has sent up a telemetry pack, which will transmit his heart rate and
rhythm to the monitor on his new unit. Other than one remaining IV site, there is nothing else
actually still attached to him, other than the chest tube site dressing and the one across his left
upper abdomen from his splenectomy. "Your chariot," Mattias gestures grandly toward the
wheelchair. "I'm not going to miss you at all, you've been nothing but a pain in the ... neck."
His goofy grin and wriggling eyebrows at the final word makes it apparent that neck was not
his first choice of description.

"Good riddance to you, too," Sherlock takes a seat, feeling oddly free at the lack of monitors,
equipment. There is a bit less pain now, without the chest tube, and the mild dose of
paracetamol earlier is keeping the abdomen pain manageable. A blanket is thrown over his
legs which makes him feel old and decrepit, and Mattias begins leading the way toward the
elevators.

In a curiously short, easy, anticlimactic wheelchair ride, in less than thirty minutes he is
settled in a semi-private room. They offer him his choice, window or doorway, so he takes
the bed closer to the hallway. He tells himself that John may be more comfortable there by
the window, but he acknowledges that he wants to be that extra layer, the outer protection, the
gatekeeper. His belongings are stowed, Mycroft steps out, the new nurse comes to welcome
him, assess him, and an aide checks his vital signs and brings him fresh water.

He spends a few uncomfortable minutes staring at the empty bed next to him. It is almost
loud and annoying, and he is most anxious for John to join him. His mobile doesn't entertain
him for long, nor does the television hold any interest for him whatsoever, so he sends off a
few text messages.

Hey Molly, New room today, waiting for John to join me. How's the Rose-monster? SH

George,  I've been perusing that latest river contamination story in the newspaper,
you're missing something obvious. SH

To Mycroft, he writes only, I want discharge planned for both of us back to London
tomorrow. Day after, latest. Baker Street. Any objections? SH

Sherlock, John's doctors have not cleared him medically, his surgery is tomorrow, and
despite your demands to the contrary, they might not release him. MH

I'm not leaving the hospital without him. SH

You may not have a choice. I can only do so much. MH

Find out what, if anything, is standing in his way of being discharged. He'll recover
better at home. SH

Perhaps. But the final call will not be mine, and I will not let you jeopardise Dr.
Watson's health for your convenience. Or your preferences. MH



 

While chatting with his brother, other texts come in from both George aka Greg, and Molly.
He ignores them initially, thinking he’s overdue for a well-deserved sulk, then replies to
Molly’s update that Rosie is doing well. She asks about coming to visit them with Rosie, and
he says he’ll think about it but to hold off for now. Truthfully, he doesn’t think the visit will
be good for any of them, John in particular - not here, not now - but he’ll wait a bit before
giving her the news.

He thinks it will be better and more beneficial to put their efforts into getting out of the
hospital. As soon as feasible. 

++

"You ready to go?"

John hears the question, thinks it is meant for someone else at first, and then realises the
person speaking - nurse, scrubs, he is wearing a patient gown, what? And then it seems
faintly familiar - is waiting for him to answer.

"Home." Nothing makes sense, but he knows deep down that home is better than here, that he
is stuck in the fog here, that here is not good.

"No, Dr. Watson. Another room." He doesn't answer because the words don't form and he is
trying to picture home and the images are jumbled. Couch, wallpaper, blond pigtails, a plate
of biscuits, a skull, stairs, tea. "Remember, you were in a car accident a few days ago?"

"Yes," he says but he means no. The wrong word comes out but it seems to be more
satisfying if he plays along. Though he doesn't know the game and doesn't know the rules,
exactly.

"Right, so they removed the blood clot in your brain. You're getting better. New room today."
She doesn't mention the waiting roommate, the arrangements made from admissions about
where to send him after being downgraded from the Neurosurgical ICU. "Tomorrow they'll
fix your hand."

"I don't ..." he begins but he can't recall what he wants to know.

The nurse smiles. "I'll help you into this wheelchair, take you to your new room."

Although he doesn't quite understand what is happening, he nods. His stomach churns a little,
the underlying headache which seems to be permanently pounding, and he closes eyes.

++

Sherlock closes his eyes, too. Waiting is tedious. Impossibly frustrating. Interminable.

Finally, he hears some activity in the hallway, and a stretcher peeks into the room. There is a
noise, a moan, recognisable as John's ... well, not voice exactly, but his sounds, and as he is
pushed by, Sherlock is concerned. Alarmed, even. But John is here, they are finally going to



share the same breathing air again (for a short time, he hopes) so even minimally improved is
better than worrying about him from rooms floors eternally huge distances elsewhere.

"Just getting him settled," the nurse explains, pulling the privacy curtain between the beds so
Sherlock can't see. 

From what Sherlock can tell, given the nurse to nurse handoff at John's bedside, the morning
has been difficult. They attempted a wheelchair but John was nauseous, and despite giving
him some medication to help, he was brought down this way on a stretcher for his comfort.
His symptoms are relieved, but he is tired. Recent pain medication was also given, and his
surgery is still planned for tomorrow. One of them settles John's splinted arm up on a pillow.
Sherlock learns from listening, but not everything, and he'll have to wait on what he wants to
know most: is John John yet?

John receives the same routine that Sherlock got upon arrival, but shortly, they are finished,
have given John the nurse call, and they finally pull back the curtain again.

John's eyes are not especially bright as he looks over, stares, blinks, and finally looks like he's
going to say something. But unfortunately, the partial question he asks is indicative of his
condition. The cadence is slow, his tone lower than normal.

"What are you ... ?" The frown deepens, and John doesn't pretend to know what's transpiring.
"Sherlock?"

Chapter End Notes

Helped one of our PAs pull a chest tube this week - and it was just this easy. Well
tolerated, the patient was a nervous wreck and barely felt anything - an anomaly for
sure. I thought perhaps Sherlock deserved this kind of removal.

Many apologies for the maybe not great place this chapter ends. But they are together,
and John doesn't realise how much he needs to be in Sherlock's presence.

Thanks for following along, this chapter, just necessary to move the story forward.



Reparations / Preparations

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

John's situation is perplexing. They are finally in the same room, a new room, and both of
them take some time getting acquainted with it. At first, they speak little. Sherlock does not
wish to overwhelm John, and John ... John is not himself. He is quiet, withdrawn, just
watching. Sherlock recognises the hollow look - trying to figure things out - and isn't entirely
sure what will help.

And he and his transport are - apparently, annoyingly, and unsuspectingly - having some
issues of their own. A phlebotomist comes in the later afternoon.

"Holmes?" When Sherlock nods and bites his tongue at the acerbic wit that wants to erupt,
the tech continues. "Need to draw some blood."

"They got some this morning."

"Yes. And now they want more." Sherlock is completely unimpressed, crosses his arms,
stubbornness radiating off him in (tidal) waves. She is unwavering, reads from the computer
screen a little more forcefully, turns back to face him. She is holding a bag of supplies, a
bright orange tourniquet, in her nitrile gloves. "William Holmes."

"For what tests?"

"Repeat blood count, with white blood cell differential. Blood cultures. Lactic acid." She
reads from the portable printer on her cart. "Can you confirm your date of birth please?"

Sherlock pauses, knowing that his last temperature check had been mildly elevated, just over
thirty eight or so. But he does what is requested, answers the question, and holds out his arm.
The blood cultures are obtained first (after a brisk and almost-uncomfortable scrubbing of his
arm with what she tells him is chlorhexidine) and the rest of the tubes, and she puts a gauze
pad on, fastens it with tape, and leaves.

John sleeps through Sherlock getting blood drawn, so Sherlock keeps quiet, but then notices a
warm sensation on his arm. When he glances down, he sees with more aggravation that the
bandage is soaked through and blood is trickling down his upper forearm into the sheets.
Pressing on it with a white area of the sheet to stop the bleeding, he realises he has to get
some assistance, and pushes the nurse call. An aide answers and goes into action right away,
places a new, bigger gauze bandage on his venipuncture site, then helps him to the chair so
she can change the bedding and his gown.

More activity at the doorway. "Oh good, you're up," his new nurse says as she enters.
"Transport is on their way. Doc ordered a two view chest xray."

"They did a portable one, this morning, already."



"Right. This one has to be done in the department."

"Seems a bit redundant. Unnecessary."

"The two view is called AP and lateral. Both anterior posterior views, as well as lateral." As
she speaks, she demonstrates the angles, then gives the aide a quick hand with the sheets
while continuing, talking to Sherlock. "So, white count was up this morning, little fever this
afternoon. Without your spleen, just need to be a little cautious about infection. Sepsis.
Catching it early." He takes it in, what she's saying, what she isn't. "Our NP on the floor'll be
in to talk to you after the results are in. Second set of blood cultures, we'll get those too once
you're back up here. Maybe ..." And she chuckles, cutting herself off from speculating. "One
thing at a time. Getting more information first."

He ponders the factors, what she's told him. He hears footsteps coming, the faint sounds of a
wheelchair, and considers that he doesn't want to leave John alone. Not even for a few
minutes. 

The nurse watches as he glances at his roommate, sees the concern there. "It'll be quick. And
I'll keep an eye out while you're gone."

It occurs to him that if he refuses, and ends up getting (unacceptably) sicker, it will only
complicate ... everything. So he agrees, tries to assure John that he'll be back shortly, and
gratefully accepts the splinting pillow that still says 'hug me' on it so he can get in the blasted
wheelchair and go get the stupid, bloody xray. The splinting pillow, in his mind, is destined
for conflagration. Shredding. Or both, he vows, holding it lightly in place and pretending he
doesn't appreciate it.

++

The NP, who first blush seems a little harried, is pleasant enough, and once she comes to his
bedside, is fully engaged. She does a full assessment, has him breathing and turning and
coughing reluctantly. She checks his dressings, palpates over his shoulder, asks about pain or
feeling febrile. Then she explains the workings of the spleen in immunology and
thromboembolism, the effects of bacteria and platelets and he would have enjoyed the
conversation more if it was about someone else. About someone else's risk. "I hear you bled a
little after the lab stick earlier?" When he nods and confesses that it was a small amount but
made a rather impressive mess, she summarises, recaps. "Your platelet count right now is
reassuring, but we'll keep an eye on your counts. A lot of platelets are stored in a person's
spleen. Everything takes a bit to equilibrate. So your blood cultures, both sets, will take a bit
to grow out, if they do. Chest film looks good, both views. Radiologist doesn't see pneumonia
right now. Blood pressure is good. We'll watch your temp curve. It's not unusual to go up a
little this time of day."

"Circadian rhythm," John says quietly from the other side of the room.

She looks over, nodding and giving him a smile. John is frowning again, in their direction,
but doesn't say anything additional. "Yes." To Sherlock, she says, "Want me to draw the
curtain?"



"No, it's fine. We're flatmates in London. Same accident."

"Oh, right." She consults her clipboard, looks carefully at John. "I haven't gotten to his
records yet. Looks like he might've drawn the short end of the stick." Sherlock doesn't
disagree. "So I see you already have an incentive spirometer." One of the nurses in the ICU
had brought it a few days ago. It is near him, within reach on the overbed table. "Be faithful
with it. Hourly, while awake. Do you need help with it or need me to explain --" He has
already picked it up, taken a slow, steady breath in, and she is pleased. The bellows rise, the
ball on the side floats a few seconds, and he is pleased when the coughing fit doesn't happen
afterward as it had done earlier. "Good, keep that up. No need for antibiotics right now. Not
yet."

She chats a bit, assures Sherlock she'll be looking over them both, that they'll keep them
updated, and leaves.

"So," he says to John. "You say very little, and then come out with 'circadian rhythm'?
Unusual for you to show off like that. Especially now." John studies him as he is being
studied, their eyes meeting, holding. Sherlock shakes his head a little. "Still surprising.
Anything to add, now that it's just us again?"

He sort of looks like he is considering it, then his frown is back. "What?"

Sherlock tries not to be defeated as he picks up the inhalation device once more. Even though
John didn't revisit the conversation, he still gave a hopeful moment, a glimpse of John
underneath, a sign that he's improving.

++

The evening flies by - and drags. The NP for the floor comes to visit John, makes an
unhelpful comment about these things taking time (even if it is the truth, no one wants to hear
it. Again). Sherlock puts the television on but John doesn't really focus on it. He turns it off
when he remembers the concussion, that one of the providers had cautioned about reading,
screen time, and too much stimulation. Sherlock continues to back off, not fire questions at
John too much - and when he does ask about what he wants for dinner, he learns that John
isn't ready to choose anything yet. Even the smallest of decisions is too overwhelming for
him. So he calls the patient kitchen, orders what he knows John typically likes, and doesn't
ask John's opinion about anything else unnecessarily.

One of the aides comes back later with the nurse, items in hand, and they pull the curtain
around John's bed. "Dr. Watson, hey," Sherlock hears, "so tomorrow you're getting your arm
fixed, so we need to help you get scrubbed down with this special soap. We're just going to
get it done for you, change your gown and the sheets. We'll do the scrub again in the
morning." They keep up some conversation, explaining wound infections, their expectations
about sedation and recovery. John interacts with monosyllabic responses, and a few minutes
later, they open the curtain and leave.

John is quiet, still, and Sherlock swings his feet over the bed to face him. "You okay?"

John looks over. "I think," he answers, but his tone and his delivery are unsure.



He opts to go for it. "Do you understand what's going on? Why they did that?"

John's expression has Sherlock wondering if the constant frowning will be permanent. "Why
they did what?"

Sherlock swallows hard over the lump in his throat. John? Where are you?

++

Sherlock frets while John rests. The noise of the hospital in their new room is different, more
muffled, less acute.

Sherlock finds it less entertaining, as well. He asks for and receives a mild pain medication,
then when it kicks in, he uses his incentive spirometer again, with a little more energy. The
walk to the bathroom is unpleasant because the incision in his upper left abdomen pulls, but
brushing his teeth into an actual sink is a nice change. John is watching him, quietly, when he
approaches, when he passes, on the way back to bed. He thinks about pressing his lips to
John's forehead but doesn't want to cause John any additional stress so he settles for a hand-
hold, a squeeze, a shared smile. The smile fades when John grows puzzled again and asks
what day it is.

His mobile offers a distraction, an outlet for his worry.

 

Mycroft: I'm concerned the anaesthesia is going to set John back considerably. And the
starting point is not all that good to begin with. SH

Can you make sure he gets the highest skilled provider tomorrow? SH

Sherlock: The procedure is scheduled for light sedation and a nerve block. They told
Anthea the anaesthesiologist will see him in the morning prior to the procedure. If
you're polite, perhaps you can speak to him then. MH

 

He scrolls past the texts from Molly, the photos of her and Rosie, of Rosie's day. In the end,
he knows that not answering is probably not a good idea, so he texts back a few quick
responses, curtly, and lowers his phone.

When they take away John's water at midnight, he doesn't retain the explanation.

Baker Street and the rest of their life seems a million kilometers away.

++

Sherlock awakens early, and thinks for a few moments he’s not sure why. The obvious
reasons are John’s surgery today, the whole accident event, the foreign pillow, the poor
quality sheets … any number of things really. But it is deeper, vague, unsettling. He considers
their journey, yesterday finally bringing them to the same place. It is, he knows, certainly



better together. Seeing John like this, though - the word 'hollow' keeps resonating in his mind
- is quite hard. Temporary, everyone hopes of course, but obviously no one is able to
guarantee anything, or even predict any type of timeline.

He refuses his breakfast tray, not wishing to eat in front of John when John is not permitted.
They arrive to do the final surgical pre-op cleanse of John's skin in the morning, and the
anaesthesiologist arrives and greets them both. Apparently, she has been briefed.

"Dr. Watson? Oh good, you are awake. I understand your roommate here is your roommate at
home. Is it all right if I speak to you together?"

He nods and Sherlock is grateful she doesn't press him for anything requiring more capacity.

"So today you're having surgery to set the bones in your hand and arm."

"Yes." John glances down at the splinted extremity, raises it up briefly, wriggles his fingers
just slightly - and the accompanying grimace is expected. "Yes."

"How did you break them?" John blinks, and the doctor glances over at Sherlock before
attempting another question. "What caused all of your injuries?"

"I'm ..." John begins. "I'm not sure," he finally admits.

She tells him, "Car accident." He blinks again, still flatly. "You don't remember?"

"No."

"What do you remember?"

Sherlock inhales, and it is loud enough for them all to hear. The doc glances over, briefly,
before turning back to John, waiting.

"I was in Afghanistan. And I got shot." He speaks slowly, with great effort. "And then he ...
jumped. And my wife died. And there was a gun, through the window, and ..." The furrow in
his brow deepens. "And my daughter, god, my daughter, where is Rosie?"

"With Molly. She's fine." Good lord, John's mind and thoughts are jumbled together, Sherlock
realises. "And we'll be okay."

"I'm a surgeon, but ..." He looks helpless again, at the doctor then he fixes on Sherlock,
pleading with his eyes. "I was. I don't ..."

The doctor is closer, taps John on the leg reassuringly. "Okay, it's not uncommon to be a little
confused, after something like this." She is already sitting down at his bedside, and speaks
very gently. She goes over the accident, his neuro surgery, the plans to fix his broken arm,
and that his broken ribs are already healing. "It's just going to take time." Sherlock bites
against the inside of his lip so as not to react, to explode at that hated phrase again. John, this
is about John.



John is not upset. There is blankness, and more blinking. John finally says, "Time ... for
what?"

Sherlock finds he can't stay silent any longer, and chooses to justify some of his words, his
confusion. "He's right about some of what he told you, just so you know. Not all. I'm
concerned the anaesthesia today, or sedation, is going to make this all so much worse."

"So, Dr. Watson," she nods at John and Sherlock inclusively, "I'll be managing your pain and
sedation during your operation. MAC, it's called. Managed anaesthesia care, you'll get titrated
sedation and a nerve block while the orthopedic surgeon reduces - open reduction, internal
fixation - the broken bones."

"An ORIF."

"Yes." She smiles a little at his embracing the lingo, and follows that angle. "And I'll be
giving you propofol, midazolam, fentanyl. The axillary block will be bupivicaine and should
last you up to twenty four hours."

"Okay." He nods, gives a small smile of minimal comprehension. "Yes, I ... got it."

"They'll be up to get you soon. Maybe half an hour?" She answers a few more of Sherlock's
questions, says goodbye, including a "See you shortly," to John.

Nodding again, he looks about the room, sees his beside table. "Where's my coffee?"

++

Collecting John is quick and efficient. OR staff arrives, confirms his name and procedure
(which he doesn't volunteer but nods when they ask him. It occurs to Sherlock he probably
would have agreed to anything), and he is moved to a stretcher before Sherlock realises that
he himself isn't especially ready. His heart is pounding, his mouth is dry.

They are taking John.

They are taking John.

"Wait, can I ...?" He sits up, scowling at the tug and pull of his abdominal dressing and
incision. Shamefully hunched over, uncomfortable, he shuffles to John's side, takes his
uninjured, unsplinted, good hand. "I'll be right here. Waiting for you."

"Okay."

"They'll take good care of you."

And moments later, John and his stretcher and his hollow words and his presence, are all
gone.

The room without him is loud, empty, lonely, and troublesome.



Sherlock climbs back into bed, slowly, still hunched over and miserable for multiple reasons
now that John is gone, that John might need him and he's not going to be with him. He closes
his eyes.

Waiting is awful. Interminable. Unacceptable.

He opens his eyes, turns on the television to drown out the loud emptiness of John being
missing, and slides open the bedside table drawer. The slider is there.

Time passes, he fidgets, scrolls unseeingly on his mobile, and tries not to watch the clock. He
is unsuccessful, and the seconds tick by at a painful snail's pace.

He composes - and does not send - texts to his brother.

(unsent) Are you around?

(unsent) It'd be nice not to be all by myself

(unsent) Where the bloody hell are you?

(unsent) I'm impatiently awaiting updates on getting John and I both back to Baker
Street tomorrow.

He deletes each one, starts off on Lestrade.

(unsent) I'm so bored I'd even agree to meeting you for pints.

(unsent) I'm running low on names that begin with G and refuse to use your given one.
What's your middle name start with?

(unsent) Please give me a case. Please.

These are also deleted.

Footsteps pass him in the hallway now and again, and he looks up each time, checks the
clock (impossible, John is probably not even in the surgical suite yet), and is vaguely
disappointed with they pass his door without stopping.

The slider is warm now, the lever clicking top to bottom. He notes the ridges, the weight, the
smooth metal, the curve of the border. The rubbery surface of the one plane gives enough
traction to turn it, slide it, hold it, balance it, and he passes it smoothly between and around
his fingers.

More footsteps approach. He detests on every level the physical sensations in his throat, his
chest, his mind. Heart pounding still, each beat giving strong sensations in his neck. The
styrofoam cup of water - given him, denied John - beckons and he sips carefully, not wishing
to aggravate the low-level nausea of the day. There are breathing techniques he's studied over
the years, and he practices a few of those - stacking, block pattern, reversing inspiratory and
expiratory ratios - to no avail.



Lunch arrives, and he does not take the plastic dome off his plate. There is no way he can
choke down anything at the moment. He eyes the nurse call, wondering if he can ask for an
update - about his own blood work, about which there is no news yet. He realises he's been
spoiled in the ICU, with quicker results and more attention, though he is grateful to be so
much better and not need that level of care now. He wonders about asking them for John's
location, about anything at all, really. He considers that he could and should go for a stroll in
the hallway, but he imagines John returning (which is impossible, it is still entirely too early)
and his not being there - completely unacceptable.

A shadow appears at the doorway, and he glances over, still fighting queasiness.

And then he exhales, feeling a bit of relief, a reprieve in his musings, his worrying.

Mycroft.

++

"My apologies for being detained this morning. I'm sure you've been ... unsettled here,
without John."

"It's fine," he says, trying for dismissive, and for anyone else listening, it would have
certainly worked. Not with his brother.

"I've made arrangements, and the doctors have agreed, that Dr. Watson can be brought
directly here from the OR. Provided he only gets the planned minimal sedation, it is fully
safe. He will be monitored here, with two nurses, and all the equipment necessary."

"Did you --" He stops, wondering if Mycroft would have explained it was for him, to reduce
his worrying, considering that perhaps Mycroft spun the reason that made Sherlock look
terribly needy.

"Of course not." He knows what Sherlock's concern is, and is quick to alleviate it. "I simply
requested it, given John's confusion, his stability overall, his current difficulties
communicating, and offered ... appropriate compensation to several skilled, highly
recommended, available staff."

Anthea. Sherlock knows that Anthea made some of these things happen, that John would be
safe, moved less times today, that this would indeed benefit John. And himself.

"Until then, I thought perhaps you would like to ... Well, enough said. Here. See what you
can figure out about this." He comes close enough to hand him a worn, well-used leather
billfold. The outside has a strange imprint, embossed in faded metallic paint and contains
several types of identification, paper money from three different denominations and
languages, and a hand-written note made up of only numbers.

He thumbs through it, sets it aside. "You contrived this. It's bogus. You just randomly threw
this together in the hopes that it would entertain me."



"It is not random." Mycroft does not deny that he has created it, though. He smirks then rocks
back on his heels. "If you solve it in less than ten minutes, I'll be sure to give Mummy a good
update about you that will most assuredly get her off your back for several weeks. You know,
she's most concerned, and is threatening to move in in order to take proper care of you." He
doesn't believe it, though he could fully believe that she may find a place, close, temporarily.
No, thanks.

"Ten minutes?" He wants to refuse, to decline. But as Mycroft has planned, he is also
intrigued, both at what Mycroft has brought and what Mycroft is offering. "Child's play."

++

He does indeed link all the items, the countries, breaks the code on the note, and pieces
together several things about the fictional owner of the wallet - in just over nine minutes.

And just as he solves it, launching very pressured speech with the details, there is the sound
of approaching equipment coming toward them. A bedside monitor is brought in, along with
a wheeled, locking supply cart, each pushed by nurses wearing scrubs and surgical caps.
They nod at the Holmes brothers and set things up, preparing for John's return.

"We'll be back, said they were just closing." One of them, Sherlock can tell, is military. An
officer. She addresses Mycroft then, as if she knows what is going on and who he is.
"Everything so far is going quite well. Textbook. Two pins. Stable."

++

After the requisite recovery period of monitoring, and the staff finally leaves, Sherlock eases
his sore body into the chair next to his bed. It is closer to John and makes him feel less of an
invalid than lying in bed. John is sleepy and still a little flat when he is awake - nothing new.
The casted arm is elevated on a pillow, bright white fiberglass, and they've changed the ice
pack a few times. When he is awake, he doesn't complain of pain at all - from the regional
anaesthesia. 

Mycroft continues to step from the room, ostensibly to "work" but Sherlock thinks it's so he'll
stop grilling him about plans, progress to be discharged, what is happening and when. The
nurses check regularly on both of them, John's procedure, and vital signs on both of them.

And then, right before dinner, there is another visitor.

"Dr. Watson, it's Lori, from the physio department. We met the other day in the neuro ICU, I
believe. Before you came to this room?"

"It's John." This, he says out of rote. He tries to study the face of the person speaking, then
his eyebrows raise slightly. "And ... I don't remember."

"All right, I'll go over it. But first, can you confirm your full name?" John tells her. "And do
you know where you are?" When John says hospital, Sherlock is a little hopeful. "Can you
tell me why you're here?"



From the other side of the room, Sherlock is perusing the magazine Mycroft'd left him, but he
is paying full attention to John. In case he needs to step in or help. Or more likely, to protect.
To defend.

John doesn't mention a car accident, he doesn't mention having neurosurgery. He is staring at
the fresh cast on his right hand, and wriggles his fingers just a little. It is still elevated on a
pillow, an ice bag over it. "I had surgery."

She smiles, nods, and does not seem to pick up on the fact that John sees only one tree of the
mighty forest of his life. "For starters, yes. We did an eval of your injuries, your ability,
mobility, and I'd like to go over some options with you."

"Okay."

"We are recommending inpatient rehabilitation on discharge." To her credit, she waits, not
just rushing ahead with more data that John will not comprehend. When he doesn't comment,
she continues. "So, a little support, monitoring, while you get stronger, while things ... clear
up for you, you would benefit from therapy, good nutrition, and assistance." Sherlock tries
hard not to bristle, he can certainly provide all of that at Baker Street. "Probably short term. A
week or two."

"Okay," John says, slowly. Sherlock can tell John does not fully grasp what they are telling
him.

"There are several in this area, but of course we can make some referrals with arrangements
closer to London, and ..."

Before they can finalise anything, Sherlock knows he has waited long enough to speak up.
Perhaps too long. "John." Both John and Lori look over and wait. "She's telling you that you
can't go home directly." When he merely blinks, Sherlock is grateful - again - that he is in the
room to run interference. "That you have to go somewhere else."

Lori balks a little. "And who are you again?"

"John's flatmate. His friend. We work together, as well." For a brief moment, Lori frowns, so
Sherlock continues as she pokes at a few buttons on the laptop she has with her. "There is no
need for --"

"Hold on a moment, please. Dr. Watson's record has two people listed. Next of kin, sister,
Harriet. And person to notify, Mycroft Holmes."

"Who is my brother. I'm Sherlock Holmes. William," he adds.

She smiles a little, but it isn't necessarily friendly. "So the way this works, is either John
makes the decisions for himself, hopefully in conjunction with either of these people listed.
But unfortunately, you're not one of them." Abruptly, Sherlock's face becomes icy, serious,
and she gives a helpless gesture. "Sorry, but ... that's the procedure."



"John, can you please let this person know that we can make this decision together? That we
have permission to discuss this rationally?"

The blank gaze is not promising, and he stammers just a little. "I ... uh ..." There is a longer
pause, and Sherlock tries not to let his posture deflate, to let his discouragement be visible.
"What was ...?"

Somewhat apologetically, Lori stands up. "Let me make a few phone calls. See what I can do
to expedite the process, and --"

"John will be coming directly home. We will get whatever support necessary to make that
happen."

"That is not one of our recommendations, but --" When Sherlock attempts to interrupt, she
holds up a semi-patient hand in his direction. "Not yet, anyway. He's going to need some
help, and would benefit from some strength training while he recovers, and ..."

"Which he can get at home." Sherlock tries hard not to be overly frustrated. "I understand
what you're saying, but a home environment can still be quite safe." A little helpless, she
looks between them. If Sherlock were not so personally invested in this particular patient, he
might have appreciate her advocacy for rehabilitation services. "John, please let this woman
know that you want to come home."

Clearly overwhelmed, John looks between them, having followed very little of their quick
discussion. "Yes?" he finally answers, but as a question and not at all proving Sherlock's
point.

He surrenders this particular battle, temporarily. "Please call my brother, Mycroft Holmes.
His number is listed there. John needs to come home, with home visitors, physio. We can
hire, whatever John needs."

She sighs but ends up agreeing to his request. The room is awkwardly quiet and unsettled
after she leaves, and John silently brings a hand up to his head, running his fingers along the
now much smaller bandage. He brushes lightly at the shorter hair, the clipped area on the side
of his head. When he brings his hand back down and doesn't ask any questions about it,
Sherlock tries not to groan aloud.

++

The evening gives way to the night, and updates are slow - and non-committal. Sherlock's
labs are not worse, so as long as he doesn't run a fever (which so far, has been normal), he is
expected to get discharge orders the following day. John as well, seems not to be suffering
any setbacks. He is not having too much pain, has eaten some food, and has walked with help
into the bathroom a few times. They have fitted him with a sling for when he's out of bed. A
case manager has been assigned to them, the same person will oversee both of their discharge
plans. She speaks with John only long enough to realise that the decisions will need to be
made by someone else, and attempts to call his sister Harriet. There is no answer.



She leaves a message for the other person on John’s record, noting that they will touch base
tomorrow to coordinate discharge plans, physiotherapy, health visitors, and transportation.
She adds that it is all contingent on John’s doctors allowing the discharge, if it is safe and in
John’s best interests. Sherlock watches over John until he falls asleep, then does some
investigation into London health services, into complications of subdural haematoma
evacuation. It’s going to be a long night.

++

"So," she asks, carefully, "what questions do you have?"

Sherlock inhales, seeking some order in his mind. There has been a massive amount of
activity and information and planning, that has gone on this last hour. Since last evening,
actually. Both of them have been out of bed, needing to prove that ambulation is at least
tolerated. All of the follow up lab work and imaging are reassuring, suitable for discharge.
There are home instructions times two, wheelchairs times two (much to his annoyance, they
will be a macabre parade to the door), IV lines that have been removed, dressings that have
been changed (or in John's case, removed entirely from his scalp). There have been
prescriptions sent electronically to a chemists close to home. There are follow-up
appointments that need to be made, and specifically one of these for John needs to be within
a few days. Both of them have received pre-trip pain medications to help with being
comfortable for the journey to London. Clothing that was delivered first thing - thank you
Mycroft - is now adorning two rather weary-looking people. John's accessories include a
navy sling; Sherlocks, a folded blanket that has been taped, the words "hug me" slightly
blurry now from use.

He just wants out. He wants Baker Street, with John.

But first, they must walk this long tedious road in front of them.

"I think you've answered everything. I have no further questions."

She nods, hands him more printed information that will go in one of the packed bags. "Copies
of records, as you requested. Numbers to call, if you need." She stands, then, glances at John.
"How about you, Dr. Watson, any questions?"

Sherlock telepathically wills him to stay at least close to topic and is relieved when he
declines. "No, thanks."

"Your transportation is here?" she confirms.

"Yes." Mycroft has confirmed that a car is waiting.

The case manager has already spoken with Mycroft regarding them both. Further attempts to
contact Harriet were unsuccessful. "Okay, then. Someone will be here shortly to take you out
then." She smiles gently and Sherlock can see that they are concerned about John, about the
plans to go directly home rather than to an inpatient rehab that they have recommended. He
insisted several things: that in his opinion Baker Street and home and familiarity is what John
needs most right now, and, that if it gets to be unsafe in any way for John, he will seek



immediate help. There are already health visitors lined up, and he reminds the case manager
of that as well. Smoothly, casually, she shakes John's hand then Sherlock's. "I wish you both
the best recovery. It was a pleasure to assist you."

Sherlock tries not to think of the fact that both he and John are sitting in wheelchairs, that
they are at the mercy of distance and a system that isn't easy to navigate. That they are
injured. They are close enough that Sherlock can carefully lean forward, touch John's
obviously free, non-slinged arm. 

"Hey," he says quietly, softly, and waits for John to look at him. "Let's go home."

With somewhat tired but clear blue eyes, John holds his gaze for a few almost too-long
seconds. Then his mouth breaks into a small smile, engaging most of his face, his eyes
crinkling and fond. It's not quite his usual - but a vast improvement from the flatter
personality of these last days. There is a slow inhale followed by a relieved exhale. "Yes,"
John agrees. "Home."

A few more seconds go by, and Sherlock rests his hand over John's warm fingers, squeezes.
The moment is broken - in a good way - when two transport volunteers arrive at the doorway.
"Holmes, Watson? For discharge, if you're ready."

Chapter End Notes

Squint if you need at the choppy randomness of this chapter. And please don't be upset
with the physical therapist and her recommendations for inpatient rehab. I think
frequently the push is the other direction, where a family doesn't want the patient to
come home and are told that they don't qualify for rehab. We all know John will do
better at home and that Mycroft can supply resources to that end.

Thanks for following.

Let me know if things need clarification.

Traveling this week and next, so I made it intentional to end at a relatively peaceful
place.



Rosie

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

"Papa and Sherlock are resting. Doing better today. Maybe after breakfast we’ll go feed the
ducks on the way to school?" Molly cuddles five year old Rosie, who is warm and snugglier
than usual in her fleecy, footed pyjamas. "Sound okay to you?" Rosie clutches her stuffed
bumble-bee, which is worn and loved and clearly a favourite, and nods. "What would you
like for breakfast today?"

She shrugs, settling back again into Molly's neck, perhaps not fully comfortable but definitely
not looking to get up anytime soon. It is a relief, Molly knows, that Rosie isn't upset and
hasn't been upset these last days. While it has been an unplanned situation, obviously,
keeping Rosie's routine and making sure she is in her own flat, is really important. The text
updates are finally sounding like the other Baker Street residents may be getting closer to
discharge. Mycroft, himself, has been in touch too, as often as Sherlock actually. The earlier
contacts were stilted and worrisome as she could hear the stress and fear in his voice. More
recent, he sounded more like baseline, and has let her know that Sherlock is doing much
better at this point than John. Molly is certain that Sherlock won't be coming home alone and
chuckles to herself inwardly as she considers the persuasion manipulation coercion influence
of Mycroft and Sherlock himself, that those in charge are going to experience.

A bit later, she tamps down the slight guilt she feels at the sugary breakfast cereal she's given
Rosie, chosen from their run to the shoppes earlier. She knows John isn't fond of too much
sugar, or high fat, or too much artificial colours. She'll offer perhaps healthier choices for the
lunch she'll pack for school, and dinner tonight is already planned with both Mrs. Hudson and
Greg coming by.

Rosie grows a little restless, hops down after her snuggling, chooses her outfit and chatters,
and says hello to the ducks she's named (one of them she calls Mycroft, which she blurts out
while looking sharply at Molly to see her reaction - and Molly is one hundred percent
positive the name has been Sherlock's suggestion). Her teacher is waiting with open arms,
and Rosie waves to Molly then disappears into her classroom.

++

To: Ms. Young, lead teacher, 5 year old class 

From:  Mr. Mycroft Holmes

Subject:  Regarding Rosamund Watson. For your information, personal and confidential, for
your eyes only please

 



Please be advised that Ms. Watson has experienced a temporary change in her typical living
situation. Her father, Dr. John H. Watson, and guardian, Mr. Sherlock Holmes, were involved
in a serious motor vehicle accident a few days previously. In the interim, a close family friend
(Ms. Molly Hooper) is staying with Rosamund in Rosamund's home. Should there be any
concerns whatsoever about anything Rosamund may say, or how she may behave during this
challenging time, I wanted to explain what may be transpiring. I am leaving my personal
mobile information at the end of this email should you need to reach out directly.

At the time of this writing, briefly, Dr. Watson suffered a head injury as well as some
fractured bones and remains sedated and on a ventilator (or of course he would have
contacted you personally). His treating Physicians are cautiously optimistic that he should
recover, though it will take some time. Mr. Holmes was taken into surgery emergently
yesterday, but prognosis is expected to be favourable.

We have spoken to Rosamund of course, and she is aware of the accident, that the men are
hospitalised to rest and recover, but obviously we are not looking to overburden her at this
time; I will be updating her as I see fit, along with Ms. Hooper, and would appreciate your
assistance in maintaining as much of her daily routine as possible.

 

Very truly yours, 

Mr. Mycroft Holmes

...

++

At five, Rosie knows she is pretty smart. Or at least her papa and Sherlock tell her that when
she's been particularly clever. Her teacher is being extra sweet to her because her friend
Molly is staying with them, while papa is not at home. Her homework assignment is easy.
Matching, drawing, circling. They are studying the letters and copying them, which she
grows tired of - "boring," as Sherlock would agree and doodles. Yesterday, she drew the skull
and a dinosaur instead of something that is supposed to start with W. Unsurprisingly, the
teacher writes in red pen with some suggestions but praises her for her creativity and still
scores the paper with a star and a sticker.

She tacks the paper on her bulletin board in her room, thinking that Sherlock will be happy
about that too when he hears the story behind it.

She wonders if she could be chosen as Line Leader tomorrow, and then knows she recently
got to do it, and that to be fair, it will be someone elses turn. Molly says that her papa and
Sherlock are getting better, but she wishes they were better enough and would just come
home already. Molly tells her, they miss her, and they are still sore, and they are resting. They
will be coming home. The adults are all reassuring her, and she believes them of course.
More, she likes them - Molly and Greg, Mrs. Hudson, a few others - and their company and
their attention.



Molly is also one of her very favourite people, and she has loved having her at home. They
have done nail polish, visited the ducks, and there have been most of her best meals at
dinnertime with some more of her beloved adult friends. She has even managed to go to the
shoppes with Molly, choose some things her papa isn't usually in the mood to buy her. Cereal,
for one. That pink candy, too. And those silly juice drinks with the little straws.

Night times are the hardest, though, since the beginning. The flat just doesn't feel the same
without them together. She misses her papa and his silly bedtime antics, and the first night,
she got out of bed to go find Molly and snuggled with her and then all of a sudden it was
morning and she was back in her own room. Since then, she falls asleep thinking about how
nice it will be once they are all back together. Maybe, maybe, she thinks, they can even find
room for Molly to move in with them. Now that, she nods her own head to herself, will be
absolutely perfect.

++

The days pass without too much drama. They are managing. Molly picks her up from school,
like usual, and this time, her grin is unstoppable and she rushes to meet her a few feet from
the school entrance. "Guess what?"

She reaches for Molly’s hand, giggles and teases, "You bought me a pony?"

"No, silly," she chides, laughing back. "No ponies in central London. Guess who's on their
way home?" Rosie doesn't answer, seemingly frozen, waiting. Worried, perhaps. Molly is a
little afraid of breaking the spell, so she answers her own question, softly, “Your papa!”

Obviously, Rosie finds that the news is very happy. Very very happy. But in a totally
overwhelming way she can feel tears beginning and her tummy is tight and she doesn't
understand it. Molly scoops her close, lifting her off the ground. Instead of responding, she
buries herself in Molly's neck and her hair and her sweater and clings. It makes no sense, and
she fights it and steadies her little self. “I want to go home. Can we go home right now?”

Molly realises immediately, of course, and carries her a little bit away, away from the rest of
the people and the crowd. Once they are, she pulls back to check Rosie's face. "They're
coming home. They'll be there in just a little while, before supper okay?" Rosie nods, frowns,
not understanding her own emotions, her reaction, and why it seems just so devastating. "It's
okay. You've been so strong. They're going to be so proud of you, when they hear all about
your week." She brushes at Rosie's dry cheek just a little then hugs her close again. "It's okay,
we've got a nice walk before we get home. That's it, nice deep breath, and I'll set you down
only when you're ready." She hikes her up a little in her arms, balancing a little more, and
starts to walk in the direction of home. A very short time later, maybe not even a block, Rosie
wriggles and pushes away until Molly sets her down. Onward, she knows. Home can't come
soon enough.

++

"Molly?" Sherlock's voice earlier, across the mobile had been tight. Stressed.



"Yes? How are you?!" she asks, feeling through the phone, the beginnings of something
changing. The update yesterday had been somewhat hopeful, perhaps a discharge was
imminent.

"So looks like we'll be coming home this afternoon. Finally." He sighs, allowing her a few
moments to exclaim her approval, her appreciation, firing a few questions that she doesn't
give him time to answer. When there is a pause, he speaks again. "Rosie will need to be
prepared."

"Prepared? She's going to be thrilled!"

"Yes, prepared. John ... isn't quite himself."

Her guard is immediately up. Although she's known of course about the head injury, the
surgery, and all the rest, she's focused more on the progress, the facts that John is better. But,
she bristles inwardly, and asks carefully, somberly, "What do you mean?"

"Exactly that. Please let her know, he's going to need some time. Trouble focusing. And that
he looks a little ... different from when she saw him last. That he has a cast. That his hair on
the one side is clipped."

The exuberance of moments before is now gone, and Molly is appropriately subdued. "Of
course." She wonders to herself, what on earth do you tell a five year old?

Sherlock can hear John and one of the techs in the bathroom, where he is brushing his teeth,
washing his face. "Thanks. I mean, he's improved. We can manage at home. But she needs to
know, he's ... slower. Quieter."

"Okay."

"Can you stay, tonight? Until Rosie's in bed anyway?" Her silence is almost painful, as if she
is resigned to this being bad news instead of good, and though Sherlock feels a little guilty
for doing it, this is quite necessary. "I'm not sure either of us is going to be in great shape for
the stairs too often at first." He elaborates, that his surgical incision is healing but still very
tender and he's been cautioned about overdoing it. The seventeen steps from the kerb is going
to be enough for the first day. "I just don't want this to be any harder on John, or on Rosie,
than it needs to be, you understand?"

"Of course. And I'll stay, long as you need me." She draws out a paper, a biro. "Now, I'm
ready to make a list. What else do you need or want me to have ready?"

++

The conversation, in typical five year old bluntness, is strangely normal. "They cut his hair?"
Rosie asks, as they get a few streets away. "Why?"

Molly blinks rapidly, wondering how to reduce craniotomy and haematoma removal to a five
year old level. "So they could make sure his brain, his head, would get better and heal.
There's probably going to be a few little staples there, just on the skin."



"Staples?! On his head?" Rosie is genuinely shocked. And then intrigued, which Molly is
certain attribute to Sherlock's influence. Rosie continues, "Can I get staples on my head too?"

Molly doesn't flinch. "No."

"Can I put them on my stuffed monkey then?"

She does frown at that, a bit skeptical, then embraces the spirit Rosie is showing. "I don't see
why not." Molly hopes John will ... eventually ... be amused.

"Yay! I want to put a lot of them in." They are almost to the flat, and Rosie's steps quicken.
"And you think he'll let me draw on his cast?" She grows a little more excited and regales
Molly with the classmate who broke an ankle and decorated the resultant cast in multi-
coloured markers.

"I suspect so," Molly offers. "Remember what I said, though. Your papa, and Sherlock too,
are tired and sore. So we need to be ..."

"Yeah, yeah, yeah, I know. Understanding. And gentle." She scampers up the steps, leaving
Molly chuckling in her wake.

++

A short time later, Mrs. Hudson delivers dinner for later, a casserole to reheat. "One of John's
favourites," she says before winking at them both with promises to be available if needed and
that she will check in regularly. Molly sets out some art supplies, paper, glittery stickers, and
helps Rosie make a sparkling purple sign that reads 'Welcome Home.' She suggests hanging it
just inside the door but Rosie wants it in the center of the television screen "because they'll
see it more there" and Molly can't really argue with that.

A few text messages arrive to Molly's mobile.

Leaving hospital now. See you in an hour or so. SH

Hey Mols, just checking. Are they home yet? G.Lestrade

Approximately 15 minutes away. They are both asleep in the car. The peace and quiet
has been a refreshing surprise, to be honest. Mycroft

++

"They're here, they're here!" Rosie exclaims again, the first several times being false alarms.
She continues to watch out the front window, nose pressed to the glass. "It's really them this
time, Molly!" She angles her head in an attempt to see more. "Door's open, Sherlock's out of
the car!"

"Okay, good." Molly feels the faint fluttering of nerves, glad that they have indeed arrived
but nervous that they have not anticipated something. Nervous that John will be upset,
worried the same about Rosie. "Remember ..."



"Yes, yes, I know. Give papa some space. Don't squeeze too tight, it'll hurt his head, watch
out for his arm. I know!" Molly ruffles at her sweet curly pony-tails and Rosie swats at her
hand. "They've been gone a million years. A thousand million!"

Molly tries to smile then sighs. They will handle it. They will be all right. Patting the seat
next to her on the couch, she asks, "Maybe come sit with me? Let's let them get inside the
door before ... before pouncing on them? Which, I know you know, we can't do."

Restless, Rosie considers the offer, wants very much to race down the stairs instead. She
settles for opening the door to the flat then returning to sit with Molly. But the sitting part
only lasts a few seconds before she shakes, bounces, wriggles, and then springs up again. Or
tries to.

"Come here, you sweet girl," Molly reaches out gently, pulls Rosie into her lap, nuzzles at her
ear. "He's missed you too, they both have. Give him a moment to catch his breath." She sniffs
quickly, in and out, against her head, tickling just a little, holding Rosie lightly.

They hear footsteps, soft murmurs, and the sounds are slow but grow ever closer.

"Half a flight to go," they hear, and then Sherlock's somewhat tired sounding voice answer, "I
know."

Sherlock comes into view, a man at his elbow for guidance, support, protection. Sherlock's
smile is fleeting, face pale and drawn, but he spies Rosie and exhales, steeling himself and
attempting to gather more energy. "Hey, Rosebush, you've grown!"

"You're home!"

The stranger waits for Sherlock to indicate where to go, and when he nods toward his own
chair, they head that direction. Shortly, Sherlock is seated, and holds out an arm to Rosie. The
stranger, with purpose, strides from the room, back down the stairs.

"Molly says be gentle, so ..." Rosie is at his side, her arms reaching outward. "I'll be careful
of your tummy," she assures him as she settles against him from the side. His arm comes
around her too, and along the back of her head. "Welcome home. See, we even made a sign?"

"I do," he murmurs, but his eyes are closed. "Thank you both." Through the exhaustion, he
feels his universe perhaps - hopefully - begin to right itself.

From the doorway, another voice. Mycroft says, "They're on their way up. Hello, Rosamund!
Molly." His head tips, an acknowledgement, and he crosses the room to stand out of the way.

++

John's body is screaming, fatigue, aching soreness, the stress of being so very disconnected.
Of being so very out of sorts. The passage of time hasn't especially registered at all.
Afghanistan, no, a hospital ... somewhere. Sherlock's voice, sometimes piercing through, the
sensation of an intravenous site removal, of being dressed for the first time in ... forever? Pills
in a med cup, a cup with straw, and he does what is obviously expected of him. More stimuli,



riding in a wheelchair, the disconcerting and mildly alarming sound of a car door slamming,
of being in the back. But Mycroft is there, and Sherlock, and they are not panicking - so he
keeps his in, best he can. Everything is sore, but the pain foci are mostly his head, his ribs, his
hand which throbs inside what on some level he perceives as a cast underneath a navy blue
sling. Nothing makes sense, not really, but he hears a few familiar words: home, car ride,
Rosie, and soon. When he hears the word rest, he allows his mind to drift, and the sounds of
tyres on pavement and the subtle thrum of the car motor finally lull him to sleep.

And then, motion stops but his headache marches onward. Sherlock leaves the car, the door
remains open, and John blinks but the fog doesn't clear. He hears his name, across the seat,
and he looks over. "Dr. Watson, you're ..."

"John," he says automatically.

A smirk on Mycroft's face. If John were processing well, he would have suspected the title
was deliberate and with intent to provoke him. "You're home. John."

A stranger at the door, beckoning him. "This way, sir. I'll help you up the stairs."

"Seventeen."

"Pardon?" the man asks him, but John doesn't answer. "Do you need assistance getting out of
..."

But John is on the move, slowly. The first few steps, from car to the outer door are ... not
strong exactly, but plodding. And then he loses strength, motivation, energy, and
coordination. By the time they are on the landing, the stranger has an arm wrapped about his
waist, the other supporting John's near arm. Whispered cues, "Up again, good. One more.
Another. Left foot, right foot, just a few more to go," and John's attention is barely registering
anything by the time he is in his own living room. He is unaware that all eyes are on him,
including those of his daughter.

More murmurings, and he is assisted into the empty chair. He is beyond knackered. Spent.
Empty. Depleted. Weary.

Molly's voice. "Welcome home, John."

The only indication that he hears is that his brow frowns.

Background murmurs follow, then he discerns Sherlock's voice again. "Go ahead, just ..."

"I know, I know, be careful."

Movement at his leg, his waist. Warm hands, a thigh, a head, whispery soft hair tucked under
his chin. A voice, tentative, "Papa?" The sensation of breathing, of innocence and the
presence of a sweet child. Of his child. Without conscious effort, his free arm goes around the
trim body on his lap, and he bends his head. Inhales.

Deep calls to deep. There is muscle memory, a profound genetic pull. "Rosie," he says, arm
tightening slightly until the twinges in his ribs, his head stop him.



"Papa," she echoes, tilting her head back to look at him up close.

He is aware of tiny exploring fingers. Touching a stubbled jaw before pressing lightly on his
temple.

Across the room, another voice, unidentifiable; perhaps Sherlock. "Careful."

The fingers stop, brush lightly at the faintest beginning of where his head itches, the tickle of
newly growing hair, of staples starting to heal, his scalp accommodating to the tiny bits of
metal holding skin edges together. "I ..." Rosie's voice begins, catching, trembling somehow
in just the one syllable.

In the cocoon of dark exhaustion, of a strenuous trip, of the recent insult to his body, John
feels the shoulders within his hold shake with effort, as she finally, finally, feels able to let her
guard down, to stop holding it all inside. It rouses him though the struggle is monumental.
"It's okay," he says, and with that, the floodgates open. Her arms move, holding close, pulling
his neck closer, trying to get somehow physically closer. Her sobs are quiet as tears trickle
down, land on her shirt, on John's sling, his shoulder.

Tentatively, Sherlock reaches out to lay a hand gently on Rosie's back, a cautionary touch.
She obviously fears that she's going to be plucked away, and simultaneously twitches to
dislodge the hand, an attempt to shrug him off, while clinging tighter to John.

A few minutes go by, John's unencumbered hand rubbing light circles on Rosie's back, her
tears subsiding, the shudders of her shoulders easing. The intermittent deep sighs of someone
after a crying jag ensues. Molly blots Rosie's cheeks, her nose with a tissue, saves a dry
corner for her own eyes. John's hand stills, and for a moment Sherlock wonders if he has
fallen asleep.

Instead, when he looks at John's face, John's eyes are open. The frown is there, but something
else too, and he is looking, tiredly, into Rosie's face. His thumb brushes awkwardly over her
temple, her ear. The compassion emblazoned, undeniable, in the set of his eyes and the
seriousness of his face is nothing short of victorious. "I love you," he says, a smile trying to
bloom. He is too tired to really achieve it. 

It is, for the moment, enough.

More than enough.

Molly, thankfully, begins to take charge. Sherlock has long settled into his chair, resting but
not enough to fall asleep. They discuss briefly the caregivers, health visitors, and plans for
the following day. She surveys the room, hangs up two jackets, sets the bags of belongings in
the hall. Molly then assures Mycroft that she will stay until she is no longer needed, until
tomorrow if necessary, and after a few final token fusses, Mycroft prepares to leave; the
driver goes to ready the car. "I am available, Sherlock, if you need ..."

"I'm fine, My. Thank you." His words are tired, too, but believable. Mycroft squints, opts not
to confront him further about the shortening of his name or anything else tonight. "John?
Welcome home." A faint humm comes from John, but that is all. Mycroft smiles, addresses



young Rosamund. "I'll see you tomorrow, too. Do you need anything before I go,
Rosamund?"

"My monkey." Speaking quietly, she points to where her stuffed animal is, at the one corner
of the sofa.

Stooping to grab it, he holds, it, considers it, and with a curious expression, hands it out
toward where Rosie waits. "Looks like he's had a rough day."

"I gave him staples, like papas."

"Indeed."

"Molly said I could." He smiles, then, at Molly's faint yelp of protest. Rosie giggles. "And
she helped!" Another groan from Molly.

Mycroft nods, speaking with some seriousness to Rosie, "Well, then, I'm glad you are taking
such good care of them both."

The faint afternoon light fades even further, as dinner is heated. The room is tranquil, calm,
as Rosie sits quietly in John's lap, perhaps a little bit off to the side out of deference to their
comfort. She settles the injured-and-repaired monkey in the small vee between their bodies.
Mostly, John's eyes are closed, his head tilts toward Rosie. She is awake, watching Sherlock
who is watching her. When he catches her, he winks. Smiling, she looks away, sees Molly
setting the table, pouring milk, fixing tea.

Peace, at last.

Chapter End Notes

Maybe not where I'd envisioned ending this chapter, but hey, it's peaceful and Rosie
approved.

Some things to finish up, take care of some loose ends, find sweet resolution and
healing. As always, thanks for your patience. Happy Thanksgiving, to those who
celebrate it.



The fog clears. Again. And again.

Chapter Notes

And finally, the fog begins to lift.

See the end of the chapter for more notes

The list is on the refrigerator, the scheduled visits. Physical, occupational, and speech
therapy. The home health visitor, the brief, daily scheduled help in the mornings, the evening
assistance with Rosie. Although Sherlock insists he can do the steps as often as needed,
Mycroft's demands (recruiting their parents for an extended visit being the threat that
ultimately won) are such that Sherlock gives in. He has enough to worry about with John's
memory. Or lack thereof. And Mycroft claims that he will also worry “endlessly” if Sherlock
tries to do all this alone.

"What?" John asks again. They are in the sitting room, Sherlock, John, and the nurse.

"Time to take those staples out," she repeats, then explains. "You're healed enough. It's been
almost ten days."

John's look is particularly blank. "Staples?" Sherlock wonders if the perpetual frown is going
to permanently adorn John's face once this is - hopefully - over.

She gives Sherlock a patient look. "If it weren't for the concussion, we could try writing
things down for him."

Sherlock had considered something along those lines very early after their return to the flat,
making a concise list for John of what happened, detailing his injuries, but current
recommendations from John’s physicians regarding post-concussion care were mixed on any
sort of reading. Screen time was an absolute no - or at least to be strictly curtailed - but until
John was clearer, and his headache was greatly improved, they did not want him struggling to
read, to study, to concentrate on anything written. At all.

With some seriousness, John looks between Sherlock and the nurse, who is trying to smile
reassuringly. He clearly doesn't understand what is transpiring, and they both know it, but he
not only wants to please them, he trusts them. So he capitulates. "Fine."

With a gloved hand, she eases his head back against the tall backed chair he is sitting in,
cleans the staples, and opens the staple remover device. Other than offering a few words of
direction and several phrases of encouragement - tip here, hold still, little tugging, sorry, and
you're doing well, almost done - the room is quiet.

"Edges look good," she says, dabbing them with a sterile, saline-moistened piece of gauze.
"Hair's growing in. Probably a little itchy?" she directs this at John, who squints a little but



doesn't say anything. "Safe to shower and shampoo, don't scrub too hard. Keep it clean. Some
petroleum jelly, I'm putting on now, leaving the rest of the tube. It's for comfort only. Take it
easy if you use any leave-in hair products."

Though the instructions were spoken to John, Sherlock affirms them. He avoids commenting
on the use of hair products and wishes - not for the first time - that John were feeling better,
because that opening would have led to some commentary. For the both of them.

The nurse begins to pack things up, finishing up the brief, perfunctory visit. "Rest. Good
nutrition," she admonishes. "You know all this. Monitor for fever. You have your follow up
appointments?" John shrugs, looks over at Sherlock, who rolls his eyes and gestures in the
affirmative. "Your cast, keep it dry. Elevate if your fingers swell." Sherlock simply nods this
time. "It's all written down. And, mostly," she admits, "common sense."

The visit ends with opting to hold on the health visitor appointment and ensuring they know
whom to call if additional assistance is needed. Sherlock grits his teeth together to keep the
frustration from erupting. The staples are out, and he is grateful for any small steps toward
returning to normal. He reminds himself that John is home, that they are together, that
although life is still rather messy, they are getting there.

++

Their nighttime routine is still a little ... stilted, for Sherlock anyway. John doesn't seem to
mind that, sometime after Rosie is tucked in - to whom he obediently hugs, kisses, and says
goodnight - he is directed (and sometimes assisted) into the downstairs bedroom. The very
first night, John passes out almost immediately, the exhaustion of the journey home, the
overall situation, having taken its toll. Subsequent nights, as well, there is no protest, just
simple compliance.

The first days home, Sherlock is mostly too sore and worn out to give it a second thought -
and joins John in the bed. Then the days are full and John isn't himself anyway. Sherlock
hesitates only a little before climbing into the other side of the bed, but he too is exhausted
and can think of no compelling reason he should sleep on the couch (or almost worse, try to
sleep in the room with Rosie). He has enough to worry about, and so he chooses not to make
bed-sharing another reason. And, for the time being, it is, working.

++

John sniffs, stretching, his toes finding the end of the mattress. The room is cool, dull. His
head aches, which on some level he is aware is an ongoing thing, and the overall body
stiffness remains.

He opens an eye, a little puzzled, more than a bit perplexed. Sherlock’s bed. Oh, right. Not
new, he thinks. Or is it? Stretching out a leg, the other side is definitely holding some residual
warmth, so probably recently vacated.

With an attempt to clear the remaining misty streams of sleep, he raises a hand to brush at his
eyes - and halts. White fiberglass from forearm to fingers of his right arm meets his eye and
nearly scratches his face, and while he doesn’t have any details, on some level he also knows



about it. Didn't he? He flexes the fingers, distracted again. Feels the faint itchy pain inside.
Surgery? He remembers falling out of a tree, but Harry was there, and they were children.
And, he recalls, the injury had been a fractured clavicle. He shrugs his shoulders forward
checking for the telltale clavicular fracture pain or deformity - nothing. So ... what happened?

Next to the bed is a photo: John, Sherlock and ... oh right, Rosie. In front of her is a birthday
cake - five candles. She is giggling and looking rather impish in it. He checks the photo
closer - he is not in an arm cast. No one witnesses the rolling of his eyes, chagrined at his
own forgetfulness, but he doesn't have too much recall ... about apparently a lot of things.
Rosie, his sweet daughter, is five. And a delight. Time to find her, he supposes.

There is faint background noise in the flat, the telly perhaps, the sound of running water out
in the kitchen. He quietly swings tired, sore, achy legs over the side. His head wobbles, the
headache and dizziness vying for dominance. He waits a few moments, toes on the floor,
until the room stops spinning and he feels he can safely stand. On tentative steps belonging to
a hundred year old person (or so he thinks and feels) he shuffles into the bathroom. The sight
in the mirror catches him completely off guard. His face is familiar, but tired and haggard.
And more surprising, his hair is different. Shorn close on the one side, a faintly pink scar, a
scab. He tilts to see it better and does not care that he is frowning. The details with
maddening elusiveness are missing. Surgery? Head injury? Not that recent, but he can see the
tiny red dots, the feet, where the staples had recently been. How can something like this be
missing?

There are louder sounds in the living room, Rosie giggling, Sherlock answering, and while he
tries to get his bearings, staring at the … sight in the mirror … the door behind him opens
with a soft tap.

"John?"

Their eyes meet in the mirror and John lifts his unfettered left hand to the shorter stubble over
his ear just beginning to grow back around the scabbed over wound. The questions, unasked,
are all over his face, and he gazes at Sherlock, pleading.

"You're okay," Sherlock tells him.

John nods, slowly, choosing to believe him. The honest, sincere expression greeting him is
trustworthy. "I'm going to need a little help here."

"You’ve got it. Take your time." Patiently, Sherlock waits. John waits, too. Clearly, he is
feeling a little lost, uncertain, adrift. They can hear Rosie’s laughter, her chattering, and
Sherlock says, “Rosie’s good.” His mind, his memories, scrabble for purchase ... and come
up empty. His smile and the light in his eyes both deflate a little. Sherlock hands him his
toothbrush. "Start here."

John's brow furrows a little, eyes flicking to it, discouraged. "What day is it?" he asks.

Sherlock tells him. Again. For the third day in a row. He hopes, desperately, that it'll last a
little longer this time.



++

"Pencil. Watch. Book. Coin." John's words are tense, hesitant, as if he waits to be stymied. It
doesn't take long, and when the therapist holds up a key, John cannot come up with the word.

"It's okay. We'll take a break now." Casually, unhurriedly, she sets the objects aside. Pauses.
"How is your headache today?"

The huff, hot air over his lip, is frustrated and quick. "Still there."

"Pain number?" She watches him, reading cues and knowing that timing is everything to
prevent further annoyance, impatience. When he clearly needs help, she explains what she
wants, "From zero to ten, with zero being no pain and ten being the worst you've ever had.
What is your pain number?"

"I don't know. I can't ..." he begins then, and he remembers some previous directions, and
closes his eyes, inhales deeply, exhales slowly. The therapist is just about ready to bring out
the picture with faces that also rate pain, which they'd needed before when John couldn't use
the number scale. He breathes again, quieting himself. "Pain is maybe ... three."

From a corner of the kitchen, Sherlock holds and quiets his breathing. This answer, definitely
progress. He sits motionless, silent. He knows not to contribute, not to distract John, and
while he watches, he learns some tips - what works, what doesn't. Fortunately John doesn't
seem to realise he is even there.

The journey of home therapy is painfully slow. Sometimes, Sherlock acknowledges with
sobering honesty, John is painfully slow.

They have been through a lengthy intake visit full of occupational, physical, and speech
therapies. He initially had fussed that John didn't need speech therapy. His swallow and such
were intact, having obviously been screened at the hospital before being allowed to eat or
drink. But they had pressed, letting Sherlock know that speech therapists would both assess
and evaluate hearing, vision, communication, language skills, cognitive functioning, and
memory exercises. Sometimes it was frightening, what John couldn't do, couldn't remember,
couldn't manage.

The visits are predictable now, with one therapist who covers all the essentials. They alternate
small motor and gross motor, word skills, and free association. John is expected to
demonstrate coordination, hand skills, some simple problem-solving. They work on activities
of daily living - personal care, dressing, eating. Sherlock can see the benefits, noting small
changes and improvements from visit to visit. And since the beginning, each appointment
ends with helping John in the bathtub, and more recently the shower. For that alone, Sherlock
is grateful - though he would have been quite willing to help, having an outsider assisting
John with those personal skills is a relief. The shower is always the last thing they do,
because afterwards, John is completely worn out.

++



Today has been a routine visit - movement, communication exercises, putting on slip-on
shoes, some basic stretching. "So, anything you like to do now, John, before you get a
shower? What can I help you with, today?"

He frowns again, and Sherlock watches quietly from the corner, wondering what John will
say, if anything. "Tea," he says. "Earl ..."

Smiling at his choice even though it wasn't completed, she pushes back from where they are
at the table, and she gestures toward the kitchen. "Good. So go ahead. Make yourself a cuppa.
I'll watch." John looks at her with some degree of hesitant surprise. "I'll help if you need it.
But this is all you."

She adjusts his sling as he rises and moves into the kitchen. Both Sherlock and the therapist
watch as he fills the kettle one-armed, safely, and flicks it on to start heating. He doesn't
hesitate as he pulls three mugs from the cabinet, and gathers a few more items - sugar,
spoons, the box of assorted teas. Sherlock, noticing the quantity, chuckles, whispers under his
breath to the therapist, "Apparently you're joining us."

John's glance in their direction is uncomfortable, mildly taken aback. "What?"

"No, nothing. The three of us will absolutely enjoy a cup of tea," Sherlock assures him. "But
I'm pouring, when it's hot. Given you're working one-armed."

Shortly after, they are all seated, sipping from time to time, and the therapist is very careful
and skilled in engaging John without overstimulating him or peppering him with questions or
decisions to be made. Conversation is easy and although John doesn't volunteer much, he is
certainly more interactive than he's been on previous days.

"So," she says, pushing her mostly empty mug back, "what else, John? Is there anything else
you want to do before I have to leave?"

It is evident by the concentration on John's face that he does give the question some thought.
"The violin?" Sherlock is somewhat surprised, as he's not played since John came home - for
several reasons. He isn't sure how uncomfortable it will be, for either of them. But now that
he knows that it's something John wants, he is more than willing. And it has not been
uncommon for them to share a spot of tea and then for Sherlock to play afterward. 

The therapist, of course, doesn't know any of the details about the violin, and clarifies, "You
want to play the violin?"

The snicker that passes John's face is refreshing but brief. "No. I don’t ... But, Sherlock." He
turns to look at Sherlock, then over at the instrument case tucked away on one of the
bookshelves. "There."

"You want to listen to Sherlock play it."

Sherlock wants to be sure. "It won't be too loud?"



John shakes his head, and then they wait as Sherlock readies himself, tuning. He feels some
soreness as his body adjusts to the muscle use required for proper posture, his body position,
the unfamiliar use of his core holding both instrument and bow. His notes begin, quiet, sweet,
smooth.

Both the therapist and Sherlock primarily watch John, as Sherlock plays from memory. It is
all beautiful and soothing. John's eyes close, and he sways just a little with enjoyment,
keeping time with the music. When Sherlock notices that it is well-received, and indeed,
greatly appreciated by John, he grows more confident, and launches into another, more
upbeat tune.

"Dance with me," the therapist says, a little abruptly, touching John's arm. John balks in
surprise, and doesn't initially move - other than to minutely shake his head no - as the
therapist beckons him to stand up. 

Sherlock's bow halts mid-note. "What?" he asks, a little shocked at the statement.

"Dance with me. Something slow," she says, shrugging and grinning. "Why not? You're
body's already just about doing it anyway."

John casts his eyes down at the sling, smiles a bit at the unusual notion, and shakes his head
with more motion this time.

"Hey, come on, it'll be fine. Trust me. And given your ..." she gestures at the cast, "... I'll lead.
Or try to," she quips.

"No, thanks."

"Worried I'll step on your toes?" He offers a hesitant shake of his head and just radiates his
discomfort. The therapist backs down, exchanges a glance with Sherlock, smiles softly if
perhaps a little sad, and forfeits. "Okay, maybe next time?" Her words are light and casual.
The frown remains, and John doesn't really respond to that, simply looks over to Sherlock,
who begins to play again.

"That was nice," she says as Sherlock finishes, lowers the instrument. To John, she offers, "I
can see why you enjoyed that."

Sherlock loosens the bow, tucks the violin home with a little bit of relief - that playing had
been possible and also that it would take some time to work back up to any length of playing.

Both of them turn to John then, and for the second time in the visit, Sherlock can feel his
breath catch. John's eyes are sparkling with unshed tears.

The therapist is quick to intervene. "Music is so powerful, isn't it?" John blinks, nods, takes a
deep breath. "I enjoyed that too. Thank you for asking for it." She brushes a comforting hand
on his arm, leaves it for a time, and asks, "Are you okay?" John's only answer is a very short
nod, another sigh.



The visit ends, as expected, with the therapist helping John into the shower, but this time she
doesn't stay long in the bathroom. When Sherlock's look questions why she is out and the
water is still running, she smiles. "He wants to try it himself. And he's steady, and there's the
shower bench if he needs." Sherlock isn't convinced, and his expression shows it. "He'll be
fine. Making progress. Working to regain his independence. Which is," she reminds Sherlock,
"the point of all this. I'll check on him in a few minutes." She begins to repack her supplies,
tidy up the paperwork, closes the laptop, and readies to leave - as much as she can while
John's still in the shower. From her bag, she begins to pull out a couple of articles, then stops.
"I have some homework for you, if you're interested."

"Of course," Sherlock agrees without hesitation.

"Some reading. Be careful, though. He may not tolerate too many changes, or any
programme too ... vigorous with the ongoing headache. This article, a good overview of brain
health, discusses the role of nutrition and vitamins. Might be worth at least considering." She
flips through several. "Here's one on exercise, the benefit of even just walking. A survey of
TBI survivors - sorry, traumatic brain injury - and the specific rehabilitation therapies that
helped." Sherlock is absolutely interested in her peer-reviewed, evidence based information.
"Here some researchers studied exposure therapy, controlling amounts of screen time and
reading, measured the headache and found quicker improvement in patients who were
exposed compared to those who weren’t. Every patient is different. And neuro recovery is
hardly ever predictable. So you might find a combination of approaches may help? Or ..."
She draws out a final article. "Here's ... well, do with this as you may, he didn't seem
interested. The role of dance with some TBI and post-stroke patients --" She sees Sherlock
bristle, amends, "Yes, I know he's not solidly in either of those categories, but ... hear me out.
There's enough overlap, and ..." Halting, she stops her sentence, waits for Sherlock to look at
her. "Go ahead."

"Go ahead, what?"

"Say it." He frowns, narrows an eye. "It's okay to say it, to me anyway." She is open,
watching him fondly.

His voice is soft, young sounding. "This is hard." The one statement is all Sherlock is willing
to say, so he takes a deep breath, steels himself, and tilts his head at the articles. "Thank you."

"Exercise would be what I would try first. Walking, if you're both up for it. Think of it as
brain patterning. Or, you may have seen with Rosie or studied in school, infant brain
development. So much is gained when they learn to crawl. Repetitive movements establish
organised pathways. And the criss-crossing movement strengthens the hemispheric
connection --"

"Corpus callossum."

"Yes. It benefits neuron connections, brain communication." She smiles at his interjection of
the term. "I forget who you are, sometimes."

"I'm not apologising."



"Wouldn't dream of asking you to."

His exhale speaks volumes of the overwhelming situation they are in. He fans through the
articles again, pulls out the recommended one on the stimulation of brain recovery through
exercise. There is hope and purpose in his grasp.

"I'll be out shortly," she says, and goes to check on John.

++

The day winds down, and John naps on the couch while Rosie chatters about school and Mrs.
Hudson fusses over their dinner. Sherlock dismisses her early, though, deciding that he will
be the one to tuck Rosie in. She is doing well, and of course at her age requires no carrying
up stairs, so most of the help they needed earlier has long been canceled. 

He directs Rosie to the bathroom to brush her teeth, which she scampers off to complete.
When she returns, he is holding a book, indicates that she should come sit close so they can
read. The book, though, is one of his from his uni days. It is thick, and heavy. And written in
Latin.

Sassily, she puts a hand on her hip in protest, and makes a sourpuss face at him. "No, silly,"
she says, skipping over to get a few of hers, brings them back. When she reaches Sherlock,
she stops. Her index finger taps at her lips as if she is considering what to do, whose lap to sit
on, who she wants to do the reading. "One for each of you," she decides.

Sherlock does not in any way want to discourage her from seeking out John, from these
nighttime rituals, the wonder and ... rightness of them all being together. "All right. I'll read to
you, and then you can read to your papa."

She smartly considers the book, then, to hold out to Sherlock, saving the one she is more
comfortable and familiar with to read to John. They finish, enjoy the cuddles and the books,
and Rosie hugs John then kisses him on the nose. "Will you tuck me in?"

"Sure," he begins and makes a few motions as if he is going to get up to do exactly that.

"I think," Sherlock says, "that I'll do tonight, and maybe tomorrow, Rosie, we'll let your papa
climb the stairs. Okay? Good girl. Now put your books to bed, over on the shelf. I'll be right
up."

John watches her go without comment, then stretches. "Tomorrow?" he confirms.

"We'll see."

It is all Sherlock can do not to press a kiss to John's forehead too, and he leaves the room.

++

"I have one of those," John says after a bit, after Sherlock has returned from settling Rosie
and scrolling a bit on his mobile - checking mail, responding to a few texts, and perusing a
few news headlines.



"Yes."

Rather than ask, John merely holds out a hand, palm up.

John's replacement mobile, restored to his latest backup by Mycroft, is on the desk, and
Sherlock sees no good reason to withhold it, long as John doesn't want to spend hours on it.
He powers it on, delivers it, and says nothing. John touches a few buttons, but after a few
moments, is less interested in the screen than the feel, the weight, the case.

"This is not mine."

"True. Well, sort of anyway." Sherlock tells him it is the latest version of his phone, but yes, a
replacement.

"Where is my mobile?"

"It broke. Do you remember anything about how?"

"No ..." With a frown, he almost fusses, "You broke it?"

Sherlock scowls good-naturedly at John's sass, at his annoyance, at the more complex
thinking than he's shown previously. Perhaps it is a good thing, he hopes. "No. We were in a
car accident. Yours wasn't repairable like mine was." He is mildly encouraged when John
nods a little and makes a connection, his left hand coming up to touch at his scalp, the newly
growing hair, the scar. "Yes, careful there."

"My head aches."

"Yes. You had ..." Sherlock opts to speak John's language, using medical terms, "... a subdural
haematoma evacuation. And a concussion." He takes care to speak slowly, letting the words
hopefully sink in, then gestures at John's cast. "And you broke a couple bones."

Blinking, John seems to accept this, and he is distracted toward the mobile again for a little,
and then he seems to stare at nothing. Because he is calm, Sherlock picks up the mail and
finds a few other things to look at - an article, a bill, random advertisements. John, so far,
hasn't been asking to read or watch TV or work on his laptop. Sherlock is quite far into his
own thoughts when John growls, frustrated, and throws his mobile toward the other end of
the couch.

"Are you okay?" Sherlock asks. "What's wrong?"

"It's not mine. And it ... makes my head hurt."

"With the concussion, you are supposed to limit screen time. Focusing on anything for too
long." John doesn't respond to that. "You can have pain medicine," Sherlock offers, and
knows it must be hurting more than usual when John is quick to agree. So Sherlock brings
him two paracetamol, a glass of water, and John is watching him with somewhat dull eyes
when Sherlock returns to his chair, sitting down carefully with a hand pressed along his left
side.



"What about ... you?"

"In the accident, you mean?" he clarifies, not looking to give John information he isn't asking
about. When John nods, he speaks again. "Lacerated my spleen. Removed." Frowning, John
waits, so Sherlock continues. "Haemopneumothorax. Couple chest tubes for a bit. All
resolved," and although he uses clinical terms, he tries to minimise the situation so as not to
upset John. "It's okay."

"It is not okay." John leans back, closes his eyes, looking very unhappy. "I don't remember.
How ...?"

Sherlock worries that one of these times, John will begin to realise how not himself he is, and
be upset by it. More upset. But for now, he is directable, and Sherlock is encouraged by the
progress even though it is minimal each day. His words come easier, his sentences are
occasionally longer - or complete - and he is less forgetful, at least some of the time.

Minutes pass. "Your spleen," John finally says, interrupting Sherlock's perusing of an article
about a bee colony in Wales.

"A splenectomy," he answers.

"Show me."

Sherlock obliges, moving tee shirt up and pyjama waistband down, enough to show the edges
of the still slightly pink scar. 

"Oh god, no," John says as they are both looking at Sherlock's midsection. John is staring at
Sherlock's face, alarmed. "You ... fell. You ... died?"

Immediately Sherlock reacts. "No. No. I'm fine. That was a long time ago, and nothing
happened. I'm ... John?" he presses, having let the clothing fall back into place, and reaches
for John's uncasted hand. "I'm fine. Look at me." His mind scrambles for ... something.
Anything. Something to pacify John, to reassure him. An idea strikes, and he squeezes John's
hand gently. "Hey, listen. Remember earlier, the therapist?"

"Not really," he confesses, the words broken, and he looks at Sherlock, eyes mildly panicky,
his gaze moving head to toe, worriedly and not knowing what to do. His connections, his
circuitry, are not clear. Splinters of memory are getting mixed up with the present.

He is clearly anxious, and Sherlock quickly decides on his course of action. "Dance with
me," he says. And when John is puzzled, he says it again. "Like the therapist wanted to do,
earlier. While I played the violin."

"I can't." John inhales and then releases a shaky breath. Everything about John is tense.

"You won't know unless ... I'll help you," Sherlock says. With a quick swipe on his mobile, he
cues up his music library, chooses something orchestral and slow, sets the mobile against
something to amplify the sound. When the music starts to play, he mostly conceals the



grimace as he stands up. "Dance with me," he requests, more gently this time, holding a hand
in John's direction.

Fearful, nervous, John tries to shake his head. "You ... I saw you ..."

"I'm fine. That was a long time ago, and ... " Sherlock takes John's hand, drawing him to his
feet slowly. "Dance with me now." John cooperates though, and Sherlock doesn't aggravate
his pain too much as he assists. "I'm very much here, and we are very much okay."

The strings are quiet and low as John steps awkwardly closer toward Sherlock. The sling
holds one arm in place, but the other slides up along Sherlock's upper arm, resting lightly on
his shoulder. Sherlock's arms encircle gingerly, one hand at John's back and the other resting
along John's elbow. They stand still for a few moments, feeling the music and finding their
legs, their balance in close proximity. A slight swell in the music, volume and depth, and,
under Sherlock's guidance, they begin to sway. Sherlock lifts his feet from time to time,
leading slowly. He knows that this activity will not last long, that John doesn't have the
stamina for much, but he revels in and savours the feel of John in his arms.

He can sense a change, the moment John surrenders, when he relaxes slightly, enough to lean
further toward him. His arms shift position, one arm around John's waist pulling them closer,
the other coming to rest firmly between John's shoulders, a hand stealing into his hair. John
acquiesces, his head coming to rest against the front of Sherlock's shoulder, head facing into
Sherlock's neck. Their thighs brush lightly as they move in synchrony, and it is settling and
easy, stepping just faintly to the rhythm of the orchestra. Their bodies are warm, familiar, and
in sync with each other.

"I'm not ..." John begins, lets the words fall away.

Sherlock glances down at the silvery blond head in his arms, trying to sense whether John
needs the sentence finished, and opts to wait until he settles once again. "I know," he utters,
gently. His arms snug John in a little more, and the music quiets, the background changing
from violin lead to cello. The lower tones settle into a full chord. The music and the touch
and the togetherness, the way their hands hold and rest, speak volumes without needing
actual words. Sherlock's thumb slides along behind John's ear, a slow caress. "I know," he
repeats, and the moment holds out, sustaining in the music and the intimacy. The embrace.
Sherlock's lips, unbidden, press a gentle kiss into John's temple.

John stills, body and breathing and Sherlock can feel John's fingers tense, grab onto his
dressing gown. "Sherlock?" his name, breathy, as John whispers.

"Mmm?"

John draws back, mere inches between their faces now, and his fingers move to the slight
stubble of Sherlock's jaw, then pull him close. Their lips meet. They hold, bodies and lips
touching, breathing each other in. It is wonderful.

Sherlock's eyes drift closed, and he inhales against John's hair. Exhales into the sweet space
between them.
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"It's too early for lunch," Rosie tells them even as John follows Sherlock to the door. "I'm
hardly even hungry. And we never go to Speedy's."

Sherlock isn't in the mood for her confrontation, or more of what is approaching whining, so
he says nothing, just gestures in front of him, cuing Rosie to get a move on.

"It's too close, you always say." He nearly chuckles, for all Rosie usually listens, there are
certainly times she listens too well. And worse, remembers. Like when John rarely lets his
language filter go off-line. This, of course, she repeats whatever questionable or outright
objectionable word until … usually, bedtime. And often in front of guests, or Mrs. Hudson, or
someone at the shops.

"You ate hours ago, and not much," he tries to reason. "And yes it's close, which is the very
reason we're going there." It will be John's first foray out of the flat since their coming home.
Sherlock thinks even just down the stairs might be pushing it, letting alone the reserve of
energy he'll need to get himself back up. His own soreness is improved, his energy returning,
but he hardly will have what would be needed to strenuously assist John up the flight of
steps.

"I want to eat here, in front of Bluey." Rosie's latest obsession, streaming Bluey. He is
ambivalent about the lessons, tolerates the Aussie accent, knows it could be much much
worse.

He takes a - hopefully - calming breath. And takes verbal aim. "Would you like to bring your
monkey?"

Fortunately, she doesn't realise she's been ... carefully, politely hoodwinked. "Yeah, okay! It's
upstairs, I'll go ..." and with sparkling eyes and an abrupt change in demeanor, she sprints up
the stairs, making far too much noise for a small child. They used to comment fairly regularly
about how a relatively small child could sound like an elephant on the stairs.

In the three point two seconds she is out of earshot, Sherlock takes John's hand. "You're up
for this?"

"Up for what?"

"Speedy's, John. For lunch." The resultant frown indicates just how much of a headache John
is still struggling with, and Sherlock again wishes he could just fast forward time, get through
this healing process faster. "The fresh air might feel good."

"All right." He is serious, and Sherlock counts backward to his last dose of pain medicine.
Not due yet. In John's clearer moments, he doesn't want to take anything, but at night and



when it's troubling him, sometimes he can be persuaded. Like this morning.

"Look papa! Monkey still has his staples."

With a fond smile, John ruffles at Rosie's excited face, brushes his thumb over the staples in
the stuffed monkey's head. "Yes he does."

"Yours are out."

John brings a hand gingerly up to his temple, feels the short hair, the healing incision line,
just barely pink now. “For a couple of days now, yes." Sherlock takes a cautiously optimistic
note that John seems to be recalling details more often, albeit unpredictably. "You ready?"

It is a slow, halting progression down the stairs, out on the kerb, where Sherlock pauses.
holding Rosie's hand, letting John breathe in the ... well, relatively fresh air. He seems to
appreciate the change of scenery, looking first at the street, glancing both directions, taking in
on some level the traffic, stores, people. After a few moments, they head in to Speedy's cafe.

Lunch overall is a successful if underwhelming meal except for Rosie's stuffed, stapled
monkey, who sits on the table watching them all eat and gathers a rather puzzled look from
their server as well as several other patrons.

++

Harry opens her eyes in an unfamiliar setting. It is a bedroom, a little non-descript, nicely
furnished, clean. Not a drunk tank, not a skip, not a drug den. She wonders if it is a hotel of
some sort, but certainly not the rough ones she has - rarely - stayed in before. The door across
is slightly ajar, and she hears the faint murmur of other voices. From behind the curtain, faint
morning light is peeping through. She sits up, finds that she is wearing comfortable knit
pyjamas, unfamiliar.

She has no clue where she is, how she got here. She hears another voice, clearer, still distant,
"Let me get back to you on that."

By the time she sits up, feeling the haze and fog of too much, too late, too often, there is a
person in the opening of the door. 

"Ms. Watson?"

"What the fuck," Harry mumbles, but it is garbley. Too hoarse, too little hydration, not nearly
enough toothbrush. "Who are you? And where am I?"

"First, please know that you are safe here."

"I need to get out of here."

"I will explain everything," Anthea starts, staying right where she is in the hallway, not
daring to enter the room just yet.



Harry bolts to her feet, but the suddenness nearly upends her, and she flops inelegantly back
onto the bed. "Oh god, my head."

"Yes, I would imagine you are feeling rather ... poorly."

"Whatdja do t' me?" she demands.

"Nothing." Anthea cannot stop the tiniest of smiles at the total lack of insight, the question.
"You may feel better after freshening up. There is water by the bed. And the shower is ... just
here outside your bedroom." She waits for a response, or lack of a response, from Harry. "I'll
bring you coffee, or tea if you prefer."

"Or vodka?"

"No, ma'am."

"How did I get here? Did you bring me here?" She frowns again. “What is this place
anyway?”

Anthea keeps the answer vague, explains it is a suite, a combination office, workspace,
temporary lodging, a haven or getaway when needed. Harry doesn’t question it beyond the
basics. “And no, bringing you here was not me. Not personally. But ... some of my staff did.
You were ... unwell." She leaves out the nine nine nine call from the bar, the police
involvement, the agitation and uncooperativeness, the A&E visit, the medical clearance, the
signing out of the patient into the oversight of her employer. The legal blood alcohol level,
well above toxic limits, and Anthea knows Harry needs more time before filling in the gaps.

Harry stretches before trusting her legs under her again. "I'm leaving."

"All right."

"Just like that?" She hears the sleep in her throat, coughs, tries again. "I'm free to go.
Anytime?"

"If you choose." She gets a bit casual then, seeing that Harry is more awake. "The offer of a
shower, and coffee or tea still stands."

"Why am I here?" She glances down, seeing the rumpled nightclothes, the headache and the
obvious rough situation she is in, contrasts it even in her state with Anthea's polish, her form,
her poise. They are polar opposites. "You obviously want something."

"An offer, is all. If you'd like, we can discuss it in a bit. I can have some breakfast sent up."

"A mimosa. Or a bloody mary."

"No." Anthea gestures, steps aside. "Towels, toiletries, a change of clothes, all in there, Ms.
Watson. And I do hope you'll at least listen. We would very much like to help you. To make
sure you have some assistance. And ..." She smiles, cutting off what she'd been ready to say.

"Who are you? Or who do you work for?"



"My name is Anthea, and I work with - and for - Mr. Holmes. Mycroft. John's flatmate's
brother." Harry approaches, though more relaxed this time, ostensibly interested in the suite,
the shower. Anthea flips on the light in the spacious and well-equipped bathroom. "We'll chat
in a bit, then?"

She really does want to take a shower. Immediately. But her body responds to the toxicity, the
wakefulness and activity on top of the underlying intoxication, with sudden, gripping nausea.
Harry can feel the bile rising in her throat then, can almost literally feel her colour draining,
the sweats beginning along her arms. "Maybe," she tries, hoping she can hold off the
vomiting for a moment longer.

Anthea closes the door, almost all the way, as Harry lurches into the room barely in time.
Anthea listens to retching, a bit of low moaning, the toilet flushing, and the shower kick on. It
is long minutes before the water shuts off, and once the suite is relatively quiet, she's fairly
certain that for a few brief moments she can hear Harry ... humming.

++

"So that’s all I have to agree to right now? To give it a few weeks?" she asks, her mind is
overwhelmed. The programme is one of detox, of short term counseling, of new, partially
monitored living quarters. Anthea holds out a chance for, hopefully, sobriety that she hasn’t
grasped with any duration, for years now. There will be supervision, a life coach whatever the
hell that was. She balks, of course. "I wanna talk to John first."

Anthea smiles, though it is sad. "That isn't possible. He isn't able, right now." When Harry
frowns silently, Anthea continues. "Do you remember, a week or so ago, we spoke by phone?
John was in a car accident, he and Sherlock were injured."

"I ... what?"

"John was in a car accident "…

Harry stills, realising that news like this really should stick with a person. "It vaguely ... rings
a bell."

Anthea refills Harry's coffee mug, eyes the mostly empty plate, noting that both of the
Watson siblings have something of a sweet tooth. She clarifies, "John is probably leaving the
hospital soon, a few days or so. But he is ... not himself." She explains briefly, that there has
been a head injury, and that while John is improving, he is best left out of the discussions for
now. "I do have a letter for you. From his flatmate, Sherlock Holmes." She slides the sealed
envelope across the table.

The note was brief.

 

     Ms. Watson,

I trust you are in a place where you are able to make a good decision.



For the moment, John is not able to encourage you to do this. He cannot yell at you, threaten
you using colourful language into taking advantage of this opportunity, to plead and cajole
and beg. I will do none of that, simply speak the truth: These second chances do not come
often. I strongly advise you not to squander this. In strictly financial terms, you will have
access to resources that would otherwise not be options for you. Or for most people,
assuredly.

John’s recovery will likely be long, but perhaps when both of you are better, a long overdue
sibling visit can be arranged. I will be in touch.  

Consider this, if you are still undecided:  exactly what do you have to lose?

     Sherlock Holmes

 

Harry can feel the sinking feeling of having John's twat of a flatmate be right. Nothing to
lose? That concept alone is both depressing and … surprisingly … just a little bit motivating.

She stubbornly looks back at Anthea, and resolutely raises her chin. If nothing else, she'll get
a break from her residence, of getting her own food, of managing to get to work when she
could. She wonders how long she would have been able to keep that stupid job anyway. Press
pause on her troubles, and maybe ...

She doesn’t want to disappoint John. Again …

"All right. I agree."

++

A folder is on the top of Greg's inbox, and he exhales, fatigued at the thickness of paperwork
he has yet to go through. Personnel records, officers reports, traffic statistics, vacant building
occupancy by homeless persons, false alarms - all of it needs just a signature before being
filed.

A letter from a sergeant, a precinct, a distance away catches his eye. He doesn't recognise the
name nor the address, opens the few pages of writing, sits back and begins to read.

A short time later, he sets the sheets aside.

Well, I'll be damned, he thinks.

Without too much contemplation, he dials, waits, gives his request and his name to the
secretary. Once the call is connected, he launches into a few high-energy sentences, not
waiting for the other person to speak, before slowing down.

"Oh?" comes the response, slowly, with a bit of ... being entertained?

Greg recaps. "Says they've been trying to get updates, improvements to that intersection for
years. Visibility issues, better light sequencing. A speed hump along the major road. Multiple



complaints, many accidents, some of them, like this one, with fatalities. None of the usual
departments willing to cover the cost of the updates. And now, all it takes is ... what, one
phone call from you, and it's fait accompli?" There is silence on the other end of the line. "I'm
just ... curious. I mean, don't get me wrong, I'm grateful, and of course, the community is
grateful."

"Indeed." The cool word comes across very neutral, very laid-back. "Was there supposed to
be a question there, or ... something you needed?"

"No. Not exactly." Greg wonders, briefly, why he had placed the call so quickly, circles back
to the point. "But the sergeant who mailed me the letter did it out of thanks. Turns out, all he
needed to do was a bit of online searching about the passengers in the back seat. Put it
together, with John's ... you know, the blog. Their connection to the Met. To me. And penned
a letter. An actual, paper and envelope letter, written longhand, with a stamp on it." Greg
knows he is being a bit over the top, doesn't care. "To say thank you. To say a very heartfelt
thank you. To offer, that if I ever needed something in return, that ... you know, he would
help."

"What exactly does this have to do with me, Gregory?"

"I think we both know what. Obviously they didn't see any connection to you. But I know it
wasn't me, therefore," he slows again. "He says he owes me. But you and I know …”

Had he been inclined, Mycroft might have snorted at that. As if. "Are you re-gifting the
favour? Because I hardly think that's what they inten--"

"Of course not. Seems your power already knows no bounds." Greg can feel the frustration
build, at the failure of Mycroft to grasp what real life means. "Just passing along the thank
you. While the ... I don't know ... while the iron is hot, is all."

"Sometimes people simply want to be asked, is all, Gregory. I assure you, this was not the big
deal you are making it out to be."

"Whatever," Greg sighs, running a tired hand through his tired hair. "I guess that's it. I'm
sorry I wasted your time."

"No, actually you aren't sorry at all." Mycroft quietly chuckles, then, in his usual aloof tone,
he posits, "Do you agree, Inspector, that sometimes people simply want to be asked?"

There is an edge, a subtext, an agenda to the question in pitch, phrasing, and hesitation. "I ... I
have no idea."

"Well, when you figure it out, here is my personal number." He speaks slowly, repeats it
once. "Good evening."

The line goes immediately silent.

Greg looks at the folder, the handset, his desk. Wonders ... "What the fuck?" Do you want to
be asked, then, is that it?



And he dials again, spontaneously, before his brain can talk him out of it. The line connects
with a simple clearing of the throat, Mycroft's bizarre greeting. Taken slightly aback, Greg
blurts, "What will it take for you to have dinner with me?"

Greg’s ears are thrumming with the noise of circulation, of heightened emotion, of … more,
but he still hears Mycroft’s reply. “Simply asking should suffice.”

++

Anthea checks the address one more time before exiting the vehicle. Safely on her own,
unnoticed, she embraces this task, and rolls her eyes both literally and figuratively at
Mycroft's cluelessness. He'd insisted this could have been done via the post and did not
require any more of her time. She insisted, harder, that it did require a personal touch. She
takes the bag containing the folder, slides it over her shoulder. Knocks. Waits.

"Ms. Green?"

"Yes." The woman at the door is a little guarded, pleasant enough. "Can I help you?"

"My name is Anthea Roberts." The last name is so variable she jokes sometimes she doesn't
remember the real one. "I'm here on behalf of my employer, and ... I wanted to talk to you
about Paul." She keeps her voice calm, sympathetic, smiles as kindly as she can.

Pain flickers through her face, her eyes. The willingness to help of her earlier question
becomes closed and flat. She tries to find words to explain things - which of course Anthea
already knows - and because it's recent, she can't. In the seven weeks since the accident, she
has progressed from shock and numbness, to anger, back to numbness.

"I know," Anthea offers to the non-verbal pain, the silence. "I'm so sorry for your loss." Ms.
Green blinks a few more times, and stands in the doorway, uncertain, one hand on the knob
still. "May I come in?"

"Did you know Paul?" she asks, voice rough as she speaks. There is a frown, a sigh.

"I did not," she confesses. "But I would very much have liked to."

Ms. Green humphs just a little under her breath, leaves her doorway open. "I was just about
to have tea. Rooibos okay?"

"Yes please."

++

"I don't understand." Ms. Green - though she keeps insisting it's Christina, when Anthea uses
the formal name - says, blotting her eyes again with a tissue. "Paul would have ..."

Anthea takes her through the details again, glossing over some of the backstory, keeping to
the main points. Paul's passion was the environment, and a small community garden has been
proposed, not far from their home, to be established in which residents could grow their own
food in exchange for garden maintenance. Plantings would be sustainable, friendly for the



bee colonies, and completely pesticide free. There would be several benches, a small, curved
rock boundary, a simple memorial plaque. "To honour his life, his legacy." Now that she's
heard it several times, Christina seems ready for the artists rendition, so Anthea hands it
across. "The actual design may be minimally different, but this ..."

"Oh my. He always found such peace on any random park bench." She brushes her hand
lightly over the image. Paul's name is etched against the top slat of the bench. Underneath are
the words, 'Where flowers bloom, so does Hope.'  There are smaller, biographical dates listed.
"He'd have ... " Christina's voice catches. "... loved this." A deep sigh precedes her staring off
a moment. "One of his favourite phrases was 'Bloom where you're planted' you know?"
Anthea nods because she does indeed know, and it had not been an easy discussion to find
something similar and tasteful for a memorial plaque. "We didn't have children, but he loved
the neighborhood kids, always ..." She speaks a few minutes about how much Paul found
such fulfillment in connecting kids to the outdoors, helping them see, appreciate, and respect
nature.

Anthea listens quietly, until eventually Christina frowns again. "So, who are you exactly, and
why are you doing this? Why have you chosen Paul?"

Her answer is somewhat prepared, knowing that the question was likely to be asked. "My
employer knows the two men who Paul was driving that night, the night of the accident."

She nods, quietly, solemn. "They were injured, or ...?"

Anthea tilts her head sideways, not realising how ingrained that mannerism of Mycroft has
become. "Recovering. It's a long road, of course. We are grateful, of course. And so very
sorry for your loss."

A tear drips down off her chin. "That doesn't answer why?"

"It kind of does, actually," Anthea says gently. "Out of our gratitude, we honour Paul's
memory. He was a good man." Pausing a little, Anthea sets her empty teacup down, presses
her hand on the back of Christina's. "And he will not be forgotten."

Her smile is a little sad, a little fond. Her nod, hopeful. No words come, though, but Anthea
can see she is pleased.

"Thank you for the tea," she says, standing. "I'll be in touch." As Anthea turns to leave, she
sees Christina's bittersweet smile, her fingers lovingly resting on the picture, the bench, the
words. In her mind, she is composing what she will tell Mycroft. Perhaps, she thinks, it will
start with, personal touch, boss, means the world some of the time.

++

Rosie looks over across the room, sees her papa and Sherlock still at the table over boring
coffee, talking about boring anything, occasionally laughing at something that she doesn't
understand (and isn't funny). Flipping the page in her colouring book, she knows this newest
picture has to be the best, her best creation ever, with some of her new glitter crayons. Flip,
flowers, flip, children on a swing, no, flip, a dog with a stick. Maybe, though her papa - or



was it Sherlock - had a big dog as a boy and this one is little, no. She determines she will sign
it as she's been learning in school, and maybe she'll try to leave enough room for her full
name, Rosamund. The last few times she's tried it, though, she's known she will be out of
paper so after the R-O-S she chooses the shorter version. The next page is a pony standing in
front of corral fencing, no. The next, a raccoon and a squirrel on a tree branch, which she
knows is stupid because Sherlock says raccoons are only out at night and wouldn't be seen
with a squirrel, so not that one either.

Next page, perfect.

It is a bumble bee, a big one, hovering just over a giant flower bush.

There are eight letters in her name, and she's pretty certain if she starts all the way in one
corner, she can fit them all in across the top of the picture. Her tongue settles nicely between
her teeth as she concentrates, making this as special and without going outside the lines as
possible.

Maybe there's room on the refrigerator for it, once she's finished presenting it to her papa.

++

"I have a delivery." There are automatic doors opening, closing. People mill about, others
stride with purpose, toward a destination.

The volunteer at the desk raises her head. "To ... oh my, is that all for ... a patient?" Several
carts have been unloaded, boxed meals, small single-flower vases clipped with small gift
cards.

"No, ma'am. One cart for the A&E. And Neurosurgical ICU. And general trauma ICU."

"That's so considerate, my word, and generous. Do you need directions?"

"No, as long as these signs are correct." He nods toward the large wall directory, departments
and units and arrows guiding the way.

"They are. Anything left over, feel free to bring it back."

"We've been instructed, these are exclusively for the nurses, but ..."

"Oh," she says quickly, "I was only teasing. Those nurses deserve all of that, and more.
Thanks." Smiles are exchanged, and she gets to her feet. "What a lovely gesture."

++

Sherlock, the lighter sleeper of the two of them, senses John's restlessness, his sleep
approaching over. A stretch, a slight turn, a few deep breaths. Sherlock is awake and
watching when John's eyes finally open.

As he has done previous mornings, he frowns a little. "Hi," he says quietly. "G' morning."



"Yes it is."

As he has also done previously, he reaches out a foot in search of Sherlock's leg. His toe
touches bare ankle, slides up, encounters fabric.

"We're both wearing them, yes," Sherlock knows where John's mind has been, that he's
discreetly checked himself already for pyjamas and is curious about Sherlock's apparel too.

"Should I be here?"

"Here in bed, or here with me, or on Baker Street? You'll need to be a little more specific."

"Here. I mean, does Rosie mind?"

"Let's see, she's got that room all to herself, without your snoring and your frumpy jumpers
and your micromanaging her? I think not."

"Wanker."

++

Another evening arrives, and along with it, more conversation as John continues to fill in the
gaps of his memory.

"Do I still have a job?"

"You do. You’re on leave, for now. But yes, when you’re ready." There are many things
Sherlock wants to add, including the fact that John could certainly scale back or quit
altogether if he wanted. Or ask him to stop worrying.

John nods slowly, eyeing his casted right hand, flexing his fingers a little, comparing hands
for a bit. Then he changes the subject, "It's been a while since ... therapy came here."

"They all agree, you're going to improve on your own. It was mostly unnecessary."

He considers Sherlock, and his brows crease. "Did they leave because you were rude to
them?"

John’s delivery may be serious, but his intention hints at the fact that he knows Sherlock. And
knows him well. So Sherlock teases just a bit. “Who, me?” They both smile just a little.
"Actually, we worked pretty well together. So no, I wasn't ... excessively rude to them."

He's quiet again for a little, wheels still turning. He's been gradually increasing time spent
reading, perusing his laptop, or watching the telly, without symptoms. The mobile, though,
still is somewhat headache provoking, so he doesn’t do too much of that. 

"I feel like I should ..." John gestures toward the stairs, where Rosie is already asleep.

It is a theme with John, Sherlock knows, and he resists the urge to fuss at him. Not yet, he
thinks to himself, smirking. "Rosie is fine. Rosie likes having the room to herself. You are



probably better off down here, in case you wake up in the middle of the night unsure."
Though overall John is doing very well, there are still times he forgets some of the timeline,
some of the details. "But if you would feel better, I'll help you upstairs."

"You're sure?"

"Yes, and I have the monitor, if Rosie wakes ..."

"All right."

++

John sips at his morning tea, still in pyjamas and slippers. "There's an appointment on the
calendar today?" He is standing in the kitchen, while Sherlock sits at the table, having just
returned from taking Rosie to school.

"With a neurosurgeon, yes."

"Not the one who did the surgery?"

"No. This one is local, and has all your records." Sherlock can see John frowning, wonders
what he is thinking about. "It's not until after lunch. Rosie'll be at school." When John is still
quiet, pensive, Sherlock speaks again. "You seem ... troubled."

"I'm going to need the address, so I ..."

"I'm going with you."

"I'm sorry about that." His mouth puckers in irritation. “That you need to.”

"I want to go." Which both know is a lie.

"This is awful. I'm not ..." He presses the bridge of his nose, huffs, looks away, and sets the
mug of tea down. "I'm not ..."

These moments of clarity, of realisation, of being confronted by how different things are now
do not come often. Mostly, Sherlock thinks they are signs of progress, but they are still very
difficult for John to navigate, and he is learning how best to handle them when they come.

"Rrrrr," John growls softly, in his throat, ignoring the calendar and Sherlock and the tea,
choosing instead to close his eyes, facing away from everything, his hands braced on the
edge of the countertop, one of them a little awkwardly with the cast. "I'm not ..."

"Hey," Sherlock whispers, speaking John's name again before touching him (having learned
that the hard way), and when John doesn't flinch at the touch, he does his best to slide John
up against him, their bodies faintly touching. John does not like to be held tightly when he's
upset (which Sherlock also learned the hard way), but he does seem to relax a bit in a gentle
embrace. "Do you want to finish that sentence? You're not ... you're not what?"

"I'm not myself. I'm not ... a lot of things. Not anymore."



Offering verbal support does not come easily for Sherlock, and he chooses mostly to figure
out what John needs most. To listen, to touch. Occasionally, like today, he will speak. "You're
making progress. Every day, a little better." John’s quick snort tells him exactly what he
thinks of that attempt to reassure. So Sherlock expounds. “Speaking better, more words, more
sentences. Less pain. Less headache. Walking every day, the steps now, with no problems.
Less confusion. Cast will come off soon.” John is solemn, still. “Your hair is even growing
back pretty well.”

John’s face is expressionless. "I'm not ... worth it."

This complaint is new, and Sherlock doesn't know quite what to do with it. John isn’t really
listening anyway, not really, so he lets the idea just hang for a moment.

"I'm not ... You should ..." He doesn't finish either statement this time, but Sherlock can feel
John trying to put distance between them, and knows that he is perceiving that he is a burden
- which as a caretaker, has to be particularly awful for John. "I'm sorry."

“First of all, you’re improving. And important. And worth it.” Sherlock lets John edge away,
but when he seems like he's going to leave the kitchen, leave the room, he whispers, “Please,
stay.” He offers him a kitchen chair, settles the tea in front of him, sits down himself. "Do you
remember, after Barts, and I was gone for a little while?"

"Two years is not a little while." There’s still a little pain in John’s eyes, but it doesn’t last
long, doesn’t hobble the discussion.

"So you remember that." Their eyes meet, the very faintest admission of the irony of John’s
memory acknowledged. Sherlock finds the smirk, sad though it is, so very hopeful.

"Of course I do." He whispers, softly, that it was terrible, and Sherlock doesn't disagree.

"You held on. You held it together."

"I had a little help." They don’t talk about Mary often; they’ve never needed to.

"But you didn't give up."

At that, John's eyes raise, lift, and he looks steadily at Sherlock.

"I'm asking you not to give up again."

From the chair next to John, Sherlock watches him. His face. His struggle. The way his eyes
close, the frown softening, the way he nods, the effort it takes to listen - to trust him. “All
right.”

Hands reach out, hold. Sherlock’s long leg stretches, coming to rest along John’s calf. It is
solidarity and comfort. It is domestic and caring, exactly what they need. It is enough.

Chapter End Notes



So, a couple of things here:

The role of dance in TBI has been studied, and is helpful for some. Unique treatment
plans, each neuro recovery is so different.

Bloom where you're planted is a terrible phrase in a cemetery. And I didn't think it was
tasteful for a garden memorial bench either.

If a delivery comes designated for someone else, or a department not your own, keep
your hands off. Another unit at the hospital I work at got a delivery meant for us -
catered lunch - and ate it. The claim was, we didn't realise it wasn't for us. Sure you
didn’t. Small stuff, I know, and it was appreciated of course. Just not cool.

The ending, a few feels. They’ve a few hours without Rosie and before John’s
appointment. They’re headed … ahem … down the hall. But the moment seemed to
need a chapter end first.



Finally.

Chapter Summary

A chapter of some firsts.

And some not firsts.

And some things that sort of felt like firsts but weren't.

Chapter Notes

A bit of a stretch and overlap on the timeline, but the chapter is linear.

See the end of the chapter for more notes

There are times John feels like he is living someone else's life. It is a conscious, continual
effort, some of the time, to reassure himself that he belongs here. That Rosie and Sherlock are
... not his exactly, but part of this, his life. The struggles are less these days, and he sips his
tea in the mornings, there at his kitchen table on Baker Street, reminding himself that, while
he might not be one hundred percent restored, he is closer than he was. And getting closer.

Certain things are very familiar, comforting, grounding. Rosie snuggles with him clutching
his neck and a toy or a blanket - this is lovely. It feels right. Waking up in the downstairs
bedroom, in the downstairs bed, in Sherlock's arms, is also becoming more and more part of
the routine. There are times John thinks that the bedroom is the safest place around - despite
the inherent risks sleeping with someone so ... pointy. But Sherlock's bony elbows and bony
knees aside, they are part and parcel, and quite worth it. The safe haven in the bedroom, yes,
very familiar indeed.

If there has been a line drawn in their story, a demarcation, a before-and-after, John clings to
the now and the present as the murky mist of the past sometimes jiggles into clarity. It
bothers him less as the dust settles, as his memory improves, as they keep moving
forward. As more of his belongings migrate into the downstairs bedroom. Despite his
concerns, Rosie does seem to like having the room to herself now.

There is a doctors appointment today. It is not his first one, but the first for which he's been
more aware, more himself. For the earlier ones, he was more blunted, more disconnected,
going through the motions. Today, though, he is hoping for good news. For encouragement.
For an iteration of normal.



It hasn't occurred to him that getting to the doctors appointment could be a new - and
unpleasant - adventure.

++

Getting out of the flat is no longer automatic, spontaneous. There are details to see to prior,
from transportation to Rosie's arrangements, to having all necessary things to bring with
them, to assure John is ready on time. But they manage.

The door of the cab shuts, Sherlock settles next to him across the back seat. The address is
plugged into the front screen of the drivers GPS. As the car begins to move, John's breathing
hitches, unexpectedly, and his skin tingles. He takes a moment, tries to regroup, thinking that
the symptoms will abate now that they're on their way.

It doesn't.

"Sherlock?" he breathes, his heart pounding. There is electricity running throughout him,
heightened awareness, and too much stimuli. This is wrong. Something is very very wrong.

Turn signals, slowing, a traffic light. Cars in front and next to them, everyone minding their
own business as the car continues going from point A to point B.

Oh god, get out, get out, oh god, oh shit, hang on ...

His shoulders clench, his head throbs and thrums, the stress of catecholamines and the sense
of impending doom. Impending catastrophe.

With an alarmed glance, Sherlock sees. And knows. "Stop the car," he says quickly, and the
driver complies. "You're okay."

As the car slides next to the kerb, Sherlock's hand slides over John's cold one. "I don't ... I
feel ..." John tries to explain, tries to understand - and can't. His fingers feel Sherlock's but he
is tight, cold, and tingly. "I can't breathe," he finally gets the words out.

"I know, but you can. And you are. Breathing that is," Sherlock assures him, quick and low.
"It's a panic attack."

John's mind whirls overwhelmingly, and at the moment, he doesn't remember much. Doesn't
have a blessed clue what's going on. Given the blank look on his face, Sherlock can tell that
John doesn't actively have any idea why he is upset. "What?" he asks.

"A panic attack," he says again, squeezing John's hand as he reaches across to lower the
window next to John. "It's very understandable."

"I'm ..." John clings to Sherlock's hand, vision somewhat tunneled, looking fiercely and
desperately back at him. "I'm what?" His eyes dart around, looking for a threat, scouting the
car and the street and whatever else he sees, expecting something awful.

"Look at me," Sherlock directs again, squeezing a few times to get John's focus. "Deep
breath. You're okay. We're in the car. We're on our way to a doctor appointment." When John



attempts a few deep breaths, he smiles affirmingly, and continues. "Understandable. You're
remembering the accident."

He accepts Sherlock's statement, echoing the word accident without making a sound. "I don't
... No, I'm not. I don't remember."

"Apparently, some of your brain does."

"This is ..."

"Unpleasant." He rolls his eyes at Sherlock's under-representation, and he gives in. "Horrible.
I can see that. I'm sorry."

John looks forward, acutely aware of the stopped car, the journey ahead. "Oh god, I don't
want to ..."

Sherlock considers their options, eyeing John's level of distress, checks his mobile for the
time. There's a bit of margin still, and they have time to spare. "We can reschedule if you
insist." He thinks making sure John has an active choice here is really important.

"No. I mean, I don't want ..." He nearly scowls, rubs his non-casted hand over his face, sighs.
"Let's go. Get this over with." His voice is sad, resigned, tinged with dread.

Sherlock is rocked again with a wave of actual compassion, and in the depth of it, he realises
how much John has changed his life, his responses. "All right. What can I do to help?"

Fighting a wave of stress-induced nausea, John swallows hard before glancing over at
Sherlock. The presence in the back seat, with him, is ... he tries to quantify it and is unable.
Pivotal. An anchor. "You're doing it." He holds tight to Sherlock's hand.

"I'm here."

"Don't go away." John's blue eyes stare back, flicker with pain as their past and present
mingles. They plead with Sherlock to hold close too, his gaze and his hand. Sherlock steadies
himself, knowing John means more than just this sequelae of the accident, of the car ride.

I'm here. I'm not leaving.  He says this in every way he can.

He says it, later in the day, sharing a cup of tea together, and tucking their feet into
comfortably worn slippers. He says it after they have tucked Rosie and the flat and
themselves to bed. Words are not always necessary. He says it in the gathering of his arms, of
muscle and chests and breathing that tightens and catches. He says it when John makes a
small sound in his throat, asking wordlessly if this is all right, if they can do this, if he can
have this, if ... if everything is right with the world. "Yes." 

++

A routine day, entertaining Rosie, meals, a walk, improvement, listening to music. Now and
again, they choose soothing music (most often orchestral) and dance carefully in the living
room - enjoying it for both therapeutic function and pleasure. Sherlock is finally able to wear



his usual clothes, belt and all, without aggravating his healing surgical wound. They share a
room, a bed, and are just overall gentle with each other, neither wanting to rock the status
quo. It is enough for this season. John's memory, his speech, his functioning are all improving
- but clearly not normal just yet. He struggles occasionally finding words, sometimes with
writing. His headaches are still present, but less so.

It is on a regular day that they have a visitor. Mycroft ascends the stairs, brings Sherlock's
Belstaff fresh from his tailor, hangs the garment in plain sight. He pauses a bit as Rosie greets
him with "Uncle Mycroft" and Sherlock is somewhat relieved that she doesn't choose some
of the other nicknames he uses from time to time.

It is the first real visit, the first time he's been in the flat for any length of time, since their
return from the hospital a few weeks previously. And certainly, it is the first time John really
takes note of him. The first opportunity that they share space, breathe the same air.

"Dr. Watson," he says, reservedly, across the room. His normally intense gaze feels a bit more
intense than usual. "Good to see you."

John, frowning as is so common these days, can feel something ... just off. Mycroft's
presence, his carriage is prickling him somehow. And he is uncertain. "Is it?" His breathing
halts a little, somehow subliminally aware of underlying tension between them. Vague
memories descend, nothing that is clear enough to put words to, just unease. Tense, he turns
to look at Sherlock. There is a deep-seated need to connect, to assure and reassure himself
that Sherlock is here. That he is okay. Something is ... something, and he is just ...
unquantifiably uneasy.

"Of course it is," Mycroft replies. "I've been concerned about you both." For a moment, he
turns to Sherlock, asking a few pointed questions about his condition, his level of pain, his
needs. John watches, not quite cowering into the couch on which he is sitting. He half hopes
there will be recall, as his heart beat continues to swoosh, to pound in his ears. As is
something of his normal state, he listens only partially. If Sherlock needs him to pay
attention, he'll help him focus.

"And Rosamund, you are also doing well?"

She feels none of John's unease, answers with typical energy, shows him one of her latest
drawings, and offers to make him one. He politely accepts, and she sets to work.

"The delivery of food for the nurses was a few days ago. It was, I'm given to understand,
greatly appreciated." He speaks to Sherlock, but includes John in his conversation. "And
some of the other ideas are yet to be carried out."

"I'm missing something here," John intones quietly. Both Holmes' turn to look at him. "What
is it?"

"I was under the impression that there are still a great number of things you're missing, so --"
Though his words could have been cruel, his tone is not, a cool statement of fact. With
Harry's blessing, the intervention with John's sister has yet to be disclosed. John has not been



part of the gift discussion, of the highway improvements, of the memorial garden, best he can
tell anyway. "What can I --?"

"Mycroft!" Sherlock hisses.

"My apologies, Dr. Watson. Perhaps you can explain what it is you seek?"

"We knew this might --"

This time it is Mycroft who shushes his brother. "Let him."

Solemnly, nervously, John looks back and forth between them, listening, making an attempt
to keep up and sort himself out. When neither of them seem as if they're going to help him,
he exhales. "It just ... I don't know. There's something ..." He sets his chin, considers Mycroft
for a few moments, trying to embrace the emotion, determine the cause. "You being here.
You're making me ... It feels like bad news."

Sherlock snorts quietly. "Truer words. Did you hear that, brother? He equates you to bad
news. Yes." There is mocking overtop a serious situation, and they are all engaged with the
topic. None, John included, are specifically upset. If anything, the conversation, approaching
banter, makes everything feel a little bit normal. Although it isn't, obviously.

"I suggest you stop it," Mycroft whispers, aiming for light as he addresses his brother.

"Did you ... what am I missing?" They all sort of pause, waiting for clarity, and John finally
speaks again. "Sherlock?"

Clearing his throat lightly, Mycroft sinks onto the edge of a chair, and when Sherlock holds
his tongue, he addresses John. "I'm sorry, John. Do you remember my coming to visit you in
the hospital?"

"No." Tilting his head, he blinks a few times. "Not at all. Did you visit me?"

"Several times." John can feel some vague nausea settle into his chest as he watches the
brothers exchange somewhat worried glances. "With only your best intentions, of course. We
were both concerned, and as Sherlock couldn't visit, it seemed the best way to get
information from the staff. At bedside."

"I don't understand."

Mycroft smiles a bit then, and begins to slowly, tactfully explain. "One visit in particular,
John, you were recently off the ventilator. And we didn't realise at the time how little you
were actually processing. I came one evening ..."

++

John leans forward on the couch, his head is pounding, his skin a little sweaty, his mind ...
scattered. Sherlock has moved to sit next to him, and is lightly touching his shoulder.
Mycroft's footsteps grow fainter as he leaves the building, followed by the closing of the
outer door and then a car door opens, closes. Rosie is upstairs, getting pyjamas on as directed,



singing softly to herself, and the faint sounds of a child playing in her room filter downstairs.
All in all, she is adapting well, a resilient Watson.

John is trying to process what he's been told. "So, apparently, I was out of it enough to think
..."

"Seeing him and not me, yes. You assumed." With a shrug of his shoulders, he adds,
"Understandable, given ... everything, and your situation."

"And then you two ... scheming, broke all these rules to ..."

"The nurses helped. So I'm not sure how many rules were broken."

John breathes deep, enjoying the proximity of Sherlock, the comfort of his presence. "I don't
remember any of that. Some vague dreams about the army. Afghanistan. At least I think ..."

"I'm glad you don't remember that visit especially. I didn't see the ... degree of distress. But
given how unsettled Mycroft was afterward, it must have been awful." Sherlock is relieved
that John is more relaxed. "Neither of us intended that. It was quite unexpected."

"Not real." John leans closer, their thighs and elbows touching, something of a sideways
embrace. "Thank goodness. Both times." They don't speak too much about their history, the
trauma of being separated, any more, having dealt with it, forgiven what was necessary,
moving forward. 

"You're all right?"

John pauses, quietly measuring. "I think so. For the moment."

With a sudden flurry of footsteps and a giggle, Rosie is upon them. She inserts herself
between them, holding something in her hands. It is the stuffed stapled monkey.

With an addition. "Look!" she proclaims. Rosie holds out her monkey now wearing a cast
made of paper and cellotape. "You're both all fixed up!"

John's chuckle is close to genuine, Sherlock thinks, and, relieved, he wraps his arms around
all of them - monkey included.

++

John's sleep is often fitful, so when he awakens, not unusually, he takes stock. Deep breath,
heart rate normal in the sixties. No distress. Sherlock's bed. Cast is off and his wrist is stiff in
certain directions. Headache is ... actually quite dull and manageable, which is a pleasant
change. The flat is quiet.

Next to him, soft breathing is only faintly audible. The covers rise and fall with Sherlock's rib
cage, expanding, relaxing. They are warm and safe. Light from behind the window curtains is
almost non-existent, and John tucks over on his side hoping to fall back to sleep. His
movements rouse Sherlock, not all the way to wakefulness, but to a seeking, an arm sneaking
in John's direction. Even in sleep, somehow he manages to be curious and perpetually



gathering information. In order not to awaken him, John keeps himself quiet, still, his
breathing light and easy.

It hasn't been too long since the accident, since everything changed - he's still off work,
though Sherlock has begun some safe, remote consulting. He feels more like himself, less
searching, less forgetfulness, less concussion symptoms. He's even had a haircut, at a place
who managed to even things out from where the surgeon had clipped.

For the moment, though, he revels in being exactly here, in bed, close to Sherlock, Rosie
safely upstairs. It is the sweetness of a regular, routine, mundane thing - really, just together
under the covers. He inhales, feels his body, feels the firm muscle of Sherlock's thigh behind
his knee, the whisper of breathing, the radiating warmth, the awareness that they are together,
that they are sharing blankets and he might have drooled on the pillow and Sherlock has the
cutest little cat snores sometimes. It is ordinary and perfect and more than okay.

A few shifts, and John can feel himself nodding off again. 

++

John surveys the room, adjusts his suit jacket, eyes the audience. The handheld remote is
warm in his hand, and he pauses. "We've reviewed case one, GSW in combat with
penetrating abdominal trauma. Case two, cardiac contusion following blunt trauma after a
fall. Professor Stamford, anything you need to add in at this point, about either of those
cases? No?" John takes a sip of water from the bottle on the podium. "Our last one, then, case
three, is multiple trauma post MVA.

"This adult male presented unrestrained rear passenger, unresponsive but moving all
extremities, breathing at the scene. Intubated in A&E, Vitals are stable enough that we can
proceed with secondary survey. Pupils equal, reactive. Protective reflexes are intact.

"Let me digress here a moment:  seat belts, always. We'll see why in just a moment.

"So initial imaging, non-contrast CAT scan of the head and cervical spine, shown here. For
reference, coming down obviously from the top, here are structures, normal gyri and sulci,
normal hemispheric appearance, until ... here it comes." He aims the laser at the smart board
at the front of the lectern hall where he is delivering the case study to a group of senior med
students. "Large subdural haematoma. Centimeter markings are, yes right there, see?
Irregular, 2.5 centimeters across." He's seen the images, his own images, multiple times and it
never fails to impress, that he is fortunate for so many reasons. He scrolls through the rest of
the radiology images. "Cervical spine clear. Taken to operating room urgently from A&E for
evacuation. ICP monitor was placed, here's another CAT scan with it in place. See, here's the
tip of the drain scrolling out here." He presses a few buttons, cues up the laptop on the
podium in front of him to show split screen. "Here's side by side comparison, so you can
evaluate intracranial oedema. The improvement is pretty obvious." It catches him again, that
this could have been catastrophic, life-altering, debilitating. "By the time this next one was
completed, the patient was ready for discharge, and the reduction of swelling is, well, look?"
He swirls the laser pointer again, noting the difference. "Certainly not gone, but remarkably
improved."



"So surgical intervention is always in the wings for traumatic presentation, needed
emergently in two of these three case studies. You'll have much more in depth review of
prioritisation for emergencies.

"Professor Stamford only gave me twenty minutes. I have a couple left for Q&A, if anyone
has anything about these, or other things. Anyone?"

There are several questions before Mike comes to the front of the room, expresses his thanks
and appreciation for John's time, his military service, his willingness to be a guest lecturer. 

"Any final questions?"

One of the students raises a hand, and as soon as John nods at him, he speaks. "I know you
said the liver resection, GSW patient did well. And the cardiac contusion also, returned to
work. What happened to the subdural?"

Before John can answer, Mike speaks. "He's just back from his honeymoon, actually. He may
be considering a per diem academic clinical faculty position here at Barts." John steels the
surprise from his face with minimal success, and the exchanged glance can only be impish,
jovial. Mike adds, holding up one palm and pointing his index finger toward John in mock
hiding from the other side, "Isn't that right, Dr. Watson?"

The room reacts as they make the connection, several students applauding, several giving an
exclamation. John tries not to chuckle as he sets the remote down on the podium again. "We'll
see."

"In other words," Mike adds then, giving John a respectful nod, "there's been a complete
recovery."

++

Epilogue

"Wow, that's so neat!" Rosie exclaims as she spies the tree swing just down the hill. They
have just left the rear of the Holmes family cottage, where they are taking a much needed
break. "Will you push me, papa?" She doesn't wait for an answer as she scampers toward it.

"Of course, careful, though ..." he cautions as she hurries down the path, her feet sure as she
runs across the grass. Chuckling, he lets go of Sherlock's hand to follow her.

Sherlock slows up his pace, watching the two of them. Rosie, exuberant, quickly figures out
the best way to get on the sturdy rope swing. John surrenders himself completely to the sheer
joy of watching her, of pushing her on the swing, the simple pleasures of being six and away
from home for the long weekend. He well recalls previous visits, of some childhood times, of
family and being outdoors. After a few pushes, John keeps a partial eye on Rosie, turns to
look at Sherlock, who is leaning easily against one of the other trees, watching. They share a
smile, and John grins broadly as he whoops, catches Rosie, holding the swing high in the air.
Potential energy abounds as they both exclaim - until finally John lets go again with another
whistle.



There is a warm breeze that ruffles Sherlock's hair, plays at his coat and dappled sunshine
peeks through the high branches. John teases Rosie again, plucking carefully toward her
trainers as he pushes her from time to time, engaging her completely. Sherlock lets his mind
wander. What a year it's been, for all of them. Surgery, recovery, physiotherapy, returning to
work. Harry's successes. And all the rest. They have certainly earned this break, and he is
eager for the surprise for John and Rosie tomorrow. None of them will suspect the riding
lesson for Rosie, followed by a guided trail ride for all of them that he has arranged. He
hopes John will appreciate that he will indeed wear a riding helmet for the first time ever. He
also eagerly anticipates Rosie's excitement at the toy riding stable and horse set that Mrs.
Hudson has agreed to set up while they are away.

He slides a hand into his trouser pocket, touches the slider just once, clicks his wedding ring
against it, and smiles again at himself, at how much he is enjoying this simple domesticity.
Rosie and John continue their antics, enjoying the carefree moments. A faint breeze stirs at
the leaves high overhead, and there are a few sounds of insects and other winged creatures in
the distance. A hint of flowers wafts over, and Sherlock closes his eyes, identifies the exact
hybrid of lilac.

Eventually Rosie tires, and they proceed back inside. John sets and lights a fire with Rosie's
help while Sherlock complains yet again about the lack of internet service. Rosie has listened
to it a few times along with John's reply, and manages to chuckle good-naturedly (as John
also tries to do), explaining to him, echoing and channeling John, that being unplugged to a
degree is entirely the point. And that he will survive it.

They have packed carefully, using John's carefully tended lists, so there are no questions
about food or activities or clothes or bedding. Rosie was in charge (though John maintained
oversight) of bringing a few of her favourite games, and so after dinner, they sit in front of
the fire. The routine isn't too different, but the location and the environment is. A few rounds
of a card game, a couple of snacks, and Rosie is tucked into bed, choosing the top bunk of the
old, solid bunkbeds that used to house the Holmes children.

They relax for a bit, enjoying the companionable quiet, the getaway, the different sounds, and
a small glass of whiskey each.

Eventually, discussion comes round to the journey, the healing, the closeness that they do not
ever take for granted. John says something snarky, Sherlock teases back that he should watch
out, and the banter turns a bit ... personal. "Let me leave a few things out for Rosie, for the
morning, if she wakes up before us. I'll be right up?" John says to Sherlock, but things are
already warm between them, and their hands touch and glide. Leaning in, Sherlock bends
slightly to nuzzle at John's mouth, his cheek, and his breath is warm against the side of John's
head. The hair is completely grown back and the scar under the hairline is a thin line of
white, but sensation is different. Now and again, Sherlock attempts to categorise the
numbness and measure the shrinking area. When he does it too often, John fusses and
brushes him away.

"Still numb?"

"Muted."



"Well, they did cut into your skull. Into your brain."

"Stop saying that as if you're ... hungry. It's creepy."

"They didn't take photos."

"There are plenty of CAT scans, you --"

"No, actual photos. Images."

"I'm sorry --"

"Idiots, the lot of them. A golden opportunity, and they failed --"

John claps a hand over Sherlock's mouth. "We've been here before. You know what was the
priority, at the time, and --"

He shrugs out from behind John's hand, gestures off-handedly at John's head with mock
annoyance. "Someone could have made time to ..."

His sentence is cut off by John's kiss. His hungry, warm, gentling yet determined kisses.
"Let's make time for something else I have in mind."

++

Moonlight peeps in from the dormer windows of the upstairs bedroom of the cottage. The
walls are rustic, made of thick stone and stucco. The dark, braided rug on the floor is faded
with age but still thick and warm for the bare feet as they cross. The mattress dips lightly as
two bodies make their way under the thick earthtoned quilts and the brown wool blanket. An
elbow hits and catches on a pillow, the covers pinch under someone's hip, but eventually they
cocoon themselves in the shelter of the bedroom. The cool of the sheets is gradually
overtaken by body heat, limbs adjusting, a hand stroking, the caress of a mouth over the point
of a jaw, the rounded chest muscle, an iliac crest. A few words are spoken under the edge of
the covers as heat builds: oh god yes, love that, don't stop, and oh god I'm close.

A rumpled tee shirt is used for a quick clean-up and tumbles to the floor with disregard.
Meanwhile, John tucks onto his side in the welcoming vee of Sherlock's arm and chest.
Familiar and comfortable, they manouever into a position that allows each to drift off to sleep
without compromising circulation. John's knee is bent, over Sherlock's thigh, his toes slide
under Sherlock's calf. As John's arm easily comes across Sherlock's waist, Sherlock's long
arm wraps underneath it. They hold each other loose and easy, nothing restrictive, as they
enjoy the intimate companionship. After a bit, one of them twitches faintly as he falls asleep.
The other revels in the absolute peace and calm and rightness of the moment, inhaling lightly
into the silvery blond hair just next to him. He no longer takes for granted the closeness as he
turns his head inward, allows his body to fully unwind.

Across the hall, Rosie turns in her own bed, her mouth slack in her sleep, the monkey nestled
loosely in her hand.



Chapter End Notes

Thanks for following along with this piece and hanging in there until the end. Squint at
all the missing pieces. I hadn't planned on the ... feels at the end, but ... well, there you
have it. A lot of things I hadn't planned on. For posterity and reference (in case I look
back on this last warts-and-all chapter at some future date and wonder wtf) having
dodged covid for almost 3 years, I unexpectedly tested positive New Years Day. And
then after paxlovid, got even sicker with rebound. Take it seriously, this has been no
joke. God I miss my sense of smell. Among other things.

If there are very blatant errors and typos (and oh yes, they're in there), please let me
know so that I can correct them.

I keep seeing rumour of Sherlock Season 5 discussions in the media, but it is all old
conversation, right?



Please drop by the Archive and comment to let the creator know if you enjoyed their work!

http://archiveofourown.org/works/41248245/comments/new
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